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There are many different types of collectors, with many different motivations as to why they
collect, and what they collect. Each of you has a story answering the why and what, told through
your books, pamphlets, maps and ephemera. Working in an open shop is listening to the oral histories of collectors but I get uncomfortable when asked what I collect. Usually I reply that I don’t
collect anything, which technically is true; the home may be cluttered, but not with collections.
But as I look through this catalogue it is obvious I collect (using store money) stuff with seemingly no pattern or reason, other than I like it. Collectors and dealers sometimes obsess with specialties, often successfully. I tell customers that Back of Beyond Books specializes on the history of
the Colorado Plateau and the American West. In reality Back of Beyond needs to specialize AND
be a generalist shop.The stunning Thomas Moran chromo-lithograph (item #12) pairs well with
item #260, the Haugg Express Passenger Locomotive. The rare Kolb Stereoviews (item #11) will
be snapped up by a Grand Canyon collector while the European War Stereoviews (item # 254)
will attract another collector. And that my friends is this catalogue in a nutshell; something for
everyone.
Back of Beyond Books is pleased to publish a chapter from Hour of Land: a Personal Topography of America’s National Parks by Terry Tempest Williams. This limited edition of 100 books
features the chapter on Canyonlands National Park and will be printed by letterpress, with original photography in a gorgeous silk binding. Pre-orders are now accepted with the final price to
be determined. We will celebrate the national release of the trade edition and the limited edition
here in Moab June 6th.

						Sincerely,
						Andy Nettell

83 N. Main St.
Moab, UT 84532
(435) 259-5154 - (800) 700-2859
andy@backofbeyondbooks.com
www.backofbeyondbooks.com
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National Parks
1. He Could See for a Hundred Miles-Signed Broadside
Abbey, Edward

Limited/Numbered Edition. 2008. Fine. Broadside. 10” x 15”.
A broadside with an excerpt from the Monkey Wrench Gang,
from a very limited edition of 100 copies, numbered and signed
by the three surviving friends of Edward Abbey portrayed in the
book: Ingrid Eisenstadter aka Bonnie Abzug, Ken Sleight aka Seldom Seen, and Doug Peacock aka Hayduke. Printed to celebrate
Confluence: A Celebration of Reading and Writing--Moab, Utah,
October 14-19, 2008. Artwork: Peg Dougherty. Design: Dave
Jenney. Printed By: Perry Loughridge. Text in brown and black
with a raven illustration. $250

Unusual View of El Tovar

2. Hotel El Tovar Grand Canyon of Arizona
Aken, Louis

American Lithographic Co., 1906. New York Very Good.
Lithograph. 16 1/2” x 24”.
A scarce Louis Aken chromo-lithograph from Grand Canyon,
with the artist’s name and date on the plate. Image size is 7
3/4” x 16”. One very light soil spot on margin. The image is
in fine condition, but not examined out of frame. Frame is
modern. Painter of the Southwest Louis Aken (1863-1913)
lived in Arizona during the later part of his life in the early
1900s, where the desert air was supposed to help his tuberculosis. He lived at the El Tovar Hotel, Flagstaff and Oraibi,
painting the Hopi and later landscapes. He lived in a studio
at the Babbitt Brothers store in Flagstaff, and the Babbitts
hold many of his original paintings. This print was for the Santa Fe railroad. Depicted are the El Tovar, a dirt
path with a few Native Americans and a ranger on horseback, and the view beyond. No copies found on
OCLC. $2500

3. Grand Canyon, an Article--Signed
Dawson, Thomas F.

Limited Edition. Five Quail Books, 2002. Prescott, Arizona. Book: Fine. Hardcover. 67 pp.
Green leather boards with gilt imprint, in green leather slipcase. Limited edition, one of 25 copies in boards
and only 5 copies in slipcases. A reprint of Dawson’s 1917 Senate Document No. 42. The article discusses
prospector James White and his claim to have been the first white man to go through Grand Canyon, two
years before the 1869 Powell expedition, an issue of controversy ever since. James White was still alive and
published an account in 1916. A bibliography of references about White, compiled by the publisher Dan
Cassidy, is included. Two addendum slips are laid in and a fold-out reprint of White’s account published in
1868 is tipped in. Signed by the publisher on the limitation page. $100
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4. Foley’s Yosemite Souvenir & Guide
Foley, D. J.

Yosemite Falls Studio, 1909. Yosemite, CA. Book: Good. Hardcover. 113 pp. 6 3/4” x 4 3/4”.
Green pictorial boards with advertisements, black cloth spine. Boards have creases, light soil and edge
wear. Front hinge loose. Interior clean with one scuffed area on title page. One page torn. Illustrated with
many black and white photos and two folding maps, this guide provides practical advice on travel and
descriptions of the scenic attractions and natural history of the park. Only one record for this year found on
OCLC, at the Sierra Club Library. $225

5. Glacier National Park Aeroplane Map

Great Northern Railway. Good. Pamphlet.
Circa 1915. Map brochure, 16” x 32” unfolded, with some soil and a
few holes at fold corners. Many green tinted halftone photographs
accompany the text. The color map, by McGill-Warner Company
of Saint Paul, shows an illustrated airplane view with major roads,
trails, and peaks labeled. “When it is sweltering weather back in
your home town, ‘it’s cool in Glacier Park.’ “ The Great Northern
Railway sponsored tourism advertising for the park throughout its
early years. $125

6. Grand Canyon National Park
in Photogravure

El Tovar Studio/Fred Harvey, 1925. Book: Very
Good. Softcover. 13 pp. 8” x 10”.
Stringbound cream wrappers with brown/sepia
print throughout. Light soil spot on front. 12
pages of photos and one introduction page, with
views of people and building at the South Rim and
sweeping views of the canyon. This souvenir is in
its original printed brown envelope, a rare find,
also in very good condition. $195

7. Grand Canyon of Arizona Hand Colored Photographs

El Tovar Studio/Fred Harvey. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 11 1/4” x 14”.
String bound oblong tan wrappers. 12 tipped in hand-colored Grand Canyon scenic photos. Images are 7
1/2” x 9 1/2”. Some edge creasing of oversized wrappers, with interior pages in very good condition. No
date, probably circa 1920s. $65
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8. Grand Canyon Stereoviews with
Stereoscope

Underwood and Underwood. Very Good. Photograph. 3
1/2” by 7”.
Circa 1910, with copyright date of 1908 on stereoviews.
A stereoscope in its original box with 28 views of the
Southwest. Velvet-lined box has significant wear and
cloth fraying, with edge splits on two corners of the
lid. The views are all in very good condition with light
mount edge wear, except for one view with some soil.
Gilt title on lid “Stereoscopic Views Grand Canyon of
Arizona on the Santa Fe.” 10 of the views are from the
Underwood and Underwood official Grand Canyon set,
which had 18 views; based on the captions others are
from different sets with more views of Grand Canyon,
Hopis and their land, Petrified Forest and other scenes
from Northern Arizona. The theme suggests that the
views were possibly sold all together originally in the
box set. $800

9. In Den Tälern Des Todes. Die Abenteuerliche Erforschung Der Wunderwelt Am Colorado Durch J. W. Powell
Hanstein, Otfrid Von

First Edition. Berlin Deutsche Buchwerkstatten, 1922. Dresden. Book: Good. Dust Jacket: Fair. Hardcover. 176
pp.
A portion of John Wesley Powell’s report on his Colorado River expedition, translated into German by science fiction writer Otfrid von Hanstein. The dust jacket has several pieces missing including a four inch strip
on the rear. Its color illustration is intact with some rubbing. White cloth boards with blue and red imprint.
Light soil and rubbed and bumped corners. Spine cocked, pages toned. Illustrated with a frontispiece map
and portrait of Powell, and four plate leaves with a total of eight black and white illustrations. This first
edition in German is hard to find in the dust jacket. $95

10. Steamer S. S. Queen in
Glacier Bay, Alaska Photograph
Haynes, F. Jay
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1891. Very Good. Photograph. 24” x 30”.
Silver gelatin photograph measuring 15” x
21”, with a stiff original backing and matte
frame. Image is toned with light soil. This
larger format photograph is scarce. Photographer F. Jay Haynes, known for his studios
in Yellowstone National Park, took this
photo of the steamer S. S. Queen in Glacier
Bay while on an 1891 trip to Alaska. The
Pacific Coast Steamship Company’s Queen
was one of the first tourist ships to cruise
Southeast Alaska, and one fjord in Glacier
Bay is named after the ship. $2000

11. Ten Stereoviews of Grand
Canyon
Kolb, Ellsworth and Emery

Kolb Brothers, 1906. Grand Canyon. Very Good.
Photograph. 3 1/2” x 7”.
A set of ten silver gelatin stereoviews of Grand
Canyon from the Kolb Brothers studios at the
South Rim. Card mounts have light edge wear
with a dent in the edge of one card. Images
vary in contrast from fair to very good, with
light soil on a few cards and silvering. The
views are: View from the Head of Bright Angel
Trail; The Colorado River at the Foot of Bright
Angel Trail, 4500 Ft. Below the Rim; Jacob’s
Ladder, 2255 Feet Below the Rim; Grand View
Point; Looking West from Rowe Point, a Sixty
Mile Views; “After the Storm”; Throwing Into
the Colorado from the Plateau, 1300 Feet
Above; The First Mile of Bright Angel Trail.
1000 Feet of Precipice; Cape Horn, 644 Feet
Below the Rim; and The “Cork Screw” on
Bright Angel Trail, 4100 Feet Below the Rim.
People shots include a woman on her hands
and knees peering over the Rim, a long mule
or horse train on switchbacks, and a man
throwing a rock into the Canyon. Uncommon.
$425

12. Grand Canyon of Arizona, from Hermit Rim Road (Thomas Moran
Chromo-Lithograph--On Cover
Moran, Thomas

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway System, 1913. New York.
Fine.
Printed by American Lithographic
Co. The Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad commissioned
the original oil painting from
Moran 1912 and still has the
painting today. Thomas Moran (1837-1926) was the most
famous landscape painter of the
American West at the time and
had begun painting the Grand
Canyon in 1873. The Santa Fe
spur line was the first track to
the South Rim, and the railroad
promoted and purchased art of
the Canyon. Most of the 2500
chromo-lithographic prints from
the railroad were distributed as gifts and heavily used. This is one of a small number of the prints recently found in the archives of the railroad, uncirculated and untrimmed. There is one half-inch closed tear
repaired on the lower right corner margin. The print shows the Canyon and far-off Colorado River from the
Hermit Rim, with a thunderstorm in the distance and pinyon and juniper trees in the foreground. A striking
image in beautiful condition. $6000
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13. Album of Views of Estes
Park and Rocky Mountain National Park
Parke, W. T.

W. T. Parke. Estes Park, CO. Book: Very Good.
Softcover. 20 pp. 5 3/4” x3 1/2”.
An early collection of 20 Rocky Mountain color
lithograph postcards with divided backs. Circa
1900-1910s. The cards are in fine condition,
perforated at the spine, with some edge wear
on the grey wrapper protecting them. Publisher W. T. Parke was one of the early photographers and merchants of Estes Park, with a
storefront on Elkhorn Avenue. No copies found
on OCLC. $75

14. Photo Album with Vintage Postcards and Old Photos of National
Parks
Book: Good. Hardcover. 11” x 1” x 16”.
Leather stringbound boards with brown imprint, black
pages. Front board is completely detached. A few notebook pages of handwritten notes about the photos are
laid in. One page has photos with burn marks around
the edges; otherwise the rest are in very good condition. Print quality and contrast varies, with some very
striking and well-composed shots. Photos are labeled
on the backs. Circa 1920s. A vintage family photo album
with a few hundred black and white photos, mostly
from vacations in the West, with scenic shots of Yosemite, Yellowstone, California beaches, ranches and horses,
a US Navy zeppelin, and family shots of people, weddings, automobiles, and campsites. Postcards include
scenes from Gunnison and other areas of the Rockies and Sierras. $75

What’s that Mountain?

15. Signposts of Adventure: Glacier National Park As the Indians Know
It--Signed
Schultz, James Willard

First Edition. Houghton Mifflin and Co, 1926. Boston, MA. Book: Very Good. Dust Jacket: Good. Hardcover.
Mylar-wrapped dust jacket has a few tears up to an inch and chips, not price clipped. Grey boards with
pasted on photo and black imprint. Rubbed and bumped corners and spine ends. Bookplate on front pastedown endpaper. Clean text block. Fold-out map at rear and all plates present as called for. The black and
white scenic photographs are from early photographer of Glacier National Park T. J. Hileman. The half-title
page is inscribed by James Willard Schultz or “Apikuni”, his Blackfoot name. Schultz once lived among the
Blackfeet, and as an early guide at Glacier National Park named many of the mountains there, the “signposts” discussed in detail in the book, given with their Blackfoot names. $625
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16. Southern Utah Parks Stereoviews

Keystone View Company, Meadville, PA. Very Good. Photograph. 3 1/2” x 7”.
A scarce complete collection of 36 stereoview cards
from Zion and Bryce National Parks, housed in a custom
black box made to look like a book. Some rubbed edges
and paper peeling of edges on box. Circa 1920s. The
views are lithographs of hand-colored photos and are
number stamped 1-36, with a few paragraphs of text on
the features on the verso of the cards. The colors are
bright, and most of the cards are in fine condition with
just the lightest edge wear on mounts and some bowing.
Shots include the park lodges, parties and individuals on
horseback, automobiles, and visitors enjoying the view at
overlooks. No copies found on OCLC. $900

17. Views of Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona

Verkamp’s. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 12” x 15”.
Stringbound with dark brown stiff wrappers and leaves. Rough-trimmed lower edges and edge creasing of
oversized wrapper. 15 tipped in hand-colored photos of Grand Canyon scenes, including several of people
and trails. Images are 8” x 10 1/2”, each captioned in detail. Circa early 1900s. Although hand-colored views
of the canyon were popular in the 1900s, this Verkamp’s edition printed by Chicago Photogravure Company
is rare, with only one copy found on OCLC as of November 2015. $350

A Limited Edition by
Terry Tempest Williams

On June 7th, Terry Tempest Williams will release her latest book, The Hour of Land: A
Personal Topography of America’s National Parks. As could be expected, Terry offers
a deeply personal view on the twelve parks she visits, leading the reader through a
journey of not only discovery, but an impassioned view of what parks are and what
they should be. In conjunction with Sarah Crichton Books, Back of Beyond Books will
publish a limited edition of the chapter titled Canyonlands National Park. This, the
longest chapter (50 plus pages), includes five original photographs not included in
the trade edition. Printed by hand on a Vandercook Universal III letterpress on Velin
D’ARCHES 100% cotton paper mouldmade in France, printed by Rob Buchert at Tryst
Press in Provo Utah. Designed by David Jenney Design and bound in silk by Roswell
Book Bindery in Phoenix. Limited to 100 copies in celebration of the 100th anniversary
of the National Park Service. $425
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WESTERN AMERICANA
18. Frontier Scout Newspaper, August 10,
1865
Adams, E. G. (editor)

Lieut. C. H. Champney, 1865. Fort Rice, Dakota Territory. Very
Good. Newspaper. 12” x 7 1/2”. 8 pp.
A very scarce issue of a frontier newspaper published at Fort
Rice, Dakota Territory, from August 10, 1865. One folded sheet
with four pages total, with a three-hole punch in the margin
and some chips and tears. The last two pages have paper and
text loss from a piece missing at the lower edge roughly 1
1/2” x 5 1/2”. Articles include letters to the editor, an editiorial
“Indian Im-policy”, the editor’s poem “San Salvador”, a daily log
containing reference to a wounded soldier’s death and burial,
reminiscences from the Civil War, and local and humor items.
A lost item was “a pocket-book containing $104.25, one order
for head-stones for the grave-yard, and one list of gun-crew.”
The army post newspaper was published from June-October
of 1865, the year after the fort was established. Captain Enoch
George Adams later went on to become editor of newspapers
in Washington and Oregon. We also have a second issue from
August 24th, 1865 with more army captain poetry. $2250

19. Train and Bank Robbers of the West
Appler, Augustus C.

Belford Clarke and Company, 1882. Chicago And St. Louis. Book: Good. Hardcover. 287 pp.
Later “new” edition of Appler’s original 1875 book published under various titles. Original red cloth binding
has rubbed and frayed edges with brown cloth repairs on the spine. Black and gilt imprint. Bumped corners, soil on boards. Binding tight but with some uneven signatures. Soil on edges, and patterned endpapers with brown cloth tape at hinges. Some pages have light soil, chips and corner wear. Appler was the
editor of a Missouri newspaper and presented the stories told about the outlaw James brothers and their
gang, with some accounts more accurate than others. Howes A 295, Six Guns 1137. $135

20. “Around the Circle” One Thousand Miles
through the Rocky Mountains

Passenger Department of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, 1890.
Book: Very Good. Softcover. 61 pp.
Tan wrapper with brown and white print has some corner wear and
toning. Interior clean. “Being a Descriptive of a Trip Among Peaks, Over
Passes, and Through Canons of Colorado. A Journey which comprises
more Noted and Magnificent Scenery than is compassed in any other
one Thousand Miles of Travel in the known World.” A tourist publication for the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, in which black and white
woodcut plates and photographs, a folding map, an elevation profile,
and a list of points of interest are included. $65
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21. Art Work of Eastern Kansas, Set of 12 Volumes

First Edition. Western Photogravure Company, 1900. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 13 3/4” x 11”.
A hard-to-find complete set of twelve volumes, Parts 1-12. Dark reddish-brown reptile-skin patterned wrappers, generally in very good
condition with some edge wear and chips, with a few wrappers in good
condition. Part one has more wear and a two-inch piece missing from a
lower corner. Gilt title imprint is slightly faded. The interior pages are clean
and in very good condition. Each volume contains five to seven 7 1/4” x 9
1/4” photogravures with tissue, accompanied by a few pages of text. The
views are of practically every important town and building in eastern Kansas in 1900, from the Capitol building and its library stacks to Fort Riley and
the Old Dutch Windmill at Lawrence. A quality set of historic photos, with
only nine copies listed on OCLC as of December 2015. $1600

22. Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws of
the Denver Chamber of Commerce and Board
of Trade. Organized 1884

News Print Co. Denver. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 27 pp. 5 1/2” x 3
1/2”.
No date, circa 1884 or 1885. Light soil on boards and some hinge
cracking. Brown cloth boards with gilt imprint and illustration of
the Clayton Building on rear board. The frontispiece is also of the
Clayton Building. Also contains a complete list of the Chamber of
Commerce members for 1885 and three pages of advertisements for
M. J. McNamara & Co., sponsors of the publication. Scarce, with only
one copy found on OCLC at the Denver Public Library. $225

23. Automobile Blue Book 1913: Volume 5 Mississippi River to Pacific
Coast

Automobile Blue Book Publishing Company, 1913. New York. Book: Good. 1028 pp.
Flexible leather boards heavily chipped with pieces of leather missing, including a 2” x 3” piece on the rear
board. Gilt imprint with Texaco ad on rear cover. Light soil on edges. Interior clean, with some toning of
pages. An early road guide from the American Automobile Association. Contains maps printed on endpapers, frontispiece folding map, publisher’s postcard leaf, and advertisements at front and back. The pages
really are blue and contain mileage guides, smaller maps, and advertisements from all over the West. $65

24. Alasko-Canadian Frontier--Signed
Balch, Thomas Willing

Second Edition. Press of Allen, Lane and Scott, 1902. Philadelphia. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 45 pp.
Red cloth boards with gilt imprint. Light rubbing of corners and edges and a few wrinkled areas in the cloth.
Gilt top edge. The endpapers have an article about the book pasted on the front pastedown. Tipped into to
the endpapers is a handwritten signed letter from the author presenting the book to F. L. Wells of Chicago.
A short article from 1903 on the Alaskan Treaty is also laid in. Read at the annual meeting of the Franklin
Institute, January 15th, 1902, and reprinted from the “Journal of the Franklin Institute” for March 1902.
Contains a discussion and 8 map plates of various historical maps relating to the Alaska-Canada boundary
dispute, which was settled by treaty in 1903. $175
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25. Beaty’s Cabin--Signed
Barker, Elliott S.

First Edition. University of New Mexico Press, 1953. Albuquerque. Book: Very Good. Dust Jacket: Good. Hardcover. 220 pp.
Dust jacket has edge wear and light rubbing. Price clipped. Green cloth boards with yellow imprint. Rubbed
and bumped corners and edges with a few small scuffs. Front endpaper map. Soil on edges. The half title
leaf and a blank endpaper page opposite have inscriptions from many people, apparently participants in a
Pecos Trail trip in 1961. The half title has an inscription signed by the author. Elliott Barker writes the stories and history of the Pecos High Country in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains of New Mexico, with much on
forestry, hunting, trail riding, and wildlife, from the days when grizzlies still roamed the mountains there.
$70

26. Buffalo Bill As Santa Claus
Bell, Willam A.

First Edition. 1906. Sigourney, Iowa. Book: Good. Softcover. 16 pp.
6” x 4”.
Grey stringbound wrappers. Rear wrap has adhesive marks from
where it was previously mounted. Light soil on pages. Five halftone illustrations, with some offsetting of the red ink onto the
opposite pages and two glassine guards intact. This scarce pamphlet contains a poem about Buffalo Bill founded on a true story
and read to William A. Bell by Cody’s sister, Julia Cody Goodman.
Bell was a friend of Cody’s. Only two copies found on OCLC as of
March 2016. $140

27. Manuscritos De La Sociedad Mexicana De Geografia Y Estadistica
Belmar, Francisco

First Edition Thus. Imp. De Arturo Garcia Cubas Sucesores Hermanos, 1913. Mexico. Book: Good. Hardcover. 56 pp.
In Spanish. Marbled paper boards with leather spine. Spine is split
along front joint and edges are rubbed, with pieces missing at
spine ends. Toning and light soiling of endpapers and some pages.
Contains a transcription and notes on an original 1786 manuscript
in the library of the Sociedad Mexicana de Geografia y Estadistica,
titled “Instrucion Formada en Virtud de Real Orden de S. M. Que
Dirige al Senor Comandante General de Provincias Internas Don
Jacobo Ugarte de Loyola para Govierno, y Puntual Observancia de
Este Superior Gefe, y de Sus Inmediatos Subalternos” by Bernardo
de Galvez. The report provided information on the northern frontier of Mexico, from California, Sonora, Sinaloa, New Mexico and
Texas, with much information on fighting and subduing Indians.
The volume also includes an essay listing other early manuscripts
in the Sociedad’s collection, including several in Indian languages.
Only 10 copies listed on OCLC. $295
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28. City of Dreams: Panama-Pacific International Exposition 1915
Bonnett, Wayne

Limited/Numbered Edition. Windgate Press, 1995. Sausalito, CA. Fine.
Photograph. 11” x 15 1/2”.
Limited edition numbered 33/300. A collection of 30 11” x 14”
leaves of color prints reproduced from hand-tinted original photographs. Housed in a blue cloth slipcase with light soil. Included is
a 24-page pamphlet “Commentary and Notes” by Wayne Bonnett,
with a centerfold grounds plan of the 1915 Exposition in San Francisco. $95

29. “Billy the Kid” Y Los Bilitos
Branch, Louis Leon

Brew, John Otis

First Edition. 1976. Santa Fe, NM. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 92 pp.
Toned wrappers have light soil. Interior clean except for some toning
of title page. “A never before published manuscript handwritten in
1880 and discovered in 1976.” The author was part of the Rudulph
family of New Mexico, whose papers included the personal account
of Charles F. Rudulph (1854-1914), a member of Pat Garrett’s
famous posse. A Spanish epic poem by Rudulph about the outlaws is
also included. $125

30. Archaeology of Alkali Ridge, Southeastern Utah: With a Review of the Prehistory of
the Mesa Verde Division of the San Juan and
Some Observations on Archaeological Systematics

First Edition. Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard Peabody Museum, 1946. Cambridge,
MA. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 345 pp.
Papers of the Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University, Vol. XXI. Tan
wrapper has some edge wear and corner chips, a wrinkled spine, and light scuffs and one bumped corner
on the front. A 1946 date is stamped on the first free endpaper and the blind stamp of Carl E. Guthe is on
the front wrap and first several pages in the upper right corner. Guthe was an anthropologist and director
of the Museum of Anthropology at the University of Michigan. Interior clean and unmarked. Pages xv, [1]345, [2], [97] illustrations, [2] blank. The plate section contains two full color plates of artifacts with many
more in black and white. Archaeologist John Otis Brew conducted extensive investigations in the American
Southwest and was director of the Peabody Museum. $225

31. Life and Adventures of Christopher Carson, the Celebrated Rocky
Mountain Hunter, Trapper, and Guide
Burdett, Charles

First Edition. G. G. Evans, 1860. Philadelphia. Book: Good. Hardcover. 374 pp.
Rebound in three quarter red leather over marbled paper boards, gilt imprint. Rubbed and bumped corners
and edges with some blackening of leather. Gilt top edge, some minor pitting from insect damage on edges. Bookplate on front pastedown and another owner’s name written on the title page. Newer endpapers
are clean; some dampstains are on the original first few pages including the title page and frontispiece,
with light soil on a few other pages. 374pp + [16] adverts. An early biography of Kit Carson. Wagner-Camp
353: 1: “This work is largely a compilation of stories and legends. Parts are taken from Fremont and De Witt
Peters.” $275
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32. Blacksmith Shop, Flagstaff, Arizona Cabinet Card
Burge, J.C.

J. C. Burge, . Flagstaff, Arizona. Good. Photograph. 4
1/4” x 6 1/2”.
Circa 1885. Card has toning and soil with rubbed
mount corners. This photo was published in the
Journal of Arizona History Spring 1973 issue. Six men
are standing at the open barn door of Henry Heller’s
Black Smith Shop (not labeled in the photo). The
photographer’s imprint is on the verso, with Flag Staff
as two words. J. C. Burge opened studios in Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas at various times in the late
19th century and had a studio in Flagstaff in 1885 just after the town’s establishment with the railroad. No
cabinet card records found on OCLC. $225

33. Three Years Travels Throughout the Interior Parts of North America
Carver, Jonathan

Second Edition. John Russell for David West, 1797. Boston. Book: Good. Full-leather. 282 pp. 6 3/4” x 4 1/4”.
Leather boards are bumped and rubbed, with the spine ends worn off. Spine has a red and gilt title label.
Binding tight. Soil on edges. Bookplate on front pastedown. No maps were originally issued with this
edition, but there are two folding map facsimiles tipped in, A Plan of Captain Carver’s Travels in the Interior
Parts of North America and A New Map of North America from the Latest Discoveries 1778. A facsimile of
the original 1768 advertisement for the book is also laid in. Carver’s travels in 1766-1768 took him up the
Mississippi in present-day Wisconsin and Minnesota. One of the most influential accounts of travels west at
the time. Howes C-215. $275

34. Catching the Light: Remembering Wallace Stegner--Ivan Doig’s
Copy

Limited/Numbered Edition. Stanford University Libraries, 1996. Stanford University, CA. Book: Fine. Hardcover. 135 pp. 11” - 13” tall.
A limited edition numbered 26/300 copies. Off-white linen boards, olive slipcase, and olive endpapers.
Deckle edge. This copy of a collection of essays remembering Wallace Stegner and his impact on the writers is from Ivan Doig’s library. One of Doig’s essays is included. $100

35. Certificate of Election. State of Oregon, County of Jackson, Issachar Williams As Constable of
Manzanita Precinct July 7, 1859
First Edition. 1859. Oregon. Very Good. Ephemera. 13”x 7 7/8”.
Certificate of Election with Oath of Office on rear side. Filled out and
signed by Wm Hoffman, Clerk of the County Court of Jackson County,
State of Oregon. Certifies the election of June 27, 1859 in the Precinct
of Manzanita, with Issachar Williams being elected as constable. Page is
clean except for light soiling and creasing at fold creases, and on bottom
of page on rear side which is lightly soiled. Edges have a few minor chips.
$70
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Sunday Reading

36. Chicago Sun
Newspaper Sunday Novel Inserts, Ten
Issues from 1942-1943

Chicago Sun, 1943. Chicago. Good. Newspaper. 15” x 11”.
A set of ten Sunday Novel inserts from the Chicago Sun,
westerns from 1942 and 1943. 16 pages each, with full
color cover illustrations and full-page advertisements on
the last pages. Toning, light edge wear and a few edge
tears, and soil on a few pages. The abridged novels included are Singing Lead by George C. Henderson; Border
Line by Jackson Gregory; Boss of the OK by Brett Rider;
My Gun is My Law by Will Ermine; Fight for Power Valley
by Peter Field; North of Saddle River by Archie Joscelyn;
Prentiss of the Box 8 by Lynn Westland; Trail of the Outlaw by Paul Evan Lehman; Six Foot Lightning by Tex Holt;
and Gold of Smoky Mesa by Johnston Mc Cully. $225

37. Westward with Dragoons: The Journal of William Clark on His
Expedition to Establish Fort Osage, August 25 to September 22,
1808--Signed
Clark, William; Gregg, Kate L. , Ed.

Ovid Bell Press, Inc., 1937. Fulton, MO. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 97 pp.
Blue cloth boards with gilt imprint. Light rubbing on corners. Rear endpapers have an article about the
book pasted in, with shadow toning on the page opposite and wrinkling of surrounding pages. First free
endpaper is inscribed from Kate L. Gregg, signed with her initials. Frontispiece portrait, folding map, and
one other map plate. Gregg provides a historical perspective on Clark’s expedition, in which he established
a treaty with the Osage. $60

38. Sheep Herder’s Grave: A Story of the Range
Clay, John

First Edition. Clay, Robinson & Co., 1910. Chicago. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 15 pp.
Softcovered stapled pamphlet. Patterned glassine wraps have a large open tear on rear wrap with approximately 1/4 of rear glassine wrap missing. The glassine wraps are creased and lightly soiled. Paper wraps are
very lightly soiled with minor chipping at edges and corners. Previous owner’s name in ink on verso of front
wrap. Pages clean. A story of an English sheep herder whom Clay had befriended in Wyoming and who
perished in a blizzard. Clay is a Wyoming author best known for his book My Life on the Range. Advertisement for Clay, Robinson & Co. specializing in sheep selling, on both sides of rear wrap. Undated, but circa
1910. $495
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39. Coconino Sun Newspaper July
14, 1911 (With Cattle Brands)

Coconino Sun, 1911. Flagstaff, Arizona. Very Good.
Newspaper. 11 pp. 20” x 13”.
July 14, 1911 issue of the Coconino Sun newspaper
of Flagstaff Arizona, with a full page cattle brand
broadside as the last page. Light soil front page;
closed tears on one margin where the separated
leaves were bound into a volume. Image is cropped
due to scanner size. The front page reads much like
Flagstaff’s news today, noting crowded schools,
increases in county assessed valuations, a train track
death, and a governor’s visit. On the brand page, the
brand illustration on the animal, written description
of the brand, and range area of the herd are listed,
along with a horse brand chart. More brand illustrations appear in an inside page column. Prominent owner names include Babbitt, Hart, and Verkamp. A scarce record of Arizona cattle ranching, with no records of
the early Coconino Sun found on OCLC. $500

40. Constitution of the State of Utah. Adopted by the Convention, April
27, 1882. Ratified by the People, May 22, 1882

First Edition. 1882. Salt Lake City. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 42 pp.
Softcover pamphlet with tied binding and book tape on spine. Light soiling to wraps and minor chipping
and creasing on edges and corners. Pages lightly toned. Includes a resolution in relation to a constitutional convention, list of officers of the constitutional convention, names of delegates, standing committees,
special committees, journal of proceedings, and the constitution of the state of Utah. Printed by Deseret
News Company. $150

41. Historical and Biographical Record of the Cattle Industry and Cattlemen of Texas and Adjacent Territory, Two Volumes
Cox, James; J. Frank Dobie (Introduction)

First Thus. Antiquarian Press, Ltd, 1959. New York. Book: Very Good. 12 1/2” x 9”.
Limited edition numbered 499/ 500 copies. Volume I Historical, Volume II Biographical. Both housed in a
green cloth slipcase and in mylar. Half leather stamped bindings with brown cloth and gilt illustration and
spine imprint. Light rubbing, sunning, and soil on spine leather. Small cracks at spine head of Volume II. Gilt
top edges, light soil on fore edge of Volume II. Address sticker of previous owner and stamp of Arizona Historical Association on the last page of both volumes. Interior otherwise clean. [6] introduction, [7]-293; [6]
introduction, 298-793. A reprint of the 1895 edition by James Cox with an introduction by J. Frank Dobie.
This history of the industry and its major players contains many black and white photos and illustrations of
Texas cattle scenes. Original as Graff 891, Howes C 820, Jenkins 34. $450

42. Lost Trappers: A Collection of Interesting Scenes and Events in the
Rocky Mountains; Together with a Short Description of California
Coyner, David H.

Hurst & Company, 1847. New York. Book: Good. Hardcover. 255 pp.
Decorative embossed blue boards with “Arlington Edition” on front, worn gilt title imprint on spine. Rubbed
and bumped corners. Hinge paper cracking. First free endpaper is torn at hinge and has the signatures of
the previous owner, and a laid in slip gives the dates of when he began and finished reading the book in
1893. Some margin marks in pencil. Subtitle continues: Also, Some Account of the Fur Trade, Specially as
Carried On About the Source of Missouri, Yellow Stone, and on the Waters of the Columbia, in the Rocky
Mountains. An overland narrative based on the journals of Ezekial Williams in the Rockies 1807-1813, with
some later information. Some parts seem to be fictitious, but the account is generally considered important for the early information on Plains Indians, Lewis and Clark, Zebulon Pike, and the Santa Fe trade.
Howes C 836. Graff 897. Wagner-Camp 130. $80
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43. Boots and Saddles, or Life in Dakota with General Custer
Custer, Elizabeth B.

First Edition. Harper & Brothers, 1885. New York, NY.
Book: Good. Hardcover. 312 pp.
First edition, second state, with map and portrait. Brown
boards with gilt imprint. Spine cocked. Bumped and
rubbed corners and edges. Light soiling on edges and
endpapers, with a thin rubbed out spot on the first free
endpaper. Elizabeth Custer was the wife of General
George Armstrong Custer, and this was her first book,
dedicated to her husband’s legacy. Howes C-980. $100

“My Lies on the Plains”

44. My Life on the Plains. Or, Personal Experiences with Indians
Custer, George A.

First Edition. Sheldon & Company, 1874. New York. Book: Good. Hardcover. 256 pp.
Blind embossed blue cloth boards with black and gilt imprint and bison head illustration. Heavily rubbed
and bumped corners and edges. Soiling and a few dampstain spots including a lighter area on the lower
front. Front signatures pulling. Soil on edges and endpapers with light dampstains on rear endpapers.
Former owner’s names and inscriptions on first free endpaper and third leaf. Text has soil on a few pages,
a few pencil marks, and a few dog-ear creases, with eight plates as called for. First book edition of Custer’s
memoir, originally serialized in 1872 and published just two years before Custer’s death at Little Bighorn.
Howes C 981. $950

45. Dakota Territory Land and Mortgage Documents

Very Good. Ephemera.
More than three dozen documents. This collection is mostly mortgages
and land examiner’s reports, with some deeds, foreclosures, and tax
receipts, from the late 1880s and early 1890s. Most come from counties
now in central South Dakota, with names of McGill, Meakin, Blakely, Philbrick, Sage, and others. Some have section maps marking the properties
and notary stamps. The documents are folded and generally in very good
condition. $100

46. One Hundred Years of Brown’s Park and Diamond Mountain
Dejournette, Dick and Daun

Dejournette Enterprises, 1996. Vernal, UT. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 450 pp.
Wrapper has light edge wear and light vertical crease on front. Color photos inside back cover. Many black
and white photographs illustrate this local history containing sketches of characters and places north of
Vernal, Utah. $55
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47. Denver & Rio Grande Railroad Southwest Photos Circa
1910

Very Good. Photograph. 5 pp. 6 3/4” x 4 1/4”.
Five Southwest scenic photo plates in a printed
wax paper folder that says “Compliments of the
Passenger Department Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad.” Wrapper is in poor condition but
has two gold stickers. Plates are 7 1/4” x 10”.
The captioned photos are “The ‘Edwin’ Natural
Bridge” by Charles Goodman, “Spruce Tree
House, Mesa Verde National Park” by T. M. McGee, and “The Tent Rocks of Otowi”, “Pueblo de
Taos, New Mexico” and “The Cave Dwellings of
Puye” by George L. Beam. The photos are in very good shape with light corner creasing and wear. No date,
circa 1910s. $175

48. Denver Musical Protective Association Constitution and By-Laws
and Directory for 1890
App Printing House, 1890. Denver. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 5” x 3”.
Soft leather folding cover with gilt imprint “D. M. P. A.
John A. Chase, Tr.” Chase’s pianist gilt-edged business card
is laid in. Lightly rubbed edges, light soil and dampstain on
red text block edge. Numerous pink pages with advertisements are interspersed throughout 42 pages of the text,
with blank lined notebook pages following. The Denver
Musical Protective Association, a local chapter of the
National League of Musicians of the United States, was
founded in 1890. This unusual piece of labor history has
provisions for publishing blacklists, price lists for services
of members, and lists of musicians by instrument and
voice. No copies found on OCLC. $475

49. Descriptive Catalogue of Photographs of North American Indians.
By W. H. Jackson, Photographer of the Survey

First Edition. Government Printing Office, 1877. Washington, D. C. Book: Good. Hardcover. 124 pp.
Original blue wrapper has soil, wrinkling, toning, and pieces missing along edges and spine. Interior is clean
with slight creasing and toning. Early in his career photographer of the West William Henry Jackson worked
for the United States Geological Survey under F. V. Hayden. This catalog lists his photographs of various
Native Americans, mostly portraits, with brief biographies of the subjects and general information about
their tribes, from expeditions in the 1870s. $300

50. Artful Deeds in the Life of the Felon,
Grovenor Layton...a Tale of the California
Gold Rush
Dillon, Richard H.

Limited Edition. Book Club of California, 1998. San Francisco. Book:
Very Good. Hardcover. 71 pp. 11” - 13” tall.
Limited edition of 350 copies. Orange boards with red cloth spine
and pasted on title label. Lightly rubbed and bumped corners. A
fictional account of a Gold Rush desperado, first published in 1852
by A. R. Orton. With an introduction by Richard H. Dillon. Original
as Howes L 159. $50
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Utopian Colony News

51. 1898 Discontent Anarchist Newspaper
Lakebay Washington “Mother of Progress”

1898. Lakebay, Washington. Very Good. Newspaper. 4 pp. 13” tall.
Toned pages, light soiling, and minor chipping on edges. Fold
edge tear on lower edge and small hole in center at intersection of vertical and horizontal folds. Vol. 1, No. 29, November
23, 1898. A group of Anarchists established a utopian colony
on Puget Sound west of Tacoma in Home, Washington. The
weekly paper was started by a group of Home residents to
promote their dream of a “more complete civilization without
war, starvation and unnecessary suffering of any kind.” At the
time of publication, the colony had a population of 50 living in
15 houses on 26 acres. The colony grew to be an international
refuge for freethinkers and radicals and later attracted noted
visitors such as Emma Goldman and Elbert Hubbard. This issue
included revised lyrics of “America” dedicated to the Chicago Anarchists. By 1900, the colony had grown to nearly 100 residents.
The residents of Home used the Lakebay, Washington post office
because the Home office was closed after Discontent published an “obscene” article advocating free love.
All issues of Discontent are rare. $480

52. Heart of the Continent: an Historical
and Descriptive Treatise for Business Men,
Home Seekers and Tourists, of the Advantages, Resources and Scenery of the Great
West
Donan, P.

Chicago, Burlington, & Quincy Railroad, 1882. Chicago. Book: Very
Good. Softcover. 63 pp. 6 1/2” x 4 1/2”.
Wraps with engravings on front and rear. There are purple ink
stamps of the railroad and another business address on the front.
Light soil and one paper scuff on wraps. Clean interior. Illustrated
with scenery engravings throughout and a rail map at the end.
Contains glowing descriptions of several Midwest and Plains
states and their development as well as a section on Denver,
“beauteous queen of a surpassingly lovely realm.” $75

53. On Some of the Greater Problems of Physical Geology
Dutton, Clarence Edward

First Edition. Philosophical Society of Washington, 1889. Washington, D. C. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 14 pp.
Brown wraps with light soiling, chipping on edges and corners, including minor tearing on fore edge of
rear wrap. Tied binding. Pages moderately toned with chipping on edges.Penciled marginalia. Paper read
before the Philosophical Society of Washington April 27, 1889. Landmark paper by esteemed geologist
Clarence Dutton that includes the first use of the term “isostasy” which Dutton defined as the condition of
equilibrium of a planetary body under gravitation so that where lighter material was accumulated there
would be a bulge and where denser matter there would be a tendency to flatten or depress the surface.
Dutton’s distinguished career as a geologist included publication of the Tertiary History of the Grand
Canyon Region, a study of volcanism in Hawaii and a report on the 1886 Charleston Earthquake. This paper
addresses the “great problem” of geology of the cause of folding, distortions and fractures of the strata.
Author’s note states that the paper was “written hastily to occupy a vacant half hour of a meeting of the
Philosophical Society without thought of publication” and that he yielded to “the kind solicitation of friends
to consent to its publication.” One copy in OCLC at Stanford. $375
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54. Physical Geology of the Grand Canon District
Dutton, Clarence E.

1882. Washington, D. C. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 11” - 13” tall.
Rebound in blue cloth with black imprint, part of the Second Annual Report of the United States Geological
Survey, pp 47-166. Title page has a tear and last text page has a tape repaired tear. 27 plates including 12
folding geologic diagram plates, with a color folding geologic map in rear pocket, Showing the Distribution of the Strata and Eruptive Rocks of Part of the Plateau Province. Clarence Dutton’s report eloquently
describes the geology of Grand Canyon. “Dutton first taught the world to look at that country and see it
as it was,” wrote Wallace Stegner in Beyond the 100th Meridian. We also have several copies of Dutton’s
Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District with Atlas; call for details. $275

55. Saskatchewan and the Rocky Mountains. A Diary and Narrative of Travel,
Sport, and Adventure, During a Journey
through the Hudson’s Bay Company’s
Territories, in 1859 and 1860.
Earl Of Southesk

First Edition. Edmonston and Douglas, 1875. Edinburgh.
Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 448 pp.
First edition, second issue, containing a half title page.
Three-quarter green leather over marbled paper boards.
Red leather title labels with gilt on spine. Marbled endpapers and gilt top edge. Light soil on a very few pages. All
woodcut and lithograph illustrations and two folding color
maps present as called for. James Carnegie, the 9th Earl of
Southesk from Scotland, traveled in the Canadian Rockies
from fort to fort and hunted buffalo crossing the plains.
His narrative contains much on the Cree including a Cree
character chart by Thomas Woolsey, a missionary. Graff
588. $450

A Lincoln Association

56. Edwards’s Great West and Her Commercial Metropolis, Embracing a
General View of the West, and a Complete History of St. Louis
Edwards, Richard and M. Hopewell

First Edition. Edwards’s Monthly, 1860. St. Louis, MO. Book: Good. 604 pp.
Heavily decorated blind embossed and gilt stamped leather with a metal clasp that still works well. Rubbing
on spine, edges, and corners, with spine sunned and missing half inch pieces at the spine ends. All edges
gilt. Yellow endpapers have light soil and marks from the clasp. Light soil on a few pages. This was a presentation copy from businessman B. W. Alexander of St. Louis, Missouri, to William Butler of Springfield,
Illinois, a friend of Abraham Lincoln’s who in the year of publication of the book, 1860, was active in Lincoln’s presidential campaign. The second endpaper is signed by Salome Butler, William’s daughter, who also
knew Lincoln. Subtitle continues: “From the landing of Lugeste in 1764, to the present time; with portraits
and biographies of some of the old settlers, and many of the most prominent businessmen....Splendidly
illustrated.” Howes E 69. $235
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57. Bell Ranch Wagon Work--Signed
Ellis, Mattie; Wood, Mark

First Edition. 1984. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 80 pp. 8 1/2” x 10 3/4”.
Some wear and light soil on color photo
wrapper. Signed on first page by one
author. Folding map of the ranch laid
in. A 1997 ad depicting someone who
worked at Bell Ranch is laid in, and a brief
article about the author Mattie Ellis, wife
of a twenty-six year Bell Ranch manager,
is pasted inside the rear wrap. A photo
of a butte is pasted on the inside front
wrap, and an obituary is tipped in. This
sepia-toned pictorial history tells of the
wagon bosses, operations, and daily life
on the historic New Mexico ranch. $85

Hard to Find Rail Report With Maps

58. First Annual Report of the Board of Directors of the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway to the Stockholders, April 1st, 1873

J. B. Lippincott & Co., 1873. Philadelphia. Book: Good. Softcover. 84 pp.
Wrapper intact with a few tears, soiling, and corner wear. Soil on edges and light soil on some pages. Some
offsetting and shadowing from a tipped in map onto the title page. The report includes two folding maps
and a folding profile, in very good condition: 1. Map of the Denver and Rio Grande Railway and Connections, 60 cm x 34 cm; 2. Map Showing the Property of the Central Colorado Improvement Company, 20.5
cm x 33 cm; and 3. Profile of Arkansas Valley Branch Denver and Rio Grande Railway from South Pueblo to
Coal Banks / Profile of Line of Denver and Rio Grande Railway from Denver to Pueblo, 22.5 cm x 85 cm. William Jackson Palmer started the railroad and eventually worked in Mexico to complete continuous rail lines
from Denver to Mexico City. The narrow gauge railroad had many noteworthy achievements, at one time
owning the most narrow gauge track in North America and running the last non-Amtrak passenger train
service in the West. This report contains details of the acts of Congress regarding the railway, the mortgage of the company, mining and agricultural freight needs, construction costs, and the negotiations with
Mexico for the Mexican railroad. A scarce copy, laying out the practical plans of a railroad’s highly ambitious
undertaking. Only three copies found on OCLC as of November 2015. $3400

59. Fourth Annual Festival of Mountain and Plain Official Program

1898. Denver, CO. Book: Good. Softcover. 48 pp.
A custom-shaped pamphlet. Light soil and edge wear on wraps, light soil on pages. A souvenir from a
Denver festival held in the early days of October, with one day devoted to peace and the next day devoted
to frivolity. “The story of our western advancement from savagery to civilization is told in pictorial float and
alluring allegory.” The color illustrations show the pictorial floats, with scenes from around the world. Only
six copies found on OCLC as of March 2016. $190

60. Report of the Geology of the Henry Mountains
Gilbert, G. K.

Second Edition. Government Printing Office, 1880. Washington. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 170 pp.
Original blind embossed black boards with gilt lettering on spine. Housed in the very rare original printed
paper mailing wrapper with a title box in the upper left corner, not a piece that was saved often. One small
white spot on rear board, rubbed and bumped corners. Binding tight, interior clean. Complete collation
with five maps present as called for. One map is color and two are stereograms. The Henry Mountains
were among the last in the continental United States to be mapped, not appearing on any maps until 1872
after their sighting by the Powell Expedition in 1869. Many woodcut diagrams accompany geologist G. K.
Gilbert’s mapping report. $425
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61. Glimpses of North Dakota

First Edition. North Dakota Pan-American Exposition Commission, 1901. Book: Good. Softcover. 62 pp. 6 1/4”
x 9”.
Blind embossed purple wrapper has some toning and edge wear. Light soil, light foxing, and a few dogears
on interior pages. Dampstaining of lower edge of pages with bleeding ink on last blank page. Sketches and
black and white photos with a few pages of text highlighting North Dakota. The pamphlet was published for
the Pan-American Exposition held at Buffalo, New York in 1901. Water bodies, scenic areas, large buildings,
and prosperous farms are depicted, doubtlessly stirring many souls to travel to the state. $125

Texan Santa Fe Expedition

62. Globe Newspaper January 6, 1842

Blair and Rives, 1842. Washington. Book: Very Good. Newspaper. 4 pp. 24” x 19”.
Some edge chips and tears, foxing spots, old ink writing on front page, and one penciled underline. A complete issue of The Globe newspaper from January 6, 1842, containing three full columns on the ongoing
disastrous Texan Santa Fe Expedition saga, in which a poorly thought out Texan military and commercial
party was taken prisoner by Mexico and marched from Santa Fe to Mexico City. News of the brutal details
of the march and executions was reaching Washington at the time. No paper copies of The Globe are found
on OCLC for 1842. $75

63. Centennial Brand Book of the Colorado Cattlemen’s Association
Goff, Richard; McCaffree, Robert H. ; Sterbenz, Doris

First Edition. Colorado Cattlemen’s Centennial Commission, 1967. Denver. Book: Very Good. Dust Jacket:
Good. Hardcover. 196 pp.
Dust jacket has fold splits, chips, tears, and sunning. Not price clipped. Green cloth boards with gilt imprint
have lightly rubbed corners. Deckle edge. Name of “Wrights’ Ranch” on first free endpaper. Famous Brands
and Biographies of the Colorado Cattlemen’s Association, with black and white photos and Frederic Remington illustrations. $50

64. White Water the Colorado Jet Boat Expedition 1960--Signed
Hamilton, Joyce

First Edition. Caxton Press, 1963. Christchurch, New Zealand. Book: Very Good. Dust Jacket: Good. Hardcover. 259 pp.
Mylared dust jacket has chips, rubbing and soil and a dampstain on the spine tail. Black and white boards
have bumped and lightly rubbed corners. Edges and map endpapers have light soil. Interior clean. Eight
people have signed the half title page including the author, and six of the names match the expedition
members pictured on the back flap. Many black and white photos and a color photo frontispiece illustrate
this tale of a famous jet boat adventure running up the Colorado through the Grand Canyon. $200

65. On the Ambitious Projects of Russia in Regard to North West America, with Particular Reference to New Albion and New California, by an
Englishman
Hammond George (Introduction)

Limited Edition. The Book Club of California, 1955. Book: Fine. Hardcover. 79 pp.
One of 350 copies. Blue paper boards with Russian print, sunned off-white spine with English title. Deckle
edge. The anonymous Englishman who wrote the book attempts to rally the English to concern themselves
with the American Northwest since the Russians were beating them to the land. A reprint by the Book Club
of California of the 1830 original, with an introduction by George. P. Hammond. $75
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66. That Snow Storm: Its Flakes Its Flurries Its Freaks
Heatley, W. E.

First Edition. Williamson-Haffner, Printers,
1914. Denver, CO. Book: Very Good. 24 pp.
5 1/2” x 8”.
Blue wrapper with silver and dark blue imprint, slightest edge wear. A collection of
photos from a storm that to this day holds
the record for Denver’s highest snowfall
ever, 45.7 inches from December 4th
and 5th, 1913. The photos include many
people, buried automobiles, horse teams
in front of the capitol, Moffat Tunnel,
and more. Six copies found on OCLC as of
March 2016. $250

67. History of Arizona Territory

First Edition. Wallace W. Elliott & Co. , 1884. San Francisco, CA. Book: Good. 332 pp.
A very scarce first edition history that has seldom come to auction in the last century. Original brown cloth
boards with a somewhat unattractive black rebacking. Gilt imprint on boards and spine. Soil, rubbing of
corners, and some wear on otherwise bright gilt. The faded marbling on the text block edges is barely visible. Missing frontispiece and map. Previous owner’s name
on front pastedown. The front endpapers are missing a piece
up to an inch and a half, the title page is repaired with clear
tape, and the remaining frontis tissue guard is creased. A
few other pages have tears, with some soil. Protected in a
modern custom clamshell case. Contains a color lithographic
geologic cross section and 62 plates, with two double plates,
as well as many other illustrations. Title continues: Showing
its Resources and Advantages; with Illustrations Descriptive
of its Scenery, Residences, Farms, Mines, Mills, Hotels, Business Houses, Schools, Churches, &c. From Original Drawings.
This Arizona reference covers a wide variety of material from
the Spanish conquest to territorial politics, with details on
natural history, Native Americans, mineral resources, demographics, and geography, providing many first-hand accounts
and quotes from newspapers and expedition reports. From
the salaries of Indian agents to the perils of cactus and production of ice in Phoenix, Arizona is thoroughly described.
Howes A 310. $18,000

68. Early Days in the Mogollons: Tales from
the Bloated Goat--Signed
Hoover, H. A.

Limited Edition. Texas Western Press, 1958. El Paso. Book: Very
Good. Dust Jacket: Very Good. 61 pp.
Limited first edition of 75 clothbound copies. Mylared red dust
jacket has sunning on spine. Tan linen boards with brown imprint
and small soil spot. Interior clean. Signed by the book’s designer,
Carl Hertzog, on the colophon page. With introduction and notes
by Francis L. Fulgate. The author tells of his experiences in the
early 1900s mining days, living and working in the Mogollon Mountains of southern New Mexico. $120
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69. Wyoming Territory; Its Resources, Progress and Prospects
Hoyt, John W.

Good. Pamphlet. 4 pp.
Printed in 1881 or 1882. Creasing and dampstain on lower edge, with corner wear. One folded sheet
extolling the greatness of Wyoming and its resources, from the governor of the Territory. It had one of the
finest climates in the world, superior teachers, vast storehouses of mineral wealth, laws according fullest
rights of citizenship to women, and more than 1400 miles of telegraph lines to welcome prospective migrants. Scarce, with 10 copies found on OCLC as of December 2015. $350

70. Throwing Rangers to the Round-Up, Big Dry Montana--Signed
Huffman, Laton A.

1907. Miles City, MT. Good. Photograph. 15 x 29 1/2”.
A scarce hand-colored collotype by Montana photographer Laton A. Huffman (1854-1951). The print is
mounted with tabs on a backing board. There are small dampstain drops apparent in the sky area, some
toning and light soil, scratches, and chips and tears up to a quarter inch. The lower edge has a white handwritten caption and copyright information with Huffman’s signature, “Throwing Rangers to the Round-up,
Big Dry Montana / Negative, Print Tint and ©LA Huffman, Miles City.” Underneath this line appear the tops
of other characters where the print seems to have been trimmed, with parts of the same caption cut off.
Also printed is “Copyrighted 1907 by” with the area underneath trimmed. Huffman photographed Montana in the late 1800s and early 1900s and ordered 500 collotype murals of this photo with the Western
Photogravure Company in 1907. “This scene is laid on the old Con Kohrs Ranch range in the Prairie Elk
Country near the Missouri. The cattle had been overnight on a dry camp and were headed for water. This
accounts for there being no cowboys in the picture. They were in camp enjoying a rest and eating an early
dinner. The cattle could be trusted to go to the nearest water and remain there for some hours, for it was in
the hot mid-summer.” --L. A. Huffman, from Gene and Bev Allen’s “The Collotypes of L. A. Huffman: Motana Frontier Photographer” (Helena 2014). $1500

71. Trail Drivers of Texas
Hunter, J. Marvin

Revised Edition. Nashville, Tennessee, 1925. Cokesbury
Press. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 1044 pp.
Second revised edition, two volumes in one. Dark blue
boards with gilt imprint. Rubbed and bumped corners
and spine ends. Binding tight. Light soil on edges, some
pages with dogears. A large collection of original firsthand accounts of the early Texas cattle industry and its
trail drivers, compiled and edited by J. Marvin Hunter
and published under the direction of George W. Saunders, president of the old trail drivers’ association. This
was the most complete edition with additions. Six Guns
1084, Reese Six-Score 61, Howes H 816, Dykes Billy the
Kid 98, Graff 2020. $90

72. Devil’s Slide, Colorado Chromo-Lithograph
Jackson, William Henry

Detroit Photographic Co. , 1901. Book: Very Good.
Photograph. 7” x 9”.
A chromo-lithographic print of a William Henry
Jackson photograph, #53114 from the Detroit Photographic Company, with the imprint of the company
and date. “Devil’s Slide, Colorado” with a train in the
photo. $225
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73. Cascade Ave, Colorado
Springs Lantern Slide
Jackson, William Henry

W. H. Jackson & Co. Denver, Colorado. Very Good.
Photograph. 3 1/4” x 4”.
Late 1800s. A glass plate lantern slide from early
photographer of the West William Henry Jackson.
Chips in the paper edging on the rear lower edge.
A paper label on the front says “No. 483, Colorado
Ave. , Col. Spr.” with Jackson’s imprint and “Photographers of Rocky Mountain Scenery” printed on
the back of the glass. Jackson was an early adopter
of lantern slide production. $100

74. Autograph Letter Signed from George
Wharton James
James, George Wharton

1910. Pasadena, CA. Good. Ephemera. 11” - 13” tall.
ALS from George Wharton James to a Mrs. Bryan, whom he expected
to visit him soon. Includes directions to his home in Pasadena and a
suggestion to come on Sunday for lunch. Letter states that he has two
books in press, including one that he was writing some new chapters
for and the other that needed to be entirely written. Chipping on edges of page and edge tear from right on horizontal crease. Also vertical
creases from folding, and minor evidence of insect depredation. Page
toned. $225

75. Idaho Test Oath: Argument Delivered in
the Supreme Court of Idaho Territory, Feb.
10, 1888
Johnson, Richard Z.

Deseret News Company, Printers, 1888. Salt Lake City. Book: Good.
Softcover. 45 pp. 5” - 6” tall.
Tan wrapper has an ink spot and soil on front. “By Hon. Richard
Z. Johnson, In the Case of William Heyward, Appellant, vs. Henry
Bolton, et al. , Respondents, and James B Innis, Appellant, vs.
Same Respondents. Appeals from Bear Lake County.” This case
dealt with anti-polygamy legislation where Mormons were not
allowed to vote in a local election. Flake 4445. $125

Rare Confederate Imprint

76. Joint Resolutions of the State of Texas (Confederate Imprint)
Townes, R. J.

1864. Very Good. Document.
Confederate House of Representatives, No. 30, May 4, 1864. Slight toning of edges. Oval stamp of the Record Division, War Department, Rebel Archives at the top of the pages, faint with not all print visible. A rare
one-page confederate imprint from Texas affirming support for the Confederate states and President Davis,
written by Robert J. Townes, Secretary of State of the State of Texas, dated December 23, 1863. No copies
found on OCLC as of November 2015. $300
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77. Artifacts of Pecos

Kidder, Alfred Vincent

First Edition. Yale University Press, 1932. New Haven. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 314 pp.
Green cloth boards with gilt imprint have heavily bumped corners and rubbed spine ends. Binding tight.
Endpapers have shadow toning from former paper cover, interior clean. Papers of the Southwestern
Expedition Number 6, Robert S. Peabody Foundation for Archaeology, Phillips Academy. This study, with
over 250 illustrations, describes the artifacts other than pottery found at New Mexico’s Pecos pueblo ruins
between 1915 and 1925. Kidder, one of the prominent archeologists of his time, excavated the area that
later became Pecos National Historical Park. $80

78. Bygone Days of the Old West--Signed
Lambert, Fred

Limited Edition. Burton Publishing Company, 1948.
Kansas City, MO. Book: Good. Hardcover. 487 pp. 11”
- 13” tall.
Limited Special Autographed Edition with an original
illustration inserted. Numbered 3 of 200 copies,
signed by the author on the limitation pages. Black
boards with silver and olive imprint. Boards have
rubbed edges and corners and some soil. Spine
slightly shaken. Edges have light soil. Last free
endpaper has several small square imprints. Interior
otherwise clean. Fred Lambert (1887-1971) was the
last living territorial New Mexico ranger and was a
lawman, artist, and author. The book presents the old
West and its characters and landscape in verse, with
over 1300 illustrations by the author. It includes a
Range Dictionary at the end. Laid in is an ink drawing
of a bighorn sheep and guns on a card, signed by
Lambert; a typed memorial from a friend dated
1971; a mimeographed poem and sketch by Lambert,
signed in ink; and a few poems typed on Lambert’s
letterhead. $250

79. List of Marks and Brands Recorded in the Recorder’s Office of Tulare County, Cal., from the 9th Day of March A. D. 1864 to the 31st Day
of January A. D. 1866
1866. Good. Ephemera. 8 pp. 15 1/2” x 10 1/2”.
An uncommon and attractive manuscript document recording
cattle brands for early ranchers in Tulare County, California.
Eight pages of manuscript with the gilt seal of the the Tulare
County Recorder’s Office affixed to the final page. Two small
holes are punched in the left and top margins, and the edges
have chips, tears and toning. Some dampstaining of final three
leaves. Located at the southern end of the Central Valley, Tulare
County is known for its agricultural production and stock raising.
This document contains the certification and seal of the county
recorder, Thomas J. Shackleford, attesting that it is a true copy
of the cattle brands for the county between March 9, 1864 and
January 31, 1866. The list is chronological and includes sixty-two
brands written large with heavy lines, and forty very detailed ear
marks for more than eighty named cattle ranchers. Among the
ranchers are several women, including Harriet Clapp, Susan Wallace, and Lucy Barnes. State senator and Visalia mayor Tipton
Lindsey and other early settlers are listed. $5000
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80. Freight Teams Crossing the
Gila River At San Carlos, Arizona
Cabinet Card
Markey, C. A.

Good. Photograph. 5 1/4” x 8 1/2”.
Chips and edge wear on gilt mount edge of this
captioned cabinet or boudoir card. Foxing and
light soil. Photo size is 4 1/4” x 7 5/8”. The back
is printed with an illustration and the photographer’s name. Circa 1880s. D. A. Markey was
known for his photographs of Southern Arizona
and the Apache people. $375

81. Indian Trading Stores At San Carlos, Arizona Cabinet Card
Markey, C. A.

Good. Photograph. 5 1/4” x 8 1/2”.
Cabinet or boudoir card with worn mount edges
and one dog-eared corner. Soil and foxing. Photo
measures 4 1/4” x 7 3/4”. Circa 1880s. Printed
illustration and name of the photographer on
back. D. A. Markey was know for his depictions of
southern Arizona and the Apache. Visible in the
scene are several Apaches, freight teams, covered
wagons and the signed adobe post office building
at San Carlos. $375

82. Pueblo Flood in Word and Picture
Martin, John A.

R. C. Reeves, 1921. Pueblo, CO. Book: Good. Softcover.
Brown wraps with string binding. Chipping and creasing with small tears on edges of wraps. Some pages
are loose. Pages are lightly soiled with some chipping on edges. Includes 2 pages of text describing the
historic devastation caused by the June 3, 1921 flood in Pueblo Colorado. Most of the pamphlet consists of
photographs of the town showing floodwaters. Printed on glossy pages. Photographs are labeled with their
locations. $75

83. Mexican National Railroad Laredo Route: Short
Line to Monterey, Saltillo, San Luis Potosi, San Miguel De Allende, Celaya, Morelia, Patzcuaro, Toluca, and the City of Mexico

C. C. Crawford, 1892. New York. Very Good. Pamphlet.
A color folding map and schedule for the Mexican National Railroad. Outer
cover sections have some soil. The map is clean with a few holes and oneinch tears at fold corners. Both the map and schedule show other transportation routes besides the railroads, and the schedules detail various rail routes
from New York and Chicago down to Mexico City. Scarce, with less than five
early 1890s copies from any publisher on OCLC. $150
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84. Letters from the Frontiers. Written During a Period of Thirty Years’
Service in the Army of the United States
McCall, George Archibald

First Edition. J. B. Lippincott & Co., 1868. Philadelphia. Book: Good. Hardcover. 539 pp.
Original stamped boards with beveled edges and gilt imprint are faded and soiled. Corners are rubbed
and bumped and the spine ends are missing. Binding tight. Soil on edges. Brown endpapers. Light soil on
some pages, one chipped page. Pages [i]-x, 11-539. McCall describes his Army life in the Black Hawk War, at
frontier forts across the Southeast, and in the Mexican War. “A classic of its period.” --Graff 2574. Howes M
30. Sabin 42970. $725

85. Report of the Secretary of War, Communicating, in Compliance with a Resolution to the Senate, Colonel McCall’s
Reports in Relation to New Mexico.
February 10, 1851.
McCall, Colonel George Archibald

1851. Washington. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 23 pp.
31st Congress, 2d Session, Senate Exec. Doc. No. 26. Rebound in red cloth with gilt imprint on title labels. Newer
endpapers, light foxing on a few original papers. McCall’s
report describes the newly acquired territory of New Mexico and its resources and people. He discusses the potential
military problems regarding the Navajo and Jicarilla Apache
and US losses from raids, calling for forts and a need to
impress upon the groups just how powerful the US and its
military were. He also makes specific recommendations for
military supplies. Howes M 31. $75

86. Vandringer Gjennem Det Vestlige Nordamerikas Prairier Og
Udorkener Fra Mississippi Til Sydhavets
Kyster
Mollhausen, Balduin

First Edition. P J Philipsens Forlag, 1862. Copenhagen. Book: Very
Good. Hardcover. 476 pp.
In Danish. Three-quarter leather and dark textured boards with
gilt imprint on spine, housed in a later black slipcase. Rubbed
edges and corners. Binding tight. Soil on top edge and endpapers, with an ex libris slip tipped in on the first free endpaper.
Speckled edges. Folding map and all nine chromo-lithograph
plates present as called for. Some foxing throughout, with
browning of tissue guards. “Mollhausen was the artist and
topographer accompanying the party led by Lieutenant Amiel
Weeks Whipple in the Pacific Railroad Survey Exploration of the
thirty-fifth parallel in 1853. Mollhausen’s account is regarded as
a more interested description of the Whipple Expedition that
that published in the official Railroad Survey Report”--WagnerCamp 305: 5. Howes M713. $475
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87. Iowa and Missouri Lands for Sale! Broadside
Moore, C. H.

C. H. Moore, . Clinton, Illinois. Very Good. Broadside. 11 1/4” x 7 5/8”.
Light corner wear and a light toning band across lower section. Repaired one-inch tear on top edge. Circa
1900. A broadside advertising land for sale in 25 counties, from 40 to 640 acres, with township and range
descriptions, offered by C. H. Moore, Clinton, Illinois. Only two found on OCLC as of January 2016. $65

Woodcuts from Gustave Baumann

88. Gustave Baumann and Friends: Artist Cards from Holidays Past-Signed
Moss, Jean; Thomas Leech

Limited/Numbered Edition. Museum of New Mexico Press, 2014. Santa Fe, Albuquerque. Book: Fine. 115 pp.
A limited edition numbered 6/75 copies and housed in a slipcase. Signed by both authors and the custom
book binder Priscilla Spittler on the colophon page.
Green irridescent cloth with pasted on title label and
gilt on spine. Slipcase is paper and darker green cloth.
A publisher’s prospectus card and invitation to the
book’s reception in Santa Fe in an envelope are laid in.
Color illustrations reproduce the beautiful woodcuts of
Gustave Baumann (1881-1971) and woodcuts and other
works of his artist friends created for the holidays. B. J.
O. Nordfeldt, Ernest Blumenschein, Will Shuster, Doel
Reed, Willard Nash, Frank, Applegate, John Sloan, and
more are represented, from over five decades in Santa
Fe. Four actual woodcuts are on German-made Ansbach
paper purchased by Gustave Baumann prior to 1940. The
endpapers are vintage orange Chinese paper with gold
flecks, identical to paper used by Baumann in 1925 holiday cards. The book was published in conjunction with
an exhibit of the cards at the Museum of New Mexico,
curated by the authors. $575

89. Stagecoach Pioneers of the Southwest-Signed
Mullin, Robert N.

First Edition. Texas Western Press, 1983. El Paso. Book: Very Good.
Dust Jacket: Very Good. Hardcover. 48 pp.
Mylar dust jacket with publisher and price printed on in, over red
cloth boards with gilt imprint. Light corner wear. Interior clean.
Laid in is a handwritten note with letterhead from the author circa
1966, signed “B & M.” Preface signed by its author, Beth Schneider, with an additional signature on the opposite page of J. Evetts
Haley, next to a printed quote of his. A history of the stagecoaches
to and through El Paso, including the Butterfield Overland and
others. $70
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90.Names of Grantees of Grants in New Mexico

Very Good. Ephemera. 9 pp.
9 legal-sized typed sheets and a plain cover sheet with a handwritten ink
title outside. Inked heading on first page is “Names of original grantees.” Circa 1890s -1900s. Listed are Spanish land grants by number and file followed
by full names of grantees. Some have the location indicated as part of the
grantee name. $185

91. New Mexico State Penitentiary Escaped Convict Reward $50 Handbill

First Edition. 1914. New Mexico. Very Good. 11” - 13” tall.
Light soiling and toning. Fold creases. Reward notice for the
arrest and detention of Jose Paras. Issued January 28, 1914.
Paras was sentenced in Socorro County on December 1, 1913.
Includes mugshot photo attached to notice with a pin. Photo
is torn along crease from top edge approximately to center.
Notice issued on New Mexico Penitentiary Office of Superintendent Letterhead. Creasing on edges. $250

92. Night Message Western Union Telegraph Company Upshaw Agent,
Rosebud Montana. Indian Appropriation Bill 1890
First Edition. 1890. Rosebud, Montana. Good. 5 “x
7 7/8”.
Night Message from Washington, DC to the Upshaw Agent, Rosebud, Montana. “Indian appropriation bill not passed. Authorized positions and
salaries existing June 30th 1890 for agency and
school employees continued for not exceeding
thirty days. J. J. Morgan. Commissioner.” On rear,
it is stamped received July 7, ‘90 with handwritten
note. Toned, fold creases, and several edge tears,
especially at bottom. $90
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93. Opening of the Uintah Indian Reservation

Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, 1905. Denver. Good. Pamphlet. 8 pp.
Staplebound pamphlet with tears on spine and edges, light soil, and
corner wear. Maps. “2,425,000 acres of areable [sic] land thrown
open for settlement / September 1st, 1905/ Splendid opportunity for
Homeseekers to locate in most favored portion of Utah / Reached
only by the Denver & Rio Grande System.” The Utes whose land was
being alloted away are assured to be “gradually rising in the scale of
human civilization,” having adopted an agrarian lifestyle and citizens’
clothing. Special fares for Homeseekers’ Excursions are advertised,
alongside descriptions of the land’s plentiful resources. The opening
of the reservation was pushed through after Congress’s previous
attempt to override treaties with the Utes, which was vetoed by Theodore Roosevelt. Over 37,000 settlers registered for a chance at the
land, although in the past Mormons had deemed the mountainous
land undesirable for their settlements. A very scarce pamphlet, with
only one copy found on OCLC as of March 2016. $325

Cruising the West Coast

94. Pacific Coast Steamship Co.: California, British
Columbia, Washington, Alaska, Mexico
1909. San Francisco. Very Good. Pamphlet.
Brochure with a large detailed color folding map on one side, 16” x 32”
unfolded. Some soil and edge and fold edge wear. The map has a date of
1906, with cruise dates referencing 1909. The map shows the cruise routes
with inset maps of ports of call. All-inclusive cruises to the major attractions
from Glacier Bay to Matzatlan are described, along with what to expect if
this is your first trip by sea. Steamships depicted in the photos are the SS
Santa Rosa, the SS Spokane, the SS Governor, with a two-page illustration of
the Governor. $95

95. Moutaineering and Explorations in the Selkirks, a Record of Pioneer
Work Among the Canadian Alps 1908-1912
Palmer, Ralph S.

First Edition. G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1914. New York. Book: Good. Hardcover. 439 pp.
Green boards with dark green imprint on spine. Rubbed and bumped corners, sunning on spine, loosening
of boards from hinge cracking. Toning of endpapers; interior clean. With two folding color maps and 219
illustrations, almost all black and white mountain and glacier photo plates with incredible views. A member
of the Royal Geographical Society, the author spent five summers for pleasure and science in the Selkirks,
giving official names to many features and recording observations on glaciers, botany, and more. $70
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96. Old Army Memories 1872-1918--Signed
Parker, James

First Edition. Dorrance and Company, 1929. Philadelphia. Book:
Very Good. Hardcover. 454 pp.
Navy blue boards with gilt imprint. Light sunning of spine,
rubbed and bumped corners and edges. Cloth pulling slightly at
spine head. Light soil on edges. Bookplate on front pastedown
endpaper and inscription signed by the author on the first free
endpaper. Interior clean. By James Parker, Brigadier General
United States Army, Retired, Major General National Army, M.
H., D. S. M. With an Introduction by Major General Robert Lee
Bullard. Illustrated. Parker recalls frontier forts and outlaws,
various Indian War conflicts including the Ute and Geronimo
Campaigns, the Spanish-American War, and World War I. Graff
3186. Six Guns 1680. $125

97. Guide for Emigrants; Containing Sketches of Illinois, Missouri and
Adjacent Parts
Peck, John M.

First Edition. Lincoln and Edmands, 1831. Boston. Book: Good. Hardcover. 336 pp. 5 3/4” x 3 1/4”.
Brown cloth boards with paper title label. Bumped and rubbed corners and edges, soiling, and chips on
the title label. Spine head worn off. Front board starting but held by cloth. Foxing of endpapers, soiled title
page, and soil on a few other pages. Hand-colored folding map frontispiece of the West out to Missouri.
A first edition of a popular guide that was reprinted into the 1840s as an aid to settlers. John Mason Peck
(1789-1858) was a missionary and abolitionist who worked in Missouri and Illinois and provided practical
information on farmland, Indian populations, specifics of wages and employment in various areas, mineral
deposits, and commerce routes. Howes P 171. Graff 3234. Sabin 59484. $650

98. True Story of the Killing of “Billy the Kid” (Notorious New Mexico
Outlaw) As Detailed by John W. Poe, a Member of Sheriff Pat Garrett’s
Posse, to E. A. Brininstool, in 1919--Signed
Poe, John W. ; E. A. Brininstool

Limited/Numbered Edition. E. A. Brininstool, 1919. Los Angeles. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 15 pp.
Rebound in brown cloth boards with gilt on spine, original wraps bound in. Rubbed and bumped corners,
light soil on boards. Small hole in first free endpaper, some chips and toning. Tipped in inside the front
wrap is a printed poem by E. A. Brininstool, and tipped onto the rear pastedown is a catalog description of
the book. Bookplate of Reverend Nathaniel S. Thomas on front pastedown. Inscribed by the author to the
same Reverend Thomas on the limitation page. Originally published in London’s World Wide Magazine in
1919, this 1923 limited edition numbered 51/250 copies was privately printed by E. A. Brininstool. Howes P
430. Six-Guns 1743. $325

99. Atlas Accompanying the Report on the Geology of a Portion of the
Uinta Mountains and a Region of Country Adjacent Thereto
Powell, John Wesley

First Edition. U. S. Geographical and Geological Survey, 1876. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 12 pp.
Stiff boards 26” x 20”, soiled, chipped, and repaired in places, with a red cloth spine. 12 leaves measuring
25” x 19”. Last leaf is blank. Some tears and toning, a three-inch corner piece missing from the title page,
and tape repairs to some margins. Light soil. The title page is followed by the two two-page color lithograph maps “Green River from the Union Pacific Railroad to the Mouth of the White River,” one showing
the geology and one showing irrigable lands, mining regions, and vegetation. Other plates are geologic
cross-sections, displacement diagrams, and a bird’s-eye view of a part of the Uinta uplift. The Uinta survey
was part of the ambitious Powell Surveys of the 1870s that helped map the geologic West. $1750
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100. “Calaboose” Log Building with Sod Roof Boudoir Card
Ragsdale, McArthur Cullen

Good. Photograph. 4 1/2” x 7 3/4”.
Cabinet or boudoir card circa 1890. Photo has
some black ink colored spots, including the handcuffs and chains, and has an inch trimmed off on
the left side and one corner missing, with light soil
and edge wear. This is a photograph of a small log
jail with a prisoner in chains being led to it, from
McArthur Cullen Ragsdale’s photo series Views of
Concho Country, taken around San Angelo, Texas.
$575

101. Rocky Mountain Directory and Colorado Gazetteer for 1871

First Edition. S. S. Wallihan & Co. , 1870. Denver. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 442 pp.
Original blue boards with gilt imprint. Some wear on spine gilt, rubbed corners, minor cloth wrinkling,
bumped and rubbed corners, and slight darkening of front board fore edge. Binding tight. Light soil on
edges and some pages. Advertisement-printed endpapers have
light toning. [6] adverts; [i]-xvi, 2-442 with advertisement sections
throughout, [58] adverts. “Comprising a brief history of Colorado,
and a condensed but comprehensive account of her Mining, Agricultural, Commercial and Manufacturing Interests, Climatology,
Inhabitants, Advantages and Industries, together with a complete
and accurate Directory of Denver, Golden City, Black Hawk, Central City, Nevada, Idaho, Georgetown, Boulder, Greeley, Colorado
City, Pueblo, Trinidad, Etc. “ This directory contain great details on
mining, including tables of individual mines by Colorado county,
glowing descriptions of the land and air quality, and the opinion
that the Indians will surely soon be pushed out of the remaining
fertile agricultural lands that they inconveniently occupy. The
many advertisements include a prettily decorated thinner leaf
from a printshop and newspaper, printed in green and red. “From
the first year of publication,” the only year the directory was published. Hard to find in such good condition. $1675

102. Rules and Regulations and Rates of the Water
Works of the City of Rapid City, Dakota. Approved
November 13, 1896
Republican Printing House, 1887. Rapid City, SD. Book: Good. Softcover. 19
pp. 5” - 6” tall.
Original front printed wrapper (lacks back wrapper). Light soiling.
Staplebound. Approved by the Board of Water Commissioners for 1887
whose members were W. L. Gardner, D. H. Clark and V. T. M’Gillycuddy.
M’Gillycuddy, a well-known Black Hills citizen, served as mayor of Rapid
City, Indian Agent at Pine Ridge, School Board member, etc. Eating Houses
were charged the highest rate of $30, while Bath Houses paid $16 for the
first tub and $8 for each additional tub. Unusual item. No copies found on
OCLC as of December 2015. Also includes a gold embossed seal from the
Regents of Education, State of South Dakota. $150
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No Outlaw Embalmers Allowed

103. Rules and Regulations Formulated under the
Embalmers’ Law of Colorado by the State Board of
Embalming Examiners

Smith-Brooks Printing Co., 1916. Denver. Very Good. Pamphlet. 32 pp. 6” x 3 1/2”.
Staplebound grey wrapper have corner wear and light crease. One penciled
underline in text. Law, Transportation Rules and List of Embalmers Registered to
Practice the Science of Embalming in Colorado. No copies found in OCLC. $250

104. Salt Lake City and Surroundings

Tribune Printing and Publishing Co. , 1889. Salt Lake City. Book: Very Good.
Softcover. 36 pp. 6” x 3 1/2”.
Light blue wrapper has light soil and edge wear. Interior clean. A Salt Lake
Chamber of Commerce publication describing the economy, government,
and geography of the Salt Lake region, with detailed lists of average wages
by trade and cost of living including food prices. $95

105. Notes from a Cowboy’s Diary
Sears, W. H.

W. H. Sears. Lawrence, Kansas. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 6 pp.
Circa 1925. Green wrapper has light edge wear and toning. Interior clean.
The author’s account of his youth as a cowboy in eastern Colorado in
1876, with details on Bent’s Old Fort and the United States Cavalry at Fort
Wise. Graff 3722, Herd 2032. $50

106. Proclamation by the Mayor--1906 “Shoot to Kill” Broadside from
the San Francisco Earthquake (Two Different Versions)
Schmitz, E. E.

Altvater Print, 1906. San Francisco. Book: Good. Broadside. 9 1/2” x 6”.
Two versions of the famous “Shoot to Kill” broadside issued in San Francisco the day of the 1906 earthquake. One has the correct date, and another is an unrecorded copy with a date of April 13th (five days
before the earthquake) and a different typset. 1. (Correct date) Tears and a few millimeters of loss at two
corners. “Proclamation by the Mayor /
The Federal Troops, the members of the
Regular Police Force, and all Special Police
Officers have been authorized to KILL any
and all persons found engaged in looting or
in the commission of other crimes....E. E.
Schmitz, Mayor. Dated, April 18, 1906.” 2.
(Unrecorded with wrong date) Same text,
but with a date of April 13th, 1906. There
is loss of part of the last letters on lines on
the page where a 2 1/2” x 0.5” strip was
missing and another piece of brown paper
was placed in with inking in of the missing
letters. In Seventy-Five Years in California
1831-1906, by William Heath Davis, a proclamation with another different typeset is presented as an original, still with the same wording. Several versions seem to have been distributed, but ones with errors may
not have entered wide circulation. E. E. Schmitz was a notorious mayor on several fronts, not just ordering
war on citizens. He was convicted of extortion and forced out of office in 1907, yet ran for mayor again in
1915 and 1919. $1950
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107. Narrative Journal of Travels, through the Northwestern Regions
of the United States Extending from Detroit through the Great Chain of
American Lakes, to the Sources of the Mississippi River
Schoolcraft, Henry R.

First Edition. E. & E. Hosford, 1821. Albany, NY. Book: Good. Hardcover. 419 pp.
Three-quarter leather over marbled paper boards. Brown title label with gilt. Front board is detached.
Marbled endpapers, speckled edges, soil and old dampstains on top edge. Pages have light foxing and a few
penciled marks. Folding map has fold splits and soil spots. 1820s previous owner’s and library names on
the double title pages. Eight plates and map present as called for. No errata sheet. Subtitled: Performed as
a Member of the Expedition Under Governor Cass. In the Year 1820. Schoolcraft’s narrative contains many
details of the history and encounters of Indians in the Great Lakes region. Howes S 186. Wagner-Camp 21a.
Sabin 77862. $475

108. Shortest Route to California Across the Great Basin of Utah-Signed
Simpson, Brevet General James H.

First Edition. J. B. Lippincott & Co. , 1869. Philadelphia. Book: Good. Softcover. 58 pp.
A hard-to-find copy in origial pink wraps. In a custom red cloth slipcase with gilt imprint. Wraps are soiled
and heavily chipped on edges including a two-inch corner from the rear wrap. Spine is taped. Interior pages
have some missing corners and a few soil spots and margin marks. This copy is inscribed by the author to
Robert Campbell on the title page. The folding map with the route in red is in fair condition with some recent and older repairs to it. Illustrated by a History of Explorations of the Great Basin of Utah with its Topographical and Geological Character and Some Account of the Indian Tribes. Simpson’s 1859 survey charted
this shorter route, but his full report was not published by the United States government until 1876 due to
the Civil War. This earlier Lippincott publication describes the route used by the mail and the Pony Express
in the 1860s. Howes S 504. Sabin 81358. $1025

109. Apache Kid a Bear Fight and Other True
Stories of the West--Signed
Sparks, William

First Edition. Skelton Publishing Company, 1926. Los Angeles, CA.
Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 215 pp.
Scarce signed hardcover first edition. Brown cloth boards with gilt
embossed title imprint on front and spine. Bumped and rubbed
corners and an archivally repaired spine end. Light dampstains on
both sets of endpapers and a few first pages. Contains three black
and white photo plates. The first free endpaper is inscribed by the
author for J. F. Crampton, an Southern Arizona settler who witnessed the territory’s frontier days. Laid in is a handwritten letter
signed by William Sparks to Crampton, mentioning oldtimers and a
Pioneers Reunion, dated April 6, 1926. Stories of the Wild West. Six
Guns 2075. $400

110. Special Orders Western Department, San Francisco, California
1916

San Francisco. Book: Good. Hardcover.
Three-quarter leather with splits at spine end joints and rubbed and bumped edges and corners. Marbled
boards, edges, and endpapers, with first free endpaper missing. Binding tight. Light soil on top edge. Pages
contain official stamps of the Adjutant General and others and many initials signing off on the documents,
with some other marginalia and underlining. 113 pages Index to the Special Orders, 295 unpaginated
Special Orders, 10 pages Index to General Orders and Bulletin, 17 General Orders, 50 Bulletins, and Roster
of Troops Serving in the Western Area. Orders range from court martials to assignment to the School for
Bakers and Cooks and aviation instruction. $95
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111. Exploration and Survey of the Valley of the Great Salt Lake of Utah,
Including a Reconnaissance of a New Route through the Rocky Mountains (2 Volumes)--Signed
Stansbury, Howard

First Edition. Lippincott, Grambo & Company, 1852. Philadelphia. Book: Good. 487 pp.
Two volumes, with the second containing only the two folding maps. The map volume has less wear, with
dark green cloth and a partial sticker removal on the spine. Both large maps are in very good condition with
light soil on backs. Volume 1 has green blind embossed boards with a gilt imprint. Fading of cloth, sunning
on spine, rubbed corners and edges with spine ends worn off, and light soil. Soil on edges. One signature
pulling, spine shaken. Light foxing on some pages. Collated complete with 59 hand-tinted plates including
folding views and a folding map. The plates contain many views of Utah topographic features and Mormon settlements along with reptiles, plants, and fossils. The rear pastedown endpaper is inscribed, upside
down, “Mrs. Campbell with Compliments of Col. Abert.” At the time of publication Colonel John James
Abert was the head of the Corps of Topographical Engineers conducting the surveys in the West. Volume 2
maps: 1. Map of the Great Salt Lake and Adjacent Country in the Territory of Utah, and 2. Map of a Reconnaisance between Fort Leavenworth on the Missouri River, and the Great Salt Lake in the Territory of Utah.
These maps, drawn by Lieutenant Gunnison and Charles Pruess, established many official place names in
the region surveyed. Wagner-Camp 219: 1. Howes S 884. $1250

112. Frontier Army Sketches
Steele, James W.

Second Edition. Jansen, McClurg & Company, 1883. Chicago, IL. Book: Good. Hardcover. 329 pp.
Green pictorial boards with gilt and black imprint. Rubbing of boards, edges, and corners. Bumped corners.
Soil on top edge. Brown endpapers. 329pp + [6] advert. Bookplate on front pastedown endpaper with the
signature of the same owner dated 1890 on a blank endpaper. A collection of stories showing the the Army
soldier’s frontier life, with a humorist’s cutting observations on human nature. This is the second edition,
with five new sketches added and five omitted from an 1873 first edition under a different title. Howes S
922. $80

Early Santa Fe Trail Account

113. Answers of Augustus Storrs, of Missouri, to Certain Queries Upon
the Origin, Present State, and Future Prospect, of Trade and Intercourse
between Missouri and the Internal Provinces of Mexico
Storrs, Augustus

Niles Weekly Register, 1825. Baltimore, Maryland, U. S. A. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 16 pp.
Red cloth boards with brown and gilt title label on spine. Sunning on top edge. Newer peach endpapers
with browned original newsprint pages 305-320, of which pages 312-316 are the report. A rare copy of the
Niles Weekly Register report of Augustus Storrs, from January 15, 1825. Wagner-Camp 29: “ During the
summer of 1824 Augustus Storrs joined a trading expedition to Santa Fe. His answers to Senator Benton’s
questions describe the route, the characters of the country, the trade, the condition of New Mexico, and
Indian depredations upon the traders.” Only three copies found on OCLC as of December 2015. Wagner-Camp 29, Graff 3998. $495

114. In Miners’ Mirage-Land--Signed
Strobridge, Idah Meacham

First Edition. Baumgardt Publishing Company, 1904. Los Angeles. Book: Good. Softcover. 129 pp.
Limited edition numbered 109/1000 copies and signed on the limitation page by the author. Mylared grey
wrapper has a half-inch piece missing with other creasing and loss on the yap edges. Untrimmed pages,
with a few creased corners. Clean interior. Idah Meacham Strobridge (1855-1932) spent much of her life in
the frontier settlements of Nevada and later moved to Los Angeles, establishing her own bindery. Here she
tells stories of lost treasures and miners’ dreams in the desert. $195
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115. Tenth Annual Report of the Board of Indian Commissioners for the
Year 1878

Government Printing Office, 1879. Washington, D. C. Book: Good. Hardcover. 157 pp.
Original black blind embossed boards with bright gilt but some sunning of edges. Bumped and rubbed
corners, binding tight. Soil on edges. Interior clean. Tipped in is a color folding map of Indian reservations
and their populations. The report starts out with a plea to Congress not to transfer the Indian Bureau to the
War Department. Many brief reports from various agencies on everything from supplies to education are
included. Only one copy on OCLC as of November 2015. $70

116. Territory of New Mexico Seventh Judicial District Court Socorro
County Writ of Venditioni Exponas 1909 Robert Martin Et Al. Vs. W. S.
Weathermax

1909. Socorro, NM. Very Good. Ephemera.
Order of the Seventh District Court of the Territory of New Mexico to the Sheriff of Socorro County to sell
horses and goats to cover the judgment in the case of Robert Martin and others doing business under the
name of Engle Supply Co. Versus W. S. Weathermax in civil case No. 5356. Single legal-sized page, lightly
toned. Fold creases. Embossed seal of the Seventh Judicial District Court Territory of New Mexico. Verso of
sheet has summary of the Writ of Venditioni Exponas. $55

A Bird’s Eye View

117. Butte, Montana Panoramic Lithograph, 1916
Todd Photo and Film Co.

Keefe Bros. Post Office News Stand, 1916. Butte, MT. Good. Broadside. 5.5” x 35”.
“A View of Butte, Montana, Showing ‘The Richest Hill in the World. ‘” Some crease lines with wear and light
soil on edges. On postcard stock. This color lithographic panorama shows Butte around the height of its
iron ore boomtown population, with three times as many people as it has today. Orderly rows of houses,
railroads, reservoirs, industrial smokestacks, and a background of verdant mountains are all in the view.
$250

118. Massacre of Gov. Bent--Signed
Turner, Don

Limited Edition. Humbug Gulch Press, 1969. Amarillo, TX. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 40 pp.
Limited Presentation Edition numbered 23 of 200 copies and signed by the author on the title page. Mylar
over red leather boards with black imprint; light soil and sunning of spine. Both pastedown endpapers have
the signature of author Bill Tate and some tape adhesive marks, and the half title page has a small oval
bookseller’s label from Texas. “A long history of rebellion in Northern New Mexico boiled to a peak in January of 1847 in an insurrection in which Territorial Governor Charles Bent and other government officials
were killed during a night of terror in Taos.” $75
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119. Penitentes

Udell, Isaac L.

Cosmopolitan Art Gallery, 1950. Denver, Colorado. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 30 pp. 6” x 9”.
A 1950 program for an exhibit of Penitente paintings by Isaac L. Udell at the Cosmopolitan Art Gallery in
Denver. Light soil on wrapper. Green ink writing on the front is a request to a newspaper to list the upcoming exhibit in the Sunday paper. Isaac “Doc” Udell studied medicine, lived among New Mexico’s Penitente
brotherhood, and later became known as a writer and artist in Taos. The programs has thirteen black and
white reproductions of the Penitente scenes. $60

120. US Mint Service Form No 42B. Memorandum of Gold Bullion Deposited At the Mint of the United States At Denver
1896. Very Good.
Form for deposit of gold bullion at
the Mint of the United States at
Denver. Dated December 10, 1896,
with the depositor being the Denver
National Bank. Includes assay information for weight, gold, silver, net
value and the amount returned to
depositor. Form has light soiling and
fold creases, and is lightly toned. Approximately 4 by 10 1/2 inches. $75

121. Fur-Trade and Early Western Exploration
Vandiveer, Clarence A.

First Edition. Arthur H. Clark Co. , 1929. Cleveland, OH. Book:
Very Good. Hardcover. 316 pp.
Green cloth boards with gilt imprint. Cocked spine, rubbing of
corners, light soil on boards. Gilt top edge and deckle edge.
Shadow marks from a previous dust jacket on endpapers. Light
soil on a few pages. All plates present as called for. Vandiveer’s
history covers the range of fur trade companies and individual
mountain men who pioneered exploration in western North
America. $75

122. Happy Hunting Grounds--Signed
Vestal, Stanley

First Edition. Lyons and Carnahan, 1928. Chicago. Book: Very Good.
Hardcover. 220 pp. 7 1/2” tall.
Tan boards with red imprint and color pastedown illustration.
Light soil, sunning on spine, bumped and rubbed corners. Binding
tight. Soil on edges and a few pages. Illustrated endpapers. All four
color plates present as called for. This presentation copy signed by
the illustrator Frederick Weygold has an original ink drawing with
a headress, bison head, and two arrows on the copyright page,
around the handwritten words “Library of H. R. Engler (Tchandee)“, the inscription’s presentee. Weygold illustrated several
Western Americana books and his art was more popular in Europe,
where he advised museums on Native American collections. $125
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123. Pack Horses, Signed Etching
West, Levon

Fine. Etching. 14 1/4” x 19 1/4”.
A signed etching by Levon West titled “Pack Horses.”
Image size is 9” x 14 1/2”. Depicted is a man with
three pack horses. Signed Levon West imp. , numbered 22/100. Circa 1928. Levon West (1900-1968)
also used the pen name Ivan Dmitri in his photography, but used his real name in his other art. West
gained popularity for his etchings and also influenced
photography’s acceptance as an art. $350

124. Western Assurance Company 1886
Calendar

1886. Colorado. Very Good. Ephemera. 9” x 6 1/2”.
An ornately illustrated 1886 calendar from the Western Assurance Company, Toronto, Canada. The mount has some chips
and tears with light soil. The twelve pages are in very good
condition, with light soil and a quarter inch tear on January
only. The calendar has general agents listed in Denver, with the
red ink stamp of Henry Seifried, Agent, Georgetown, Colorado,
on the lower margin. Imprint of the Courier Lith. Co., Buffalo,
N.Y. $95

125. Western United States Vacation Photo Album
Book: Good. 6 1/4” x 5”.
Circa 1910. An album of 47 photographs on 44
pages. Worn red cloth boards are soiled and bowed
with rubbed edges and surfaces. Spine loose. Photos are of average quality, with a few low contrast
ones. The prints are in very good condition. The
captioned photos are pasted in and show Grand
Canyon, Yosemite, Catalina Island, the Calfornia
desert, and other western locations. The scenes
include San Fernando Mission ruins, a car stuck
in a river crossing with a man who has removed
his pants to work on the problem, wagon travel
and hiking at Yosemite and Grand Canyon, and
many photos of men hunting and fishing. One is
captioned showing miner and early tour guide at
Grand Canyon John Hance on horseback. $125
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126. Works Progress Administration Pueblo Architectural Model

Good. 4.5” x 9.5” x 8.5”.
A painted plaster model of a pueblo from a Pennsylvania Works Progress Administration project. Heavily
chipped on base edges, with the words “Pueblo” and “West” from the original caption “Southwest USA”
visible. The plaster and paint are also chipped in some spots on the model. A shield with “WPA District 15”
is in one corner. This was one of thousands of different architectural models produced between 1935 and
1943 by the Museum Extension Project of the Works Progress Administration of Pennsylvania, with various
items designed for distribution to schools and children’s museums across the country. The production
location of Pittsburgh
was district 15. “Visual
learning” was promoted
through art, keeping over a
thousand people employed
in the project. $425

127. Wyoming and Montana Photographs
from the 1900s

Very Good. Photograph.
A collection of 21 photographs in eastern Montana and Wyoming locations. The photos vary in size with most 4” x 6” or 5”
x 7”. Some are captioned with a typewritten note on the front
or handwritten notes on the back. One has some scuffs on the
corner. The pictures depict ranchers and cowboys of the C 4
Ranch, a tent camp with a wagon and camp chef, hunters with
dead bears and mountain lions, a dog sitting on a horse, a log
splitting contest, and telephone operators. One postcard with
the stamps of the Dayton, Wyoming Volunteer Fire Department shows a hotel burning, possibly a reminder to support
your volunteers. A smaller print is labeled “Gilette 1911” in ink
on the front and shows several teams of horses on the street.
A very Western set of photographs from the early 1900s. $195

128. Hard Knocks: a Life Story of the Vanishing West--Signed
Young, Harry

First Edition. Wells and Company, 1915. Portland, OR. Book: Good. Hardcover. 242 pp.
Green marbled paper boards with brown cloth spine. Rubbed and bumped edges and corners, light soil.
Spine cocked. Soil on edges, light soil on a few pages. Bookplate of San Francisco’s Olympic Club on front
pastedown endpaper and partial sticker removal on rear pastedown. The first free endpaper is inscribed by
the author for the Olympic Club members, dated 1916. All plates present as called for, including one sketch
“The author scalping a dead Sioux Indian, 1876.” A memoir of life in the Plains and Black Hills, in which the
author gets a lot of important things wrong. Howes Y 92. Six Guns 2466. $125
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Mormon History
129. Acts, Resolutions and Memorials, Passed At the Several Annual
Sessions of the Legislative Assemby of the Territory of Utah

First Edition. Joseph Cain, Public Printer, 1855. Great Salt Lake City. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 460 pp.
Rebound in tan buckram with red, black and gilt title labels on spine. Light soil, rubbed edges, and bumped
corners. A few tears on front endpapers. Light foxing througout. Contains the rare errata slip on page 435.
The acts from 1850-1855. “The laws of the fourth annual session were not printed separately; they only appeared in this compilation.” --McMurtrie, The Beginnings of Printing in Utah, #27. Acts incorporating companies and the University of Deseret, regulating horse teams on roads, preventing the needless destruction
of fish, and reserving land and water grants for Brigham Young and others. $400

130. No Man Knows My History, the Life of Joseph Smith--Signed
Brodie, Fawn M.

First Edition. Alfred A. Knopf, 1945. New York. Book: Very Good.
Dust Jacket: Good. Hardcover . 476 pp.
Mylar over dust jacket with soiling, tears up to an inch sunning
on spine, and spine ends worn off. Jacket is clipped but not
price clipped. Black blind embossed cloth boards with gilt on
spine. Endpapers have some soiling with a price stamp on the
first free endpaper identical to the stamp on the jacket. Text
block has light soil on some pages. Green top edge, some wear
on page edges. Signed by the author on the title page. Folding
map and black and white plates. “A definitive biography that
vividly illuminates may hitherto hidden passages in the life on
hte Mormon prophet.” Fawn M. Brodie was excommunicated
from the LDS church for this work and later became professor
of history at UCLA. $425

131. Mountain Meadows Massacre--Signed
Brooks, Juanita

First Edition. Stanford University Press, 1950. Stanford, CA. Book: Very Good. Dust Jacket: Good. Hardcover.
243 pp.
Mylared dust jacket with chips, edge tears, and sunning on spine. Not price clipped. Yellow boards with
green imprint, binding tight. Printed endpapers. Soil on top edge, clean interior. Frontispiece map. Inscribed on the title page in the year of publication by the author. A groundbreaking work that brought light
to the infamous Mountain Meadows Massacre and helped the Southwest Utah site of the massacre gain
National Landmark status. $435

132. Mormonism Unveiled. The Other Side. From an American Standpoint.
Goodrich, E. S.

1884. Book: Good. 42 pp.
Purple-tinted heavily toned wrappers with corners chipped and a piece of tape on rear wrap. Uneven pages
with a few penciled notes. “Copied from the Chicago ‘Times’ 1884” is on the cover, with a date of 1884 on
the title page. The original edition was published in 1884. A defense of Mormonism, with a table of criminal statistics comparing Mormon and non-Mormon numbers. Flake 3616. $65
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133. Evidences That Joseph Smith, the Martyr, Was a Prophet of God
Gurley, Zenos H. and Isaac Sheen

True Latter-Day Saints Herald. Plano, IL. Good. Pamphlet. 8 pp.
A scarce unbound pamphlet with soil, creased edges, and vertical fold
edge wear on the last page resulting in loss of a few letters of text. “By
Zenos H. Gurley and Isaac Sheen, a committee appointed by a special
conference of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints for
Northern Illinois.” A republication of Joseph Smith’s famous prediction
about Civil War in America, among others, “ Verily thus saith the Lord,
concerning the wars that will shortly come to pass, beginning at the
rebellion of South Carolina, which will eventually terminate in the
death and misery of many souls. The days will come that war will be
poured out upon all nations, beginning at that place; for behold, the
Southern States shall be divided against the Northern States, and the
Southern States will call on other nations, even the nation of Great
Britain…in order to defend themselves against other nations....” Flake
3759/3760 notes two variants, neither identified, with a probable
date of 1864. $950

134. Mormons, Or, Latter-Day Saints, in the
Valley of the Great Salt Lake: A History of
Their Rise and Progress, Peculiar Doctrines, Present Condition, and
Prospects, Derived from Personal Observation, During a Residence
Among Them
Gunnison, John Williams, Lieut.

Second Edition. Lippincott, Grambo & Company, 1853. Philadelphia. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 165 pp.
Decoratively blind-embossed brown cloth with gilt on spine. Rubbed and bumped corners and edges. Spine
cocked. Ex-library with marks, old inked name of library on front pastedown with offsetting. Light soil on
edges, foxing on pages. Frontispiece, 36 pages of advertisements at rear. Lieutenant Gunnison recorded his
observations on early Mormon Utah, based on his experiences in the 1849 Howard-Stansbury Expedition.
Howes G 463. Flake 3750. $415

135. Dictionary of all Proper Names in the Book of Mormon
Knisley, Alvin

First Edition. Ensign Publishing House. Independence, MO. Book:
Very Good. Hardcover. 118 pp.
Black cloth boards with gilt imprint. Rubbed edges and corners
with light discoloration on areas of the boards. No date, but Flake
4661 gives an approximate date of 1909 for this Ensign Publishing
first edition, with a tipped in errata and omissions leaf as called
for. The author’s preface also gives a date of 1909. The errata slip
and rear endpapers have stamps of the previous owner. A list of
names and notes are in ink on a blank endpaper after the last
printed page, and there are and yellow label stickers on the first
two endpapers and errata slip. A few margin marks in the main
text. Contains an alphabetical listing from Aaron to Zoramites,
including a few important words that aren’t capitalized. Flake
4661. $125
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Early Utah Imprint

136. Rules for Conducting Business in the
House of Representatives of the Territory of
Utah

Limited Edition. Joseph Cain, Public Printer. Salt Lake City. Very Good.
Pamphlet. 4 pp.
A rare Utah Territory document from the early 1850s, stated 100 copies
published by authority. The folded one-sheet document has edge wear,
toning, and light soil and creasing and is housed in an elegant modern
green cloth and faux leather clamshell with gilt lettering on the spine
that gives a date of 1854. The clamshell has a few small scuffs and
bumped corners with one bumped edge and small cloth tear. The first
legislative procedure rules for Utah Territory, which was established
by Congress in 1850. Its first legislature met in 1851. Included are the
duties of the Speaker and other officials, quorum requirements, voting
procedures, and rules of decorum. Five copies found on OCLC as of
March 2016. $1900

Joseph Smith Extradition

137. Times and Seasons, January 1843 Issue

First Edition. John Taylor, 1843. Nauvoo, IL. Very Good. Disbound. 16 pp.
The January 16th, 1843 issue of a rare early monthly newspaper from
the Mormon community in Nauvoo, Illinois. Vol. IV. , No. 5, pages
[65]-80. Disbound, with lower corners chipped and old dampstains
along page edges. The issue begins with the writ and testimony against
Joseph Smith for allegedly arranging the attempted assassination of
Missouri governor Lilburn Boggs, followed by the judge’s decision
ordering that Smith be discharged, ruling that extradition to Missouri
would be unconstitutional. The last pages contain notes on a Manchester, England conference and membership numbers of the burgeoning
Mormon populations in cities throughout England, Scotland and Ireland. No copies of this issue found on OCLC. Flake 8955.
$575

Complete Run

138. Gospel Reflector, in Which the Doctrine of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints is Set Forth, and Scripture Evidence Adduced to Establish It
Winchester, Benjamin (editor)

First Edition. Brown, Bicking, & Guilbert, 1841. Philadelphia. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 316 pp.
Brown decoratively stamped boards. Rubbed and bumped corners, cloth tears at spine ends, soil, and
sunning and fading of boards. Gilt imprint on spine has some wear, spine shaken. Soil on edges. Moderate
foxing and a few penciled marks throughout, ex-library with bookplate on front pastedown endpaper. On
the title page are the names of two former owners, one “A. MacAllester, Boston, Nov. 1842” and the other
“R. P. Noble, 1844.” Ananias MacAllester was later a branch clerk and correspondent for The Prophet, a
Mormon newspaper published in New York. A rare volume of all 12 issues of The Gospel Reflector, an early
semi-monthly LDS publication that ran from January 1, 1841-June 15, 1841. This first independent Mormon
periodical was edited by Benjamin Winchester, presiding elder of the church in Philadelphia. Flake 3647.
$5500
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139. Governor’s Message to the First General
Assembly of the State of Deseret
Young, Brigham

1862. Salt Lake City. Fine. Pamphlet. 3 pp.
A three-page unbound pamphlet in a burgundy four-fold cloth folder,
inside a matching slipcase with a leather spine and gilt imprint.
Mormon leader Brigham Young had formed a shadow government
“State of Deseret” in response to Washington’s appointed territorial
governors, and this message was published during a gap between
territorial governors, John W. Dawson having fled Utah with less than
a month in office, having made unwanted advances to a Mormon
widow. Young asks why Utah is not being granted statehood when
other Western states had already been accepted into the Union. Only
nine copies listed on OCLC. Flake 2792. $1500

classic LITERATURE
140. House At Pooh Corner

Milne, A. A. ; Decorations by E. H. Shepard

First Edition. Methuen & Company, 1928. London. Book: Fine.
Full-leather. 178 pp.
A deluxe leather-bound first edition with bright gilt decoration and
lettering. Minimal rubbing to spine ends. All edges gilt. Pages xi,
178. In the original box with pasted on labels, as issued. The box top
has soil. Published in London and New York in October 1928 and
publicized as the last book about Christopher Robin and friends, “The
House at Pooh Corner” received rave reviews. $1300

141. Wind in the Willows
Grahame, Kenneth

First Edition. Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1908. New York. Book: Good. Dust Jacket: Poor. Hardcover. 302 pp.
First American edition published in October 1908. Mylared original dust jacket has pieces missing and
dampstains and is completely detached at the rear joint. Green cloth boards have soil on rear lower edge
and sunning on edges and spine. Gilt imprint. Binding tight, interior clean. Frontispiece with tissue guard,
red and black print on title page. Uncut pages with gilt top edge. Scottish author Kenneth Grahame retired
from government service in 1908 and wrote this classic novel of Mole, Rat, Badger, and Toad based on
stories he had created for his
son Alistair. A very scarce find in
“Believe me, my young friend, there is noththe original dust jacket.
ing--absolutely
nothing--half so much worth
$1750

doing as simply messing about in boats.”

142. Old Man and the Sea
Hemingway, Ernest

First Edition, Second Printing. Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1952. New York. Book: Very Good. Dust Jacket: Good.
Hardcover. 140 pp.
Mylared dust jacket has chips, sunning on edges on spine, and light soil. Not price clipped. Light blue
boards with silver imprint on spine and blind embossed author name on front. Sunning on spine, rubbed
and bumped corners. Text block clean and free of markings. A nice copy of this book about an old guy on a
boat. $215
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143. Ulysses

Joyce, James

First Edition. Egoist Press, 1922. Paris. Book: Very Good. 732 pp.
Second printing overall, and first UK edition, this edition was distributed by John Rodker in Paris for the
Egoist Press, and printed in a run of 2000 copies by the printer of the first edition, Maurice Darantiere
at Dijon. The book was smuggled in various forms against the threat of discovery and pirated printings.
At least 500 seized copies were allegedly burned by U. S. Authorities. This copy is No. 1108 of the 2000
printed. Printed on handmade paper. Bound in contemporary
three-quarter leather over green boards with gilt title on spine.
Spine has five raised bands and gilt ruling. Top edge gilt with
deckle fore and bottom edge. Leather binding is pleasantly worn
with light rubbing to board edges. Back boards shows 1” x 2
1/2” discoloration on green cloth. Original wrappers are bound
in and are in very good condition as in the interior of the book.
Complete errata sheet bound in. Edge of pages lightly toned.
Overall a very pleasing presentation of one of the major literary
works of the 20th century. $2500

144. Ulysse. Traduit De L’Anglais Par M. Auguste Morel Assiste Par M.
Stuart Gilbert. Traduction Entierement Revue Par M. Valery Larbaud
Avec La Collaboration De L’Auteur
Joyce, James

First Edition. Maison Des Amis Des Livres, 1929. Paris. Book:
Fine. Dust Jacket: Very Good. Softcover. 870 pp.
First edition, first printing in French. This is a limited edition
of 100 copies on Velin D’Arches paper, numbered 59 of 100.
Original stiff tan wrappers with blue lettering and original glassine dust jacket with chips and edge creasing. In a
custom slipcase matching the cover of the book. Untrimmed
pages with some toning on edges. Auguste Morel took on
the translation of Joyce’s masterpiece with Valery Larbaud
to review it, and Stuart Gilbert and the publisher Adrienne
Monnier later completed the project. $8000

145. Winter of Our Discontent

Steinbeck, John

First Edition Viking Press, 1961. New York. Book: Very Good.
Dust Jacket: Good. 311 pp.
Mylared dust jacket has chips and a sunned spine. Not price
clipped. Blue boards with black and silver imprint have light
sunning on edges and pushed spine ends. Spine slightly
cocked. Blue top edge, light soil on edges. Bookplate on
front pastedown endpaper. Interior clean and free of markings. John Steinbeck’s classic New England novel. $115
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Four Rebound Full-Leather First Editions in Custom Cases

146. Death in the Afternoon
Hemingway, Ernest

First Edition. Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1932. New York. Book: Fine. Full-Leather. 517 pp.
First edition rebound in leather with a custom clamshell box. The clamshell is dark blue leather with red
and gilt title labels and four bands on the spine, and marbling of the edges and inside. Book is red leather
with gilt lettering on the spine, with marbled stiff endpapers. Light soil on edges of text block and a few
pages, with a few millimeters of dampstain on the top edge only. The Scribner’s “A” indicating first edition
is on the copyright page. A nicely presented copy of this classic work for the aficionado. $1500

147. For Whom the Bell Tolls
Hemingway, Ernest

First Edition. Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1940. New York. Book: Fine. Full-Leather. 471 pp.
A full-leather custom rebinding of this first edition, complete with a clamshell box. The book has navy blue
leather with four bands and gilt lettering on the spine, and the clamshell has matching leather with red and
gilt title labels, with the edges and inside in marbled paper. Marbled endpapers with stiff first and last free
endpapers. The text block is clean inside with very light wear on edges. The Scribner’s “A” indicating first
edition is on the copyright page. $950

148. Grapes of Wrath
Steinbeck, John

First Edition. Viking Press, 1939. New York. Book: Fine.
Full-Leather. 619 pp.
First edition rebound with matching custom clamshell
box. Dark blue leather with gilt lettering on spine.
Stiff marbled endpapers. Yellow top edge of text has
light scuffs, with light soil on fore edge. Text block is
clean. The clamshell has red and gilt title labels and
five bands on the spine, with marbled paper inside
and on edges. Issue points are the page 270, line 2
“”What you go there?” and the dedication page line
“To CAROL who willed it.” Copyright page states first
published in April 1939. Holmes A 13a. $975

149. Of Mice and Men
Steinbeck, John

First Edition. Covici Friede Inc., 1937. New York. Book: Fine. Full-leather. 186 pp.
Rebound first edition with a matching custom clamshell box. Black leather with gilt lettering on spine and
stiff marbled endpapers. The spine bands have light rubbing. Text block has faded color and light soil on
top edge, with a clean interior. The clamshell has red and gilt title labels and marbled paper on inside and
edges. Issue points present are the word “pendula” on page 9, later deleted, and the dot between the 8’s
on page 8•8. Holmes A 8a. $1775
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150. Moon is Down
Steinbeck, John

First Edition. First Printing. Viking Press, 1942. New York. Book: Good. Dust Jacket: Good. Hardcover 188 pp.
First printing, first state with stated publication date of March 1942. Mylared dust jacket has chips, a half
inch tear, a sunned spine, edge toning and creasing, and soil on rear. Not price clipped. Blue boards with
silver and blue imprint. Sunning on spine and edges, light soil. Spine cocked. Light soil on top edge and a
few pages, some toning on endpapers, and bookplate on first free endpaper. John Steinbeck’s wartime novel takes place in a European country occupied by a foreign army with little resistance, similar to Norway’s
occupation by Germany. The book was published illegally in France during World War II. $125

NATIVE AMERICANA
151. American Indian Souvenir Playing Cards
Lazarus & Melzer. Los Angeles. Good. 3 1/2” x 2 1/2”.
Complete deck of 53 cards including a joker, stored in
a card box that reads Andrew Usher & Co.’ s Old Vatted
Glenlivet Whisky and with a sample playing card affixed to
the side, although this is not the original box. Box is in fair
condition. Cards have faded gilt on edges, some yellowing, light soil, and some scuffs and surface loss. The set is
The American Indian Souvenir Playing Cards, circa 1900,
with each card featuring a different half-tone photograph
of Pueblo Indian life by photographer A. C. Vroman. The
backs picture a woven blanket in red, black, and yellow.
The four aces each show a different pueblo, the kings,
jacks, and queens feature individual leaders, and the
number cards each have a focus. Hearts show Puebloan
children, spades feature families and other groups, clubs
depict dances, and diamonds show people at work. $325

152. Apache Kid and Prisoners Boudoir Card

Good. Photograph. 5 1/4” x 8 1/2”.
A very scarce boudoir card with Haskaybaynayntayl, or the Apache Kid,
from just before his final escape. No
date, circa 1890s. Image is in very good
condition with the photo measuring
4 3/8” x 6 7/8”. There is some loss of
paper on the right edge of the mount
and the word “Dup” in ink. The caption
and publication information on the back
are covered by newspaper articles with
a discard mark from the Sharlott Hall
Museum in Prescott, Arizona with some
handwritten notes. This photograph taken at Globe, Arizona has ten prisoners in
it, with notations of their names and tribes in the photo. The Apache Kid is the second from the right in the
top row in this last known photograph of him. The article on the back describes the famous November 2,
1889 escape of eight of the prisoners while being transported to Yuma and their killing of Sheriff Reynolds
and W. A. Holmes in the escape. The Apache Kid was one of the few escapees that survived very long,
and his raids and sightings of him continued until 1894. No records of photo cards were found on OCLC,
although the extracted image of the Apache Kid is well known. $4000
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153. Catalogue and Price List Navajo Blankets &
Indian Curios

J. L. Hubbell, 1905. Ganado, Arizona. Very Good. Pamphlet. 6 1/4” x 3 1/2”.
13 pp.
A scarce 1905 catalogue from J. L. Hubbell, Indian trader. Accordion fold
pamphlet with one paper scuff on the rear and a light dampstain on the
lower edge margin. Illustrated with black and white photographs including a weaver and children at a loom on the front. Moqui pottery and Navajo silver items are also offered for sale. John or Don Lorenzo Hubbell’s
Indian trading posts eventually sprang up throughout the Southwest.
This pamphlet advertises the locations of his first trading post at Ganado, Arizona, which was established in 1878, and a branch store at Keam’s
Canyon. Hubbell lived at his Ganado homestead and remained among
the Navajo for much of his life. His popularization of Navajo weaving had
a major impact on the reservation. $495

154. Pine Ridge Agency Warrior
Cabinet Card
Cross, W. R.

Good. Photograph. 4” x 6 1/2”.
Pine Ridge Agency Lakota Sioux warriors and their
families taken in 1891, photographed shortly after
the Wounded Knee Massacre. The card has no
identifying marks or captions but appears to be circa
1890s, with the image measuring 3 3/4” x 5 1/2”.
Light soil and edge dampstains, scalloped gilt edges.
William R. Cross was a photographer with a studio in
Hot Springs, South Dakota. He made his trip to the
site of the massacre in January, 1891, just two weeks
after the massacre by US troops. Several children are
seated on the ground before the warriors. $600

155. New Indian Sketches
De Smet, P. J.

First Edition. D. & J. Sadlier & Co. , 1863. New York. Book: Good. Hardcover. 175 pp. 6 1/4” x 4 1/4”.
Original brown stamped cloth boards with rubbed and bumped corners. Boards are sunned with some soil
and gilt on spine is illegible. Binding tight. Light soil on edges and endpapers, with pieces of a bookplate
remaining on the front pastedown endpaper and offset from the booklplate opposite. Interior has a few
margin marks and light soil. Two plates as called for in this first edition, one a frontispiece. Over decades
of missionary work Jesuit Pierre De Smet traveled extensively from coast to coast in North America. He encountered and wrote about Indian tribes from the Iroquois to the Salish and Coeur d’Alenes. In this memoir
he provides the story of a Coeur d’Alene woman who stood out in his memory as a good Christian, letters
to and from other Jesuits and American military officers, and a translated Indian language catechism used
among Rocky Mountain tribes. An 1859 letter mentions the Mountain Meadows Massacre and De Smet’s
acceptance of an army chaplain position during the Mormon War. Howes D 85, Wagner-Camp 395, Graff
3828. $625
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156. Reservation Blackfeet, 1882-1945:
a Photographic History of Cultural Survival--Ivan Doig’s Signed Copy
Farr, William E. ; Welch, James

First Edition. University of Washington Press, 1984. Seattle.
Book: Fine. Dust Jacket: Fine. Hardcover. 210 pp.
Dust jacket over illustrated black boards with silver imprint.
Red top edge. This is an association copy inscribed by the
author to writer Ivan Doig and his wife on the title page.
The signed bookplate of Doig is also on the front pastedown endpaper. With a foreword by James Welch. $75

157. Hopi Snake Washing
Fewkes, J. Walter

First Edition. American Anthropologist, 1898. Washington, D.C. Very Good. Pamphlet. 4 pp.
Moderate soiling to wraps with chipping on edges and corners. Tearing at head and foot of spine. Top edge
uncut. Pages clean but toned. Reprint from the October 1898 issue of the American Anthropologist describing the Hopi ceremony. $75

158. Geronimo and Natchez Boudoir Card
Fly, C. S.

C. S. Fly, 1886. Tombstone, AZ. Good. Photograph. 5 5/8” x 8 7/8”.
A boudoir card with a famous photo of Geromino and Natchez, taken at Cañon de los Embudos in Sonora,
the site of the surrender negotiations. The photo measures 4 3/4” x8 1/8” and has some soil. Photographer
C. S. Fly’s purple ink copyright stamp, dated 1886, is in the lower right hand corner of the photo. On this
card the handwritten caption reads “Geronimo, etc. Natchez murderers,” with another trimmed caption at
the top edge. The back of the card is covered with an unrelated photo of a group of well-dressed people,
and the mount appears more recent since it’s cleaner than the Geromino photo. The photo is very scarce,
with one print found at the Library of Congress. The caption from the Library of Congress record reads
“Scene in Geronimo’s camp...before surrender to General Crook, March 27, 1886: Geronimo and Natches
mounted; Geronimo’s son (Perico) standing at his side holding baby.” The child is Nahbay’s son. Camillus
Sydney Fly was known for photographing Tombstone and its characters and later the Apaches while they
were still at war with the United States military. He is reported to have had no qualms about posing the
Apaches just so for a perfect picture. $5200
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159. Lone War Trail of Apache Kid--Signed
Forrest, Earle R.; Hill, Edwin B.

Limited/Numbered Edition. Trail’s End Publishing Company, 1947.
Pasadena. Book: Very Good. Dust Jacket: Very Good. Hardcover.
143 pp.
Limited deluxe edition numbered 120/250 copies and signed
by both authors on the limitation page. Mylared dust jacket has
light edge wear and one tear. Not price clipped. Red boards with
gilt imprint have bumped corners. Spine slightly cocked. Map
endpapers. Clean interior. The story of the last of the old Apache
renegades. $85

160. Pueblo Pottery Making: A Study At the
Village of San Ildefonso
Guthe, Carl E.

First Edition. Yale University Press, 1925. New Haven. Book: Very
Good. Hardcover. 88 pp. 11” x 8 1/4”.
Paper of the Southwestern Expedition Number Two. Green cloth boards with gilt on spine. Bumped corners, Iightly rubbed corners and spine ends. Penciled non-authorial inscription on first free endpaper, light
foxing on first few pages. Interior otherwise clean. Carl E. Guthe was an anthropologist and first director of
the Anthropology Museum at the University of Michigan whose early research was in the Southwest. Plates
include many photos of Maria Martinez and other potters of San Ildefonso Pueblo. $345

161. Hopi Children on Burros Photograph
James, George Wharton

Book: Good. Photograph. 6 1/2” x 8 1/2”.
A sepia-toned photo circa 1900s. Top edge has
a few millimeters of margin loss, edges are cut
unevenly. Corner creases and margin pencil marks.
Some light indent lines show where the photo
was previously framed. The image is in very good
condition. The caption on the photo reads “Desert
Brownies 1322.1 / 1040 Dresser Photo” and
“Desert Brownies / Acomas Indians” and a few
numbers are handwritten on the back. The photo
is by missionary and romanticizer of the Southwest George Wharton James and has the children
identified as Hopi in other records. Six children are
seated on two burros, and a man is standing next
to them. Cumulus clouds and buttes are visible in
the background. $175

162. Studies on Shuswap
Le Jeune, J. M.

First Edition. 1925. Kamloops, British Columbia. Book: Good. Softcover. 32 pp. 7 1/4” x 4 3/4”.
Staplebound orange wrapper with light soil and tape repairs to a
tear and chip on rear wrap. Church archive stamp on front. Dampstain on spine margin throughout. Some dogearing. A study of the
Shuswap language of British Columbia written with the Duploye
shorthand system of symbols, containing vocabulary, basic phrases,
and grammar. $95
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163. Calendar of the Dakota Nation--Signed
Mallery, Garrick

United States Geological and Geographical Survey, 1877. Washington, D. C.. Book: Good. 25 pp.
Tan wrapper has soiling, tears, and pieces up to an inch missing. Pages with some edge wear, free of markings. Author’s Edition. Extracted from the Bulletin of the Survey, Vol. III, No. 1, April 9, 1877. A presentation
copy inscribed on the front wrap by the author, with the recipient’s name erased. The pamphlet text contains a chronological history of the Dakota, with an accompanying calendar and discussion of the authenticity and source of the calendar. The 16” x 14” folding calendar plate in red and black has numbered pictorial
representations of events from years 1799 to 1870, arranged in a spiral. The edge of the plate was cut out
of the pamphlet, and there is a two inch tear. Army Captain Garrick Mallery also recorded and wrote about
Native American sign language. $375

164. Navaho Myths, Prayers and Songs with Texts and Translations
Matthews, Washington

First Edition. University Press, 1907. Berkeley. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 41 pp.
Gray wraps with light soiling and sunning and chipping to edges. Minor separating along inside hinges, but
binding is intact. Light soiling on title page, but otherwise pages clean and lightly toned. Reprint from University of California Publications in American Archaeology and Ethnology, Vol. 3, No. 2. Includes a number
of Navajo songs with their English translations. $50

165. Navajo, The

Scarce Original J.B. Moore Catalogue

Moore, J. B.

First Edition. J. B. Moore, 1911. Crystal, Navajo Reservation, New Mexico. Very Good. Pamphlet. 32 pp.
Original tan wrapper with black and red design. Light soiling to wraps with lighter spots on front; light
crease of lower spine corner. Interior clean with bright illustrations. John Bradford Moore arrived on the
Navajo Reservation at Narbona Pass in 1896 and bought the seasonal trading post operation currently
existing. He soon built a permanent building and named it the Crystal
Trading Post. He hired young Navajo weavers, supplying them with
locally sheared wool, which had been cleaned and carded back east. He
also created numerous designs which his weavers would master, quickly
weaving many rugs of the same designs. Crystal designs are often seen
on the auction market today. Some historians also credit Moore with
what we know as the Two Grey Hills design. He published two catalogs,
in 1903 and 1911 which gave a short history of the Navajo rugs and why
his rugs were superior. This 1911 catalog (we’ve never handled the 1903
catalog) includes 15 color plates and one black and white plate of rugs
plus numerous photographs of weavers and the country in and around
the Crystal Trading Post, supplied by Simeon Schwemberger. While fairly
commonly seen in facsimile, original copies of this item are rarely seen,
especially in this condition. This copy has an overprint crossing out
the name of J. B. Moore on the title page with C. G. Newcomb’s name
above. $850
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166. Indian School, an Exposure
Pratt, R. H.

Washington. Book: Very Good. Pamphlet. 20 pp. 6 1/2” x 3 1/2”.
Circa 1915. Staplebound with light soil and toning. Address Before the
Ladies Missionary Societies of the Calvary M. E. Church, Washington,
D. C. , April 6. Brigadier General H. H. Pratt argues against the idea of
reservation day schools and for off-reservation assimilatory education
that de-emphasized retaining Native American culture. In 1879 Pratt
founded the Carlisle Indian Industrial School, and his views and methods had become more controversial by 1915. $50

167. Social Life of the Navajo Indians with
Some Attention to Minor Ceremonies
Reichard, Gladys A.

First Edition. Columbia University Press, 1928. New York. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 239 pp.
Brown cloth boards with gilt imprint. Rubbed corners. All plates, charts, and maps as called for. Columbia
University Contributions to Anthropology Volume VII. Gladys Reichard was one of the leading anthropologists who recorded Navajo culture in the early 20th century. $140

168. Dakota ABC Wowapi
Riggs, S. R.

Revised Edition. Santee Normal Training School Press, 1929. Santee, NE.
Book: Good. Softcover. 20 pp. 6” x 4 1/2”.
Brown wrapper has light soil, a two-inch tear and cracking of paper
along creases. A small primer with the alphabet, phonetics, and Roman
numerals, all in the Dakota language. Stephen Return Riggs was a 19th
century missionary who worked with the Dakota Sioux and translated
and wrote many texts in Dakota. He also wrote Mary and I, or Forty
Years with the Sioux. $75

The Real Thing

169. Handbook of Indian Dances: I
New Mexico Pueblos
Stewart, Dorothy N.

First Edition. Pictograph Press, 1950. Santa Fe, NM. Book:
Very Good. Stapled Soft Cover.
Indian ceremonial dances of the southwest, including the
Corn, Eagle, Basket, Buffalo, Deer, and Comanche dances.
This is a beautiful hand-made issue with 8 serigraphs in
full color including the cover print. Hand set letter-press
printing with hand pulled blocks. Includes bibliography
and calendar of dances at back. Not to be confused with
the 1952 mass-produced re-print by Museum of New
Mexico. Light soiling to front and back wrapper, light
creasing of top front wrapper. Interior clean. Seldom seen
in this condition--a fragile item. $1100
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170. Princess Angelina Intaglio Print
Todd, James

1991. Fine. Print. 9 3/4” x 7 3/4”.
A 1991 intaglio print by Montana artist James Todd, with
the artist’s red ink stamp. “Princess Angelina” is the title.
Princess Angelina/Angeline or Kikisoblu (1820-1896) was
the daughter of Chief Seattle. $75

171. Book of the Hopi--Signed
Waters, Frank

First Edition. Viking Press, 1963. New York. Book: Very Good. Dust Jacket: Good. Hardcover. 347 pp. 10-”-12”
tall.
Dust jacket has two four-inch tears with tape repairs and a one-inch piece missing. Sunning and wear on
spine, some soil. Not price clipped. Red blind embossed linen boards with yellow spine and blue imprint.
Binding tight. Yellow top edge, light soil on edges. Color illustrated endpapers and title pages. A laid in
newspaper article has left shadow toning on pages 178-179. Signed by the author on the half title page.
Drawings and source material recorded by Oswald White Bear Fredericks. Color plates and several sections
of photograph plates. Thirty Hopi elders tell of the Hopi history and traditional world view to insure the
preservation of their culture in writing. $145

172. Report of a Visit to Spotted Tail’s Tribe of the Brule Sioux Indians,
the Yankton and Santee Sioux, Ponkas and the Chippewas of Minnesota
in September 1870
Welsh, William

1870. Washington, D. C. Very Good. Disbound. 28 pp.
Disbound report. The author visited various tribes and relates the current conditions to the Secretary of
the Interior J. D. Cox in this report. Welsh was an advocate for Indians and acted as a go-between on their
behalf, pleading their cases to the Indian Commissioners and elected officials in Washington. Only two
copies found on OCLC as of December 2015. $150

173. Ponca Chiefs. an Indian’s Attempt to Appeal from the Tomahawk to
the Courts
Zylyff [Tibbles, Thomas H.]

First Edition. Lockwood, Brooks, and Company, 1880. Boston. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 146 pp.
Grey wrapper has soil and chips with paper peeling at spine ends. Binding tight. Interior clean. Frontispiece
photo of Standing Bear and his family. Wrapper date is 1879 with 1880 on the title page, but only one
edition seems to have been published. “A full history of the robbery of the Ponca tribe of Indians, with all
the papers filed and evidence taken in the Standing Bear habeas corpus case, and full text of Judge Dundy’s
celebrated decision, with some suggestions towards a solution to the Indian question. By Zylyff. With an
Introduction by Inshtatheamba (Bright Eyes). And Dedication by Wendell Phillips.” Zylyff was the pseudonym of social reformer, Native American rights activist and journalist Thomas Henry Tibbles. He describes
an important case, with the decision that “an Indian is a person,” with full rights of a citizen. $125
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Navajo Bible Translations

174. God Bizaad: Bee’aha’deet’a Altsehigii: Genesis, Exodus, Joshua,
Ruth, Psalms, Jonah

American Bible Society, . New York. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 779 pp.
Black cloth with gilt. No date, circa 1980s. Bumped and lightly rubbed corners. Red edges. Ex-library with
marks including pocket removal on rear pastedown. A translation of part of the Bible in the Navajo language. $50

175. Jaan Bik’ehgo Hane’ Ya’at’eehi (The Gospel of St. John)

American Bible Society, 1948. New York. Book: Good. Softcover.
Tan wrapper with some soil and chips, crease on front. Interior has penciled marginalia. Ex-library with
marks including date slip on last page. Each page number is used twice so that 99 numbered pages x 2 =
198 pages total. A Navajo translation of the Gospel of Saint John. $75

176. Matthew: Bik’ehgo Hane’ Ya’at’eehii

American Bible Society, 1949. New York. Book: Good. Softcover. 413 pp. 6 3/4” x 4 1/2”.
Red wrapper has sunning on spine, 1 1/2” piece missing from front wrap. The Book of Matthew in English
and Navajo. An uncommon translation with only eight copies of this edition found on OCLC. $100

177. Mark: Bik’ehgo Hane’ Ya’at’eehii

American Bible Society, 1948. New York. Book: Good. Softcover. 81 pp. 6 3/4” x 4 1/2”.
Green wrapper is detached. Toned edges. Ex-library with marks and date slip. Previous owner inscription
inside front wrap with ink splashes on title page. An uncommon translation of the Book of Mark entirely in
Navajo. $100

178. Paul Binaaltsoos ‘Altse Korinthgi Keedahat’iinii Bich’i’

American Bible Society, 1949. New York. Book: Good. Softcover. 163 pp. 6 3/4” x 4 1/2”.
Red wrapper has sunned spine and edge wear. Clear tape on spine. Ex-library with marks and date slip.
English and Navajo versions of 1 Corinthians. $50
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sILVERMAN mUSEUM cOLLECTION
Poster images in the Silverman Museum Collection reflect the careful attention to detail by Jack Silverman. The
imagery is first executed in serigraph form in 65 to 100 screen applications on Arches handmade paper. After
satisfying his critical eye, Jack supervises the printing of the art reproductions in poster form on high quality, acid-free archival paper. Each poster is reproduced in six to twelve press runs on Curtis Brightwater cover stock in
a consistent format with the others in the series. These posters then become not only strikingly colorful art pieces,
but also a careful documentation of the human spirit that gave life to these beautiful, functional garments.

179. Classic Navajo Third Phase
Chief Blanket Poster
Silverman, Jack

1984. New. Poster. 24” x 36”.
$25

180. Navajo Women’s Wearing Blanket Poster

181. Navajo Germantown
Chief Blanket Poster

1984 New. Poster. 24” x 36”.
$25

1984 New. Poster. 24” x 36”.
$25

Silverman, Jack

Silverman, Jack

182. Rio Grande Blanket Poster
Silverman, Jack

183. Classic Navajo First
Phase Chief Blanket Poster

1984. New. Poster. 24” x 36”.
$25

Silverman, Jack

1984 New. Poster. 24” x 36”.
$25
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Trade catalogs
184. 1921 Bates Steel Pole Treatise: A Catalog and Engineering Handbook on OnePiece Steel Poles

Bates Expanded Steel Truss Co., 1920. Chicago. Book: Good. Softcover. 128 pp.
Tan wrapper with cloth spine. Some tears, light soiling, edge
wear, and creases. Interior clean. Errata slip tipped in. Includes
many photos of steel poles in action, a comparison of wood and
steel poles, engineering diagrams and tables for copper and
steel wire, and a quote from Theodore Roosevelt on the need to
conserve timber resources. $80

185. Chicago Engineer Supply Co. Manufacturers of and Dealers in Engineering
Supplies and Steam Specialties. General
Catalogue No. 25

Chicago Engineer Supply Co., 1915. Chicago. Book: Good. 528 pp.
Green cloth boards with red and black imprint. Bumped and
rubbed corners with spine ends worn off. Soil on green text
edge with dampstain on top edge and boards. Green printed
endpapers. Light soil on pages, address written at top of frontispiece illustration of the corporate office building. The catalog is
profusely illustrated with hardware, materials, and machines of
all kinds. $95

186. Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia U. S. A. 1901 Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, NY
1901. Philadelphia. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 32 pp. 6” x 9”.
Brown wrapper with silver, green, and blue
imprint. Some creasing, toning, light soil, and
one wear spot on front border. Chips on one
corner of first few pages. Four photo plates
and a bird’s eye view and floorplan of the
locomotive plant illustrate this pamphlet,
given in English and Spanish side-by-side with
two color printing. Only three copies found
on OCLC as of November 2015. $125
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187. Illustrated Catalogue, Pyrography Supplies, Frost & Adams Company

Frost and Adams Company. Boston. Book: Good. Softcover. 157 pp. 11” x 8 1/2”.
Circa 1890s? Green wrapper has some soil and light
edge wear. Laid in materials include pencil sketches
on tracing paper and a pamphlet for Frost and Adams’
leather working tools, with some shadows on the
surrounding catalogue pages. Light soil on pages. A
hard-to-find and amply illustrated catalogue with hundreds of pre-cut wood articles designed for pyrography
decoration. Bellows, carving tools, pyrography points,
waxes, color stains, and stamping paste are all for sale.
$125

188. National Casket Company Covered Caskets Catalog

1929. Boston. Book: Good. Hardcover. 187 pp. 12” x 9 1/4”.
Green wood-textured stamped boards with black and bronze imprint. Rubbed and bumped edges and
corners and some wear spots on boards. Green patterned endpapers with stiff free endpapers. Light soil on
edges. Interior clean. Hundreds of full page casket illustrations and descriptions, with several color plates
and size charts at the end. Scarce, with one copy on OCLC at Harvard Business School. $375

189. New Departure Coaster Brake: The Brake that
Brought the Bike Back
Advance Review Copy. Geogge O. Ehle, Bicycles, Motor Wheels, Supplies and
Repairing, 1914. Winona, MN. Very Good. Pamphlet. 12 pp. 6” - 7” tall.
Stapled softcover pamphlet. Very light soiling, pages clean. Prospectus for
New Departure coaster brakes that includes a narrative poem extolling the
virtues of the New Departure brakes, with information about the advantages of having coaster brakes installed, and a physician’s recommendation
for bicycle riding. Color illustrations on most pages. The coaster brake, also
known as the back pedal brake, was first invented in 1898. $75

190. Thompson Submachine Guns & Semi-Automatic Carbine

Auto-Ordnance Corporation, 1936. New York. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 30 pp.
Green wrapper with black print has light soil and edge wear. Interior clean. Fully illustrated catalogue for
Thompson submachine guns, parts and acessories. $155
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natural history
191. Dinocerata: A Monograph of an Extinct Order of Gigantic Mammals--Signed
Marsh, Othniel Charles

1884. Washington. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 165 pp.
Three-quarter bound in red cloth over marbled paper boards, gilt imprint, newer endpapers added, mylar
cover. Rubbed edges and board faces. Gilt top edge with scuffs. Binding tight. Deckle edge with some
chipping and edge wear. Interior clean. Pages xviii; 237; 56 unpaginated plates with leaves separating them,
including 7 fold-outs. Paleontologist-in-charge at the United States Geological Survey, O. C. Marsh privately
published this large format version of his work before the official USGS monograph was published. The first
original endpaper of this presentation copy is inscribed “To J. C. Cady With kind regards of O. C. Marsh Dec.
25th, 1885.” Josiah Cleveland Cady was a prominent architect whose accomplishments included the design
of the American Museum of Natural History and Metropolitan Opera House in New York. He also designed
O. C. Marsh’s mansion in New Haven, Connecticut, now a National Historic Landmark. Marsh raised the
standards for scientific field work and description in his career as a vertebrate paleontologist. This work
describes the Paleocene Dinocerata, rhinoceros-like creatures, with many detailed illustrations. $750

192. Nineteen Hand-Painted Plates of
Beetles

Paris. Very Good. Ephemera. 19 pp.
Circa 1840. Light soil on some pages. A collection of nineteen exquisitely hand-painted plates of beetles, capturing
their irridescence and the finest details of antennae and
legs. The plates are disbound, with most from French
publications by naturalist Francis de Laporte de Castelnau, who published on the subject of Coleoptera from
1836-1840. Most of the plates appear to be from the same
volume, with “P. Dumenil, Pinxit et Direxit.” A few have
different imprints, one from London by Whittaker & Co. ,
1831. $150

193. Lac Des Pleurs

Schanilec, Gaylord

First Edition. Midnight Paper Sales, 2015. Stockholm, Wisconsin. Book: New. Hardcover. 76 pp. 15” x 10”.
A fine work of book art seven years in the making, winner of the 2015 Judges Choice Award at the Oxford
Fine Press Book Fair in Oxford, England. In a red cloth
clamshell. “The text--commentary of passage through the
lake by Louis Hennepin, George Featherstonhaugh, Henry
Schoolcraft, George Catlin, Jonathan Carver, Zebulon Montgomery Pike, Charles Latrobe, Henry David Thoreau, and
Oliver Gibbs Jr., with related excerpts from Harriet Bell Carlander, George Wagner, Robert E Coker, C. A. Lesueur, Thaddeus Surber, Paul Harder, and Mark Twain; an introduction
by Patrick K. Coleman; and image captions and an epilogue
by Gaylord Schanilec--has been hand set in metal type, and
printed by hand on vintage Barcham Greene and Wookey
Hole Papers. The images--specimen prints engraved by
Gaylord Schanilec including the American White Pelican,
Shorthead Redhorse, White Bass, Sheepshead, Lake Pepin
Mucket, Threehorn Wartyback, and Giant Floater, along
with two vignettes--were all printed on Zerkall paper. A
foldout map of the lake, engraved by Mr. Schanilec, was printed on handmade kozo paper, and thirty ‘text
figures’ of fish were printed from the original electrotypes used in the 1920 publication Fishes and Fish-Like
Vertebrates of Minnesota, by Thaddeus Surber. 100 numbered copies were bound and boxed at Booklab II,
with cover paper marbled for the edition by Jemma Lewis.” $7800
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194. Mushrooms in Their Natural Habitats (Two Volumes Including 33
Stereophotographic Views)
Smith, Alexander H.

Sawyer’s Inc. , 1949. Portland, OR. Book: Good.
Hardcover. 626 pp.
Red cloth has rubbed corners and spine ends.
Gilt imprint, red top edge. Light soil on boards,
edges, and pages, with bookmark shadowing on
one pair of pages. Dampstain on lower edge of
Volume II box. This is a complete set, with one text
volume and the other a false book box containg a
View-Master and the complete 33 reels of mushroom stereographs photographed by the inventor
of View-Master himself, William Gruber. The set
was published by the company that produced
View-Masters, part owned by Gruber. The slides
are in pockets inside a small book in the style of the
text, in good condition. As a bonus, three other view reels, two of birds and one of Oregon beaches, are
in an additional pocket. Alexander Hanchett Smith (1904-1986) was a leading mycological authority who
published extensively. Edibility notes are of course included in the descriptions. $1600

195. Beautiful Wild Flowers of America
from Original Water-Color Drawings
after Nature
Sprague, Isaac; Hervey, A. B.

Facsimile. Estes & Lauriat, S. E. Cassino, 1882. Boston. Book:
Very Good. Hardcover. 156 pp. 12 3/4” x 10 1/4”.
Mustard cloth pictorial boards with gilt imprint. Soil and light
rubbing of corners, small dent in front board. Binding tight.
All edges gilt. Brown endpapers have a few scratches. Previous owner’s name on half-title page. Ink scribbles on the last
plate, Long-Leaved Aster, and foxing of text pages and tissue.
Plate paper has uniform toning on a few plates. Fourteen
beautiful, bright chromo-lithographs of wildflowers, with text
that waxes poetic and includes excerpts of several flower
poems. Isaac Sprague was one of the best-known botanical
illustrators of the 19th century. $195

196. Shells of the World in Colour, Volumes I and II
Tadashige Habe and Kiyoshi Ito

First Edition. Hoikusha, 1965. Osaka, Japan. Book: Very Good.
Dust Jacket: Very Good. Hardcover.
Two volume set, in good slipcases with light soil and corner
wear. The dust jackets are textured plastic over the paper,
with light edge wear on the plastic. Blue boards with gilt
imprint. Interiors clean. Volume I, The North Pacific, 176pp;
Volume II, The Tropical Pacific, 193pp. Laid in in each volume
are some cards and a publisher’s prospectus, entirely in
Japanese except for one color brochure, “Colored Illustrations for Naturalists.” The text is mainly in Japanese but has
the Latin names, English common names, and discoverer
information in English. Many color photo plates illustrate
these guides from two well-known Japanese biologists. Only
one copy found on OCLC. $100
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Mining
197. Annotated Catalogue of the Principal Mineral Species Hitherto
Recognized in California, and the Adjoining States and Territories; Being a Report to the California State Board of Agriculture--Author’s Copy
Blake, William P.

First Edition. Printed for the Author, 1866. Sacramento, CA. Book: Good. Softcover. 31 pp.
Personal copy of the author, geologist William Phipps Blake (1826-1910), with his stamp on the front and
his penciled handwritten annotations throughout. Wrappers and pages are chipped with light soil; split
at spine on rear wrap. Blake first explored western geology with the Pacific Railroad surveys in 1853, and
returned to California in the 1860s as a mining consultant and professor, where his career was complicated by a rivalry with the state geologist J. D. Whitney. He worked throughout the West, Alaska, and Japan
over the course of the next several decades and published prolifically. This pamphlet provides a summary
of mineral locations in California and notes on the general distribution of precious metal ores and mineral
collections in the state. $225

198. Central City: Its Gold and Silver Mines, Sampling and Concentration Works. Stamping Mills, and Other Points of Interest

First Edition. Oscar Venettisch, 1880. Central City, CO. Book:
Good. 16 pp. 5 1/2” x 4”.
A tour guide to Central City, Gilpin County, Colorado with fullpage engravings, printed for the famous Teller House hotel. The
stringbound light blue wrapper has light soil and a few millimeters of gnaw marks on the top edge and right corner. Light soil
on a few pages. The back wrap is an illustration of the Teller
House, and six views of mountains and canyons illustrate the
text, including Clear Creek Canyon, Bellevue and James Peak.
Along with descriptions of the area are lists of Gilpin County’s
mines, high peaks of Colorado and their elevations, scenic
attractions, and distance charts. Gilpin County had the highest
production of gold in Colorado in its early days, and the Teller
House built in 1872 still stands today. A very scarce item from
Central City’s mining heyday, when the district was known as
“The Richest Square Mile on Earth.” Only one copy found on
OCLC. $650

Wonderful Ads Throughout

199. Colorado State Business Directory with Colorado Mining Directory,
and Colorado Live-Stock Directory Departments, for 1879

J. A. Blake, 1879. Denver. Book: Good. Hardcover. 296 pp.
Blue paper boards with advertisements and brown cloth spine with gilt lettering. Soil and some edge paper
loss on boards, rubbed and bumped corners, fraying of spine ends. Spine cocked. Front hinge loose. Former
owner’s name on front board and title page, some other penciled notes on endpapers. Ex-library with
marks and bookplate of the Sutro Library on the front pastedown. Advertisement endpapers and many
color paper pages throughout. An early comprehensive directory of the state, with mine and mining camp
lists, a mining glossary, agricultural production statistics, government services and officials, and thousands
of businesses. Scarce, with only one copy found on OCLC, at the Autry Museum in California. $2100
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200. Comet Mining Company Certificates
1883

1883. Good. Document. 18” x 12”.
Two 1883 mining stock certificates for the Comet Mining
Company operating in Frisco, Utah, but based in Paris. A few
chips and small edge tears. One is in good condition with fold
splits and the other has a rough-cut left edge and has split
into two pieces at the horizontal fold line. Ornate woodcut
engravings decorate the certificates. Image cropped due to
scanner size. The certificates are for 500 francs each, each
with 50 coupons that have blind stamps. The certificates
state that 25 million francs or five million dollars of stock
were for sale. There was a legitimate Comet mine in Frisco,
Utah during the 1880s, and it seems to have still been active
several years later. $50

California Gold Country

201. Freight Archive from Milton, California
1890s

Very Good.
More than 50 documents from the 1890s, many freight receipts from
forwarding and commission agencies. Billheads from Wells Fargo, J.
A. Banks forwarding, Louis H. Geyser forwarding, Cross & Meyers forwarding, and H. G Davis forwarding with a horse and wagon pictorial,
plus several others. Several detailed grocery receipts are included.
Milton, California was the freighting center for Angels Camp, Murphys,
Altaville, and Robinson Ferry. The Utica gold mine at Angels Camp,
listed on many of the receipts, was the largest operating in the area
at the time. The Hardenburg mine near Jackson is also listed on a few
documents. $350

202. Hardenburg Mining Company Archive from Jackson, California
Jackson, CA. Book: Very Good. Ephemera.
95 pieces in protective sleeves, in very good condition. This collection of
receipts, letters, and other documents comes from the Hardenburg Mining Company in California’s Gold Country, near the town of Jackson. Most
have dates from 1893-1895. The business receipts include billheads from E.
Ginocchio and Bro. General Merchandise, Garbarini Bros. Blacksmiths and
Wagonmakers, the Amador County tax collector, the Amador Ledger, and G.
W. Weller Dealer in Stoves and Tinware, Hardware, Cutlery, Crockery, Paints,
Oils, Etc. , and more, recording purchases of everything from tires to shoes
and Borax. A 1900 signed letter on personal letterhead is from John F. Davis,
attorney and owner of the larger Esmeralda Mine. These papers contain a
wealth of information on the daily expenses and conducted business of a
gold mine in 19th century California. $550
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203. Report of the Vein and Ore Formation of
the Wolverine Mine of Park City, Utah
Jenney, Walter P.

Hancock Journal Print, 1903. Hancock, Michigan. Very Good. Pamphlet. 8 pp.
Dark grey wrapper with light toning on edges. A prospectus for the
Wolverine Mine in the Snake Creek district near Park City, Utah,
summarizing the development at the mine and recommending
further exploration and expeditures. The mining consultant author
Walter P. Jenney was based in Salt Lake City, and the company was
held out of Michigan. No copies found on OCLC. $115

A Notice on John Wesley Powell

204. The Arizona Weekly Miner May 13, 1871
Marion, John Huguenot

First Edition. Arizona Miner, 1870. Prescott, Arizona. Book: Good. Newspaper. 4 pp.
One issue of the Arizona Weekly Miner, with some dampstaining, tears, a piece missing from the top margins, and one area about three inches long with adhesive obscuring the text. John Huguenot Marion was a
prospector and later an influential early newspaperman in Arizona’s territorial capital of Prescott, Arizona.
In his paper The Weekly Arizona Miner he published the account of a journey with General Stoneman in
1870. This issue is from May 13, 1871 and provides an editorial on Stoneman’s official report of the expedition and Arizonans’ unfavorable reaction to it. Also in the issue are a notice regarding the start of John
Wesley Powell’s second Colorado River expedition, reports on Indian skirmishes, mining news from around
Prescott, and a notice from Governor Safford ordering the inspection of territorial arms. $175

205. Mining in Boulder County, Colorado:
Silver Jubilee Edition

First Edition. Boulder County Metal Mining Association, 1919. Boulder, CO. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 80 pp.
Grey wrapper has light wear to spine ends and edge toning. Grey
pages with black and white photos. Interior clean. Many advertisements for Brunton compasses, crushers, hoists, banks, and hotels,
with descriptions and photos of the silver, gold, tungsten and fluorspar mines of Boulder County. $250

206. Pine Creek Gold Mining Co. Prospectus

First Edition. Book: Good. Pamphlet. 16 pp. 7” x 9 1/4”.
A mining prospectus from the gold country of Gilpin County, Colorado, circa 1904. Green staplebound
wrappers have some toning and light dampstaining along spine edge. Very light toning and dampstaining
of page edges, light soil and creasing, corner wear, and small tears on last leaf. This prospectus from the
Pine Creek Gold Mining Company owned by Charles Barrick of Denver offers the first allotment of 100,000
shares at two cents a share. Included are three photos of the mine and its workers and one cross-section
of Oregon Hill and its veins. Barrick describes his seven claims and the potential for expansion, optimistically indicating that a large ore body is sure to be found. “Gold Mines, Like Farms, Bring Wealth and Farms
as Well as Mines pay Only When Developed.” The mine was situated near what is now the ghost town of
Apex, Colorado. Very scarce, with no copies found on OCLC. $850
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207. Prospectus and Report of the Howland and Aetna Tunnel Companies

First Edition. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 4 pp. 11” - 13” tall.
Folded quarto sheet pamphlet. San Franscisco? Circa 1875. Rare stock prospectus related to raising capital
for the completion of two tunnels at Little Cottonwood, Utah Territory. A significant portion of text is taken
from very positive report of mining engineer George Tew, with positive comparisons with the Sutro Tunnel.
The company was headquartered in San Fransisco. Prospectus states, “So much of the stock will be sold
at a bed-rock price, as will enable the Directors to push each tunnel until sufficient ore can be taken out
to pay the working expenses.” The Howland Tunnel was located on a claim filed by William H. Howland
in 1872 in Little Cottonwood Canyon, and the Aetna Tunnel was located across the canyon. Both tunnels
suffered from lack of funds. $600

208. As I Remember Them. Virginia City, Nevada Poem
Quinlan, Jerome J.

Carbon Copy. Book: Good. Softcover. 9 pp. 10 1/2” x 7 1/4”.
Stapled softcover pamphlet. Moderate soiling to self-wraps with minor chipping and creasing at edges and
corners. Pages lightly soiled and toned. Carbon copy. No date. Stories about oldtimers Jimmy the Duck,
Sir Mike, Bed-Bug Smith, etc. A poem about the by-gone days and the men the author knew at the mining
camps at Gold Hill, OR, Virginia City, NV, and the Comstock Mine. Southern Methodist University has a copy
of this poem in book format with the title also stating “apologies to Hon. C. C. Goodwin.” Goodwin was an
early district judge and journalist in the Nevada territory and later ran for Senator. Goodwin wrote a book
in 1913 titled As I Remember Them, and this poem is apparently a take-off on Goodwin’s book. Poet Quinlin is buried in Virginia City, NV. $75

209. Report of the Boston and Montana Consolidated Copper and Silver
Mining Company for the Year Ending December 31, 1898.

Barta Press, 1899. Boston. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 14 pp.
Beige-orange wraps with light soiling and sunning near edges. Chipping with some possible insect depredation on top edge, most pronounced on top edge. Pages clean and lightly toned. After merging with
the Amalgamated Copper Company in 1901, the company changed its name in 1910 to Anaconda Copper.
Includes listing of company officers, expense and receipts report, dividends paid, and Mine Superintendent
Report by Frank Kleppetko from Butte, Montana dated March 21, 1899. $105

210. Coal Town: The Life and
Times of Dawson, New Mexico
Smith, Toby

First Edition. Ancient City Press, 1993. Santa Fe,
New Mexico. Book: Very Good. Dust Jacket:
Very Good. Hardcover. 133 pp.
Dust jacket has one quarter inch tear. Red
boards with black imprint. Light soil on top
edge. Interior clean. A history of the ghost
town of Dawson, once a town of 6,000 and
famous for coal mining disasters in the 1920s.
$65
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211. San Juan County: Gold,
Lead, Copper, Silver

Silverton Standard. Silverton, CO. Book: Good.
Softcover. 28 pp. 11” x 16”.
Brown wrapper with red and gilt imprint,
some toning. Wraps and page edges are worn
with paper loss and dogearing at corners, and
wrapper is detached from the loose pages.
Light soil on a few pages. 14 sheets of halftone
photographs in green, red, and indigo, and
three laid in folding sheets 10” x 26”. Views of
railways, mountains, and mining towns and
camps in and around southwestern Colorado’s
mountainous San Juan County, including Silverton, Telluride, Rico, and Durango. Including
one page of text highlighting Silverton and a list of railways and tramways. The foldouts, in very good condition except for a one and a half inch corner tear on one, depict the Animas Valley and winter scenes. Circa
1900s, with a 1904 date on one of the foldouts. Only two copies found on OCLC. $475

212. Tables Showing the Value of Silver and Gold, Per Ounce Troy, At
Different Degrees of Fineness, Prepared for Justinian Caire, Importer of
Assayers’ Materials
Alfred Chaigneau, Printer. San Francisco. Book: Fair. Softcover. 40 pp.
Circa 1870s. Grey wraps are detached and have soil, chips, tears, and corners worn off, with tape repairs.
Pages have dogears and corner wear with light soil on the last page. French-born Justinian Caire (18271897) arrived in San Francisco in 1851 and promptly set up business selling goods to gold rush miners. His
business survived until his death and is advertised here at 521 & 523 Market Street and 16 to 22 Stevenson
Street. The wraps contain ads for Caire’s business and Excelsior Wire Works, a subsidiary. Also included
with the value tables are a listing of ores and their properties, properties of gold, tips on calculating metal
value, and a partial catalog of Caire’s goods. Only eight copies on OCLC. $225

Maps
213. United States of Nth. America. Carte Des Etats-Unis De L’Amerique Septentrionale Copiee Et Gravee Sur Celle D’Arrowsmith Corigee...
Arrowsmith, Aaron; P. F. Tardieu

First Edition. P. F. Tardieu, 1802. Paris. Good. Map. 49 1/2” x 55 1/2”.
A large, hard-to-find early United States map with hand-colored borders. The map is backed by heavy
linen with reinforcing linen tape on split folds, with holes at fold corners, browning, and light soil.
The image is of the title cartouche with an illustration and text on Niagara Falls. More scans available upon request. Inset map is Plan De La Ville De Washington Situee Sur Le Territoire De Columbia
Cede Par Les Etats De Virginie
Maryland Aux Etats Unis D-Amerique
(Map of Washington, D. C. ). Ex-Library
of Congress. P. F. Tardieu updated the
map from a 1796 original by prominent
English mapmaker Aaron Arrowsmith,
as explained in his note above the title.
$5500
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214. British America

London Printing and Publishing Company, 1851.
London.Very Good. Map. 10 3/4” x 14 1/4”.
Light edge toning and center fold. Imprint reads:
The Illustrations by H. Warren and Engraved by
R. Wallis. The London Printing and Publishing
Company. The Map Drawn & Engraved by J.
Rapkin. The map is illustrated with Montreal,
Seal, Whale Fishing, Polar Bears, Fury and Hecla,
and Esquimaux engravings, with color borders
demarcating Canada (red), Alaska (yellow) , and
Greenland (orange). A very decorative map of
the far North. $175

215. North America

Kinnersley, Thomas

Thomas Kinnersley, 1816. London. Very Good. Map.
8 1/4” x 10 1/4”.
An early map of North America with edge toning
and a few scuffs on the lower edge. Lower edge
imprint reads: L. Hebert. Delin. London: Published
Jany. 1st. 1816 by Thos. Kinnersley. W. Milton
Sculp. Original hand-coloring with brightly colored outlines. The Rocky Mountains are missing
from the Canadian border to present-day Colorado, and the Arctic is blank, but the Caribbean is
looking good. $125

216. Map of Part of Colorado
McCauley, C. A. H.

Government Printing Office, 1878. Very Good.
Map. 9” x 14 1/2”.
Penciled note on back of map indicates it
is from 45th Congress, 2d Session HR Exec.
Doc. 66, Lt. Ruffner’s Lines of Communication
between Colorado and New Mexico. The left
edge looks like it was cut out of the document neatly. A shaded area indicates the area
covered by the 1877 San Juan Reconnoissance, with roads and mining areas colored
and the Ute Indian Reservation demarcated.
A printed note says “Corrections to November, 1877.” The military reconnaisance mapping of this area of
Southwestern Colorado took place after mining settlement intensified in the 1870s. $225

217. New & Complete Mercator
Chart of the World
Millar, Andrew

1782. London. Very Good. Map. 9 3/4” x 14 1/2”.
Slightly uneven and wavy lower edge where map
was extracted, with a few small foxed spots.
Ornate border and no fold lines. Engraved for
Millar’s New Complete & Universal System of
Geography, published in 1782. British Columbia
and Alaska are still one big guess, but O-why-ee
(Hawaii) is there from Cook’s expedition. $125
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218. New Map of the Provinces of Hainault, Namur and Cambray by
John Senex F. R. S. 1710
Senex, John

John, Senex, 1710. London. Very Good. Map.
22” x 26” .
A hand-colored map of the border of France
and Belgium from one of the most famous
mapmakers of the 18th century, John Senex.
Map has light soil and a few margin tears less
than half an inch. Decorative scrollwork, abundant tree symbols indicating forest, and pink
towns and cities provide ample detail. The top
margin has a fold line with regular small holes
indicating previous binding, possibly from Senex’s atlases published around this time. $1500

220. Nieuwe Kaart Van America Uitgegeven Te Amsterdam
Tirion, Isaak

Tirion, Isaak. Amsterdam. Very Good. Map. 16 1/2”
x 21 1/2”.
A hard-to-find Dutch hand-colored map with borders measuring 10 3/4” x 12 1/2”. Chips, toned edges, light soil and few millimeters of loss on a twoinch section of the left edge. One centerfold where
the map was stubbed in and one diagonal fold line.
Isaak Tirion was a Dutch mapmaker who based his
maps largely on the work of French cartographer
Guillaume de l’Isle. Circa 1750. Tirion published this
map in several atlas editions after 1740. The fabled
Quivira is used to name a large mountain range
placed just north of Mexico.
$1250
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221. U. S. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian, Parts of
Eastern and Southeastern Nevada & Southwestern Utah. Atlas Sheet No.
58
Good. Map. 19” x 24”.
A few tears up to an inch long with two corner pieces an inch long missing. Light soil in
margins. No fold lines, circa 1876. Expeditions
of 1869, 1871, & 1872. Under the Command
of 1st Lieut. Geo. M. Wheeler. Sepia-toned
hachure relief map of many Basin and Range
mountains in Nevada, from the monumental
Wheeler surveys. $275

222. Northpart of America--Signed

Verner, Coolie; Stuart-Stubbs, Basil
Limited Edition. Academic Press Canada, 1979.
Canada. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 292 pp.
14” x 16”.
White linen boards with gilt imprint, in matching slipcase. Light soil on cloth. Binding tight,
interior clean. Image cropped due to scanner
size. Limited edition numbered 1290/1500,
signed on the limitation page by the authors.
This history of mapping exploration contains
full page reproductions of historic maps from
centuries of Arctic and subarctic exploration in
North America. The text is on heavy paper with
several map plates in full color. $50

223. Views of the Land on the West Coast of America, to the Westward of
Cook’s River
Webber, J.

G. Nicol and T. Cadell. London. Good. 9 3/4” x 19”.
Circa 1785. Image slightly cropped due to scanner size. Two fold lines, soiled edges, and a few quarter-inch
tears. Across the top is Page 410, Vol.
II Plate XIV, the pagination from “Voyage to the Pacific Ocean, undertaken
by the Command of His Majesty, for
making discoveries in the Northern
Hemisphere. Performed under the
direction of Captains Cook, Clerke
and Gore, in His Majesty’s ships the
Resolution and Discovery, in the years
1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780.”
Eight views compiled from Captain
Cook’s expeditions, including erupting
Aleutian volcanoes. $55
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Pocket Maps
224. Chapman’s Sectional Map of Wisconsin

Silas Chapman, 1856. Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Very Good. Map. 5 3/4” x 3
3/4”.
A very early pocket map from Wisconsin. Red cloth blind embossed
boards have light rubbing and soil. Gilt imprint. Yellow endpapers with
soil have a small bookseller’s label on the front pastedown endpaper. The
map has light foxing spot, fold wear and toning and measures 35” x 34”.
Imprint of lithographer F. Mayer of New York. Hand colored, with a few
stray marks from the coloring and an ornate border scroll. Shown are railroads completed and not completed, with township and range sections.
$650

225. Illustrated Hand-Book: A New Guide for
Travelers through the United States of America
Smith, John Calvin

Third Edition. Sherman & Smith, 1848. New York. Book: Good. Hardcover.
234 pp. 5 3/4” x 3 3/4”. A very scarce early pocket map and tour guide
for the United States. Red boards with gilt imprint on front and spine
and blind stamped rear board. Rubbed and bumped corners, light soil on
boards. Soil on edges and endpapers with a few lightly foxed pages. Illustrated with woodcuts. The folded hand-colored map is in good condition,
but toned with fold splits that could use repair. The map contains detailed
illustrations and insets include the railroads around major cities and
California, Oregon, and Washington. The map boundary ends around west
Texas. Dallas appears as an isolated dot in one of its first appearances on
United States maps, eight years before it was incorporated as a city. Only
three copies found on OCLC as of March 2016. Howes S 614. $1200

226. Colton’s Township Map of the State of Iowa

J. H. Colton, 1853. New York. Good. Map. 5 3/4” x 3 3/4” .
Black blind embossed boards with gilt imprint. Rubbed and bumped corners with light rubbing on board
faces. Printed front pastedown endpaper. Some inked township notes on left margin, a few 1/4” edge tears,
and light soil on map. The map measures 25” x 28” and is hand-colored with an ornate border scroll. $325

227. Cram’s Township and Rail Road Map of
Maine

George F. Cram, 1892. Chicago, IL. Very Good. Map. 5 7/8” x 3 7/8”.
Light blue wrapper with train vignette. Black printer’s splotch
on front. Wear to edges. Pages browned, binding tight with no
markings inside. Tissue paper map in remarkable condition save for
exposed section browned, rest very clean and bright with colored
lines for rails, roads, etc. Map is 17” x 24” and dated 1892. $135
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228. Land Manual and Pocket Guide to and Concerning Oregon
Fretz, Phil K.

Democratic Print, 1893. Salem, OR. Book:
Good. Pamphlet. 9 pp. 5 3/4” x 3 1/2”.
Tan three-panel card folder, heavily soiled
on the front cover. Interior pages have
some staining. Fold-out meteorological
chart, 9 pages of text, 7 lined blank pages
for notes. Included is yield and price information for agricultural products, some
geography, and average land prices for the
prospective migrant. A scarce item, with no
copies found on OCLC. $175

229. Map of S. Dakota

Kenyon Printing & Mfg. Co. , 1902. Des Moines, IA.
Good. Map.
Map of South Dakota published in 1902 and sold
as promotional items for small businesses. Our
copy was distributed by the W. H. Stocks Milling
Co. Of Watertown, South Dakota, complete with
bold red overprint title on map with a red circle
noting the location of Watertown. Red wrapper
is rubbed. Map is colored by county and has one
small tear outside the margin of the map. South
Dakota had achieved statehood 13 years earlier.
$95

230. Parker’s Sectional and Geological Map of
Iowa

J. R. Colton and Company, 1856. New York. Good. Map. 6 1/4” x 4 1/4”.
An early pocket map book of Iowa. Brown blind embossed boards with
light rubbing. Light soil and water damage to rear board. Gilt imprint.
Printed front pastedown endpaper has a small bookseller’s label.
Map has some soil, a few chips, corner splits, and toning on folds. The
hand-colored map measures 47” x 34” with an ornate border scroll.
Includes railroads proposed and completed and geological resources
(lead, coal, iron, and plaster). $400

231. Railroad Map of Ohio

Commissioners Of Public Printing, State Of Ohio

Columbus Lithograph Company, 1914. Columbus, Ohio. Book: Good. Hardcover. 8 1/2” x 4”.
Linen-backed bound pocket map that unfolds to 32” x 28”. Fold splits and some soil, with the folds held
together by the linen webbing. Brown boards with gilt imprint, rubbed corners and edges. A Railroad Map
of Ohio, Published by the State, color-coded with a detailed title illustration of a train. $250
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232. Rand McNally & Co.’s Indexed County and
Railroad Pocket Map and Shippers’ Guide of New
York

Rand McNally & Co., 1914. Chicago and New York. Book: Very Good. 180 pp.
6 3/4” x 4 1/4”.
Brown wrappers have some soil and bumped edges. Map measures approximately 40” x 22”. Light soil on edges and a few pages. Color map is in very
good condition with some toning on fold edges. “Showing all railroads, cities,
towns, villages, postoffices, lakes, rivers etc.” Many illustrations and photos
of hotels, some absolutely fireproof. $275

233. Rand-McNally & Co.’ s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map
and Shippers’ Guide of Nebraska. Accompanied by a New and Original
Compilation and Ready Reference Index, Showing in Detail the Entire
Railroad System

Rand McNally & Co., 1914. Chicago and New York. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 34 pp. 6 3/4” x 4 1/4”.
Brown wrapper has light soil and edge wear. Some dogearing of pages. These pocket maps are hard to
find in good condition, and the color folding map is in very good condition. The text includes the index and
many advertisements that have photos and illustrations of fine hotels promising modern and sometimes
fireproof lodging. $125

234. Rand McNally Pocket Map of the World

Rand McNally & Company, 1891. Chicago and New York. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 6 3/4” x 4 1/4”.
A color folding map measuring 22” x 28”. A few foxed spots and one-inch tears on map. Brown wrappers
have soil and creased edges, with an old Honolulu bookseller’s label on the front. Continents, political
divisions, islands, important cities, towns, mountain ranges, rivers, lakes, ocean currents, steamship routes,
cable and telegraph lines. $75

235. Traveller’s and Tourist’s Guide through the United States of America and Canada, Etc.
Williams, W.

Lippincott, Grambo & Company, 1853. Philadelphia.
Book: Good. Hardcover. 216 pp. 5 3/4” x 3 3/4”.
A very early pocket map and guide of the United
States. Brown blind embossed boards with bright gilt
imprint. Tears in spine cloth with rear board detached. Rubbed and bumped corners. Soil on edges,
light foxing of fold-out map and pages throughout.
Title continues: Containg the Routes of Travel by
Railroad, Steamboat, Stage and Canal; Together with
Descriptions of, and Routes to, the Principal Places of
Fashionable and Healthful Resort; With Other Valuable Information. Accompanied by an Entirely New
and Authentic Map of the United States, Including
California, Oregon, Etc. , and a Map of the Island of
Cuba. The brightly hand-colored map is in very good condition and measures 25” x 30”, with a copyright
date of 1851. Inset maps are of the western territories, the Niagara River and Falls, Cuba, and Havana. The
extensive travel information in the text gives mileage tables, western migration routes, steamship fares,
road and railroad construction updates, and descriptions of eastern tourist destinations. Hard to find in
good condition. $1750
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Miscellaneous
236. Letter to the Hon. Harrison Gray Otis, a Member of the Senate of
Massachusetts, on the Present State of Our National Affairs; Letter to
the Hon. John Quincey Adams Occasioned by His Letter to Mr. Otis
Adams, John Quincy; Alfred [Pseud. ]

John Barber, 1808. Albany; America. Book: Very Good. Hardcover.
A letter from John Quincy Adams and a reply to it, published separately in 1808 but bound together here.
32 pages + 43 pages. Green cloth with gilt imprint, with some bowing of boards and rubbed corners.
Bookplate on front pastedown endpaper. There is an ink doodle portrait on the last page of the first letter.
The two pamphlets were different sizes and have rough-trimmed edges and foxing. The first document
was published by John Barber in Albany, a scarce printing of “A Letter to the Hon. Harrison Gray Otis, a
Member of the Senate of Massachusetts, on the Present State of Our National Affairs; With Remarks Upon
Mr. Pickering’s Letter to the Governor of the Commonwealth” by John Quincy Adams. The second is “Letter
to the Hon. John Quincey Adams Occasioned by His Letter to Mr. Otis” by Alfred (pseudonym) , Printed in
America. The letters discuss federal powers in commerce and relations with Britain, and the reply is critical
of Adams and his diplomacy. $175

237. Album of Maine Central
R. R. Scenery

Alfred A. Knopf. Book: Very Good. Hardcover.
6” x 5”.
A souvenir circa 1890. Brown boards with decorative gilt imprint and cloth spine. Rubbed
edges and light soil on boards and a few page
margins. Penciled name on rear pastedown
endpaper. Accordion-fold pages with thirteen
very finely detailed brown ink illustrations
of various rail stations, towns, tracks, and
bridges. $55

238. Album with Bird Feather Paintings

Book: Good. Hardcover. 24 pp. 6 1/4” x 1” x 10 3/4”.
A photo album with 40 unique paintings of birds using real
feathers, circa 1859. More photos available upon request.
The album has a clasp, metal borders, and a raised shield
on the front and was produced as a blank book by D. Appleton of New York in 1862, as the title page gilt imprint states.
The maroon cloth boards are heavily soiled. Red spine cloth
is worn off at the ends. All edges gilt. Light foxing on pages
but not the images. On the verso of the “Photo Album” title
page is a French inscription that says that the inscriber’s
grandmother, Marie Robin Clerfeuille, brought the paintings back from Vera Cruz, Mexico to Bordeaux in 1859. Six
blank inserts have offsets where it seems paintings were removed, and the very last page has two 1860s photographs
of a man. Each painting is 3 1/2” by 2”, and the bird is made
entirely of feathers in most, with a black bead for an eye.
The rest is painted. The last two are human figures made
of feathers, including one carrying a bird cage on his head.
A unique collection of Mexican art from the era of global
plume hunting. $1250
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239. Anatomical Model of the Bull. Vinton’s Live Stock Models No.3
Vinton and Company. London. Book: Good. Hardcover. 7 1/2” x 10 1/4”.
Circa 1913, printed in Bavaria.
Five Coloured Plates (With Key).
Boards with front illustration
have soil on front and corner
wear. Light soil on pages with
the bull-shaped plates in very
good condition. Flaps reveal
different anatomical systems,
and the key matches hundreds
of parts. A very detailed and
handy reference for veterinary
students or other livestock
anatomists. $95

240. Bad Boy and O. N. T. : Clark’s O. N.
T. Spool Cotton Comic Book

Good. Pamphlet. 10 pp. 4” x 3 3/4”.
Off-white wrappers with blue, white, and gilt print. Some
soiling and one corner worn off from all pages. Sepia and
orange-toned illustrations. A comic book advertisement aimed
at children, telling the story of a bad boy that licks the labels of
his ma’s Clark’s O.N.T. [One New Thread] Cotton Spools, causing
all sorts of mischief. Circa late 1800s. Only one copy found on
OCLC as of December 2015. $55

241. Bill to be Entitled an Act to Establish a Bureau of Foreign Supplies
in the War Department, with an Agency in the Trans-Mississippi Department (Confederate Imprint)
1864. Good. Pamphlet. 6 pp.
Confederate House of Representatives Bill No. 25, May 4, 1864. Six printed pages, some toning. Blank last
leaf has a 3mm strip missing from lower edge. Oval stamp of the Record Division, War Department, Rebel
Archives on the top of the first page. The bill regulates the export of cotton and other produce for the
purpose of supplying the war needs of the Confederacy. A rare Confederate imprint, with no copies found
on OCLC. $350

242. Brief History of the Washington National Monument Society with a
Biographical List of the Officers and Members of the Society 1833-1962

1962. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 47 pp. 11” - 13” tall.
Staplebound grey wrappers with light soil and toning. Text printed on recto sides only. Nine pages of the society’s history with the rest dedicated to its member biographies, with many notable military and political
figures. $50
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243. Picturesque America, or the Land We Live In (Two Volumes)
Bryant, William Cullen, editor

First Edition. D. Appleton & Company, 1872. New York.
Book: Very Good. 13” x 2 1/2” x 10 1/2”.
Two large attractive volumes bound in ornately stamped
leather with black and gilt imprint. Leather has a few scuffs
up to an inch long at corners, some rubbing on corners
and raised surfaces, and light sunning on spines. Gilt is
bright. Bindings tight. All edges gilt, marbled endpapers.
Adhesive removal marks on two blank front endpapers.
Interiors have very light soil on a few pages. [xv], 567; vi,
575. Contains 59 full plate illustrations with thin paper
guards and many more engravings in the text. “A delineation by pen and pencil of the mountains, rivers, lakes,
forests, water-falls, shores, canons, valleys, cities, and other
picturesque features of our continent. With illustrations on
steel and wood, by eminent American artists.” Complete
with poetic descriptions of the finest natural scenery across
the continent, from Yellowstone to the Delaware Water
Gap. $350

244. Chief Mate’s Gear Book for S. S. Admiral Farragut

Book: Good. Hardcover. 7 1/2” x 4 3/4”.
A manuscript notebook of the chief mate’s notes for the S. S. Admiral Farragut of the Pacific Steamship
Company. Green cloth boards with a handwritten title are slightly bowed. Soil on boards and a few pages.
Binding tight. Unusually sewn through the front board with coated copper
wire are five folded typewritten pages giving statistics on the ship such as
tonnage, length, machinery dimensions, fuel capacity, dining seats, and
number of first class and steerage passengers accomodated (92 and 111).
Pasted onto the first page is a typewritten page signed by a port captain
noting how the book should be kept. Tipped onto another page is a billhead of the Pacific Steamship Company with repairs filled in. The constant
maintenance of the steamer is recorded here, from painting life boats to
cleaning and oiling the anchor chain and overhauling the gin blocks. Entry
dates range from 1928-1932, filling about 36 pages of the notebook. The
Admiral Line of ships operated on the West Coast from 1916-36 under the
Pacific Steamship Company, and the S. S. Admiral Farragut was scrapped in
1935. $350

Two-Sided Puzzle

245. Clemens’ Map of Ohio Jigsaw Puzzle
Rev. E. J. Clemens, 1882. Clayville, NY. Good. Puzzle.
12” x 16”.
A double-sided jigsaw puzzle with a map of Ohio
on one side and a colorful Sherwin Williams Paint
advertisement with an illustration of a carriage, a
room interior, and a child with a paintbrush on the
other. Wooden pieces with soil and chipping of paper
on edge. A few pieces have loss, visible in the photo,
but all the pieces are there. Sherwin Williams was
founded in 1866 in Cleveland and is still headquartered there. Scarce. $325
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246. Collection of 33 Temperance Themed
Postcards

A. T. Cook. Hyde Park, NY. Good. Postcard. 3 1/2” x 5 1/2”.
A set of 33 postcards circa 1910. Cards are in good to very good
condition, with some soil and light dampstains on a few. The
cards bear the imprint of A. T. Cook of Hyde Park, probably the
most prolific printer of cards for the efforts of the Women’s
Christian Temperance Union. Most of the designs are by J. O.
Hulbert. Quotes from famous individuals, rhymes, and statistics
on the cost of alcohol abuse appear on the cards. $250

247. As Exequias De Abrahao Lincoln
Conceicao, Jose Manoel Da

First Edition. Eduardo & Henrique Laemmert, 1865. Rio De Janeiro. Book: Good. Softcover. 40 pp. 5 3/4” x 4
1/4”.
A Portuguese pamphlet commemorating Abraham Lincoln. Grey wrappers have soil and light edge wear.
“As Exequias de Abrahao Lincoln Presidente dos Estados-Unidos da America com um Esboco Biographico do
Mesmo Offerecido ao Povo Brasiliero por seu Patricio Jose Manoel da Conceicao.” Contains a biographical
sketch and details of the assassination and funeral. The author Jose Manoel a Conceiao was an influential
theologian who as a Brazilian Catholic priest clashed with the Church and later converted to Protestantism.
Only 6 copies found on OCLC as of March 2016. $150

248. Constructive Cover Designing, a Book of Seventy-Six Original Designs Reproduced in Color on Sunburst Cover Paper
Southard, Frank Randolph (Introduction)

First Edition. Hampden Glazed Paper and Card Company, 1923. Holyoke. Book: Very Good. 14” x 11”.
In mylar cover. Three-quarter brown leather over brown paper boards with gilt and black title box. Heavily
rubbed edges with leather pieces missing from spine ends. Scuffed areas on paper boards. Heavy tan cardstock endpapers. Gilt top edge. Blind stamp of a Connecticut advertising agency on the first two free endpapers. 24 text pages of an introduction to design and judging considerations + 76 color entry plates, on
various colors of card stock and with some embossed. This portfolio was produced from a contest for cover
designs, mostly by commercial designers and illustrators. Descriptions of the plates include the names of
the illustrators and their firms, number of inks used, and the prize winners. These beautiful designs exhibit
diverse subject matter including furriers, pianos, music programs, legends of the pueblos, concrete lighters
and more. $975

249. “Job Way” Chicago Motor Training Corporation Course Manual
Cooke, B. W.

Chicago Motor Training Corporation, 1925. Chicago. Book: Good. Binder. 8 1/2” x 11”.
Olive cloth boards with two heavy duty bolts and wingnuts binding the course notes, unpaginated but 1
1/2” thick. Pages are toned with some corner and edge wear. Boards are heavily worn with frayed cloth
and just bare thread in patches. “The Cooke Way is the Job-Way to Big Pay.” This home-study course run by
Engineer B. W. Cooke and his Chicago Motor Training Corporation contains hundreds of pages with detailed
auto repair information and diagrams. Laid in materials include a few corrected handwritten exams, form
letters encouraging continued study and review, letters from the company bookkeeper reminding the student that he is past due on his tuition and needs to pay up, and two newspaper clippings about automobile
fatalities. The letters and exams are dated 1925-1927. A scarce vocational manual, with no copies found on
OCLC as of December 2015. $150
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250. Collection of Theodore Roosevelt Photographs from Underwood
and Underwood

Very Good. Photograph.
A collection of over 190 photographs, with many unpublished. The sizes range from 3” to 5” tall and the
image quality and contrast vary. The photos are almost all glued onto paper back to back, with many notes
and cataloging numbers. A few of the numbers on the known published photos match the Underwood and
Underwood cataloging numbers used in the Library of Congress collection. Underwood and Underwood
provided newspapers with photographs in addition to publishing their own stereographs during the 1900s.
Many of the photos are well-captioned with places, names, and dates. Most are from Roosevelt’s presidency, but a few are from his 1898 Rough Rider days at Montauk Point, Long
Island. Roosevelt is in the majority of the photos. Photos without him include speech crowds,
boaters, garden party guests,
and Native Americans waiting to
see Roosevelt at a train depot
in Pocatello, Idaho. Locations
across the country are represented, with dates from 1898
to 1909. Many photos are from
Roosevelt’s eight-week 25-state
tour to the West in 1903, with
images from Pocatello and Shoshone, Idaho; Wyoming; Ogden,
Utah; Bremerton and Walla
Walla, Washington; and Santa
Fe, Albuquerque and Folsom,
New Mexico; others are from a
1909 visit to Lincoln’s birthplace
in Kentucky, a 1907 visit on the
ship Mayflower with Admirals
Sperry and Evans, boating on
Lake Sunapee, NH, and the St.
Louis Exposition in 1903. Also
included with the photos is the
1919 “Life and Work of Theodore Roosevelt” by Thomas H.
Russell, which contains many
Underwood and Underwood
photos including some in the
same locations as in the collection. $9500
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251. Friend, The, Honolulu Newspaper
Issues
Damon, Samuel C., Editor

Damon, Samuel C. Honolulu. Very Good. Newspaper. 11” - 13” tall.
Six issues of the monthly Honululu newspaper The Friend, one
from 1853 and five from 1868. Edges have chips and toning,
with light soil on pages. Hawaiian missionary Reverend Samuel
C. Damon established a church and this newspaper specifically
for seamen and preached from 1841 to 1882. The Friend, one of
Hawaii’s earlier newspapers, ran from 1845-1954. News topics
include lost ships, Mormons, missing persons, news from the
oceans and Pacific islands, congregation news, and volcanoes,
wholesome reading for sailors ashore. $65

252. Dissected Map of the United States Jigsaw Puzzle with Map

McLoughlin Brothers, 1887. New York. Very Good. Puzzle. 12 3/4” x 18 3/4”.
A vintage 40-piece jigsaw puzzle, with a few foxing spots and crisp edges to pieces. Only the edge pieces
are interlocking, with the rest rectangular. The puzzle comes with the image as a folding map, also in very
good condition. The original box, in good condition, is soiled with rubbed and repaired edges. It has a full
color illustration with gilt depicting some sort of Lady Liberty warrior, flags, and palm fronds. $250

253. Kansas, Utah, and the Dred Scott Decision. Remarks of Hon. Stephen A. Douglass
Douglass, Stephen A.

1857. Springfield, IL. Book: Good. Pamphlet. 8 pp.
Delivered in the State House at Springfield, Illinois, on 12th of June, 1857. Scarce. Pamphlet has some
corner and edge loss, not affecting the text, and soiling and old dampstains. Uneven pages. This speech
is one of Douglass’s most famous, in support of the recent Dred Scott Decision. Douglass later said that a
popular majority should be able to overturn the decision, causing rifts over slavery in his Democratic party.
Douglass discusses the issue of slavery and statehood in Kansas and the problem of autonomy of Brigham
Young’s Utah. He also encourages the purchase of Vancouver Island from Great Britain for the purpose of
moving all Pacific Northwest Indians there. $450

254. European War Stereoviews

Underwood and Underwood, 1919. New York. Fine. Photograph. 3 1/2” x 7 1/2”.
A collection of 98 stereoviews of World War I. The cards are
in fine condition and are housed in the original brown cloth
box made to look like two book volumes. The box is in very
good condition. Dramatic captioned images of soldiers in
trenches, bombed out cities, cemeteries, explosions, casualties, aviators in aeroplanes and more from all across Europe.
Photographer Albert K. Hibbard was responsible for many
of the World War I photographs taken for Underwood and
Underwood, the company that produced the stereoviews.
$375
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255. Gettysburg Address in the New York Weekly
News. Saturday, November 28, 1863

New York Daily News, 1863. New York. Very Good. Newspaper. 8 pp. 20 1/2” x 13
1/2”.
A complete issue of the New York Weekly News from Saturday, November 28,
1863. Spine edge has chips and tears from having been bound. A few small
soil spots on pages, which are folded to show the speech article. The article
is almost two full columns of three dispatches from November 19th, headed
“From Gettysburg - Dedication of the Soldiers’ Cemetery,” with an abstract and
excerpts of Edward Everett’s two-hour oration, comments by Secretary Seward,
and the full text of Lincoln’s speech. Noted are the weather and enthusiastic
responses to the speakers and President Lincoln. Much of the rest of the issue
is devoted to news of the Civil War including “The Enemy Falling Back from
Chickamoga,” the Siege of Charleston, “The Designs of the Abolition Radicals,”
“Alleged Confederate Inhumanity” and more. The parent company of the
newspaper is the same New York Daily News in publication today. While other
newspapers preceded the New York Weekly News in publication of the Gettysburg Address, any early issue from the New York papers is hard to find in good
condition. $850

256. Disease and Disposition At Sight, from Original Observations by
the Indian Medicine Man At the Home for the Sick and Indian Medicine
Lodge, Kirkwood, Ill.
Gilfillan, James Glenn

Regan Printing House, 1888. Chicago. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 157 pp. 11” - 13” tall.
Green cloth boards with gilt and black illustration and imprint. Rubbing and bumping of edges and corners,
soiling and sunned spine. Patterned endpapers have old writing and soil. Marbled edges are faded and
soiled. Soil on pages. The preface opens “The reader will find in this book what he has never read or heard
before.” This scarce text contains a discourse on diseases and recommendations for living a healthier life,
said to be derived from wisdom gathered from the Indian Medicine Man mentioned in the title. No copies
on OCLC. $525

257. Grand Tour Photograph Albums of Europe

Book: Very Good. Hardcover.
Five albums containing over 200 original
silver gelatin photographs. Photos are 3” x 4”.
Brown cloth albums in good condition with
some rubbing and spine tears, and containing numbered spine labels. Hinges weak.
Each album contains 12 leaves with photos
mounted two to a page within windows. The
photographs are in very good to fine condition and of generally very good quality. Many
are labeled with locations. The set is from an
American family doing the Grand Tour of Europe, visiting Holland, Germany, Italy, France,
England, Switzerland, and Austria. From the
automobiles and prewar scenery the date
is around 1912. The side trips seem to have
been by carriage, and many shots in the first album are of steamship travel to Liverpool. The photos convey
a very romantic vacation view of what once was, from scenic shots of the Matterhorn’s alpine glaciers to all
the beautiful cities that were later bombed. People shots include women hiking in long skirts in the mountains, children petting animals at a zoo, and ship passengers. $500
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258. Great Wall of China Silk
Cloth Print

China. Very Good. Silk. 10 3/4” x 16”.
A bright silk cloth print with the Great Wall of
China and verdant hills. No date, with writing
in Chinese. Circa 1930s? Lower edge has
stitched border missing and light soil. $65

Artist Proof?

259. New Bedford Fifty Years Ago Lithograph
Wall, William Allen

1857. Very Good. Lithograph.
A lithograph with watercoloring based on an 1857 oil painting by New Bedford artist William Allen Wall.
Mounted on a backing board, with a lighter spot on the right margin and a dampstain on the lower edge.
18” x 25 1/2” with an image area of 14 3/4” x 17 3/4”. This variant print has no lithographer or artist listed,
and the title is stenciled differently than in known 1858 prints by lithographer Charles Taber. The date 1857
is stenciled under the title by hand. There is one major difference in the background details between this
copy and later lithographs. On the left side two horses are next to a mound of some sort, and in this print
the fence around the mound is absent. No other copies are found with the fence absent. Other details
appear the same, with differences in the water coloring and toning of the paper. We are guessing that this
may have been from the original lithographic plate, possibly an early proof, with the fence detail added in
after this printing, making this a very rare pre-production issue. The 1858 lithograph itself is not common,
with only two copies found on OCLC, one at the Boston Athanaeum and one in Australia. William Allen
Wall (1801-1885) made a living painting portraits and later the landscapes of New Bedford for which he
is best known. Wall depicted New Bedford as it would have looked in 1808, and he named all of the early
historical figures he portrays in the scene, showing the corner of Union and Water streets. On buildings are
the business names of J. Boswerth Boot and Shoemaker and L. Macomber Boots and Shoes. On the back
of the mount is some writing in orange including the street names and the name Jahaziel Jenney. Jahaziel
Jenney’s store is labeled, and he is the iron-footed man in front of it. Three African-Americans are in the
foreground, with abolitionist and whaling captain Paul Cuffee among them. Wall himself is portrayed as
the driver of a cart. Included for reference is the book Whale Fishery of New England (Boston 1915), which
contains a section on New Bedford and the painting. $2500
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260. Express Passenger Locomotive
Haugg, Louis

First Edition. A. Brett, 1856. Philadelphia. Very Good. Lithograph. 14 3/4” x 18 1/2”.
An early and scarce large chromo-lithograph in very good condition. The margins have eraser marks in the
lower right corner and light soil spots, with a few chips. Image is clean and measures 11 3/4” x 16 3/4”.
Spot mounted to mat on verso. The Imprint reads “Printed in Colors by A. Brett, 6 South Seventh St. Phila.
Drawn from Nature & Executed on Stone by L. Haugg” with title captions “Express Passenger Locomotive.
Richard Norris & Son, Locomotive Builders, Philadelphia.” The locomotive has the name S. Meredith and
Cincinnati & Chicago Railroad Co. on it. Richard Norris & Sons was the largest locomotive manufacturer in
the United States at the time, producing over one hundred a year at
its three-story Philadelphia factory.
Louis Haugg (1826-1903) was a
German-born lithographer working
with printer and chromolithographer Alphonse Brett. The locomotive shows fine detail, with the
vibrant colors of the train standing
out from the pastoral background.
No records found on OCLC. $1750

One-of-a-Kind Album?

261. Story of Japanese Raw Silk: Told in 47 Original Photographs
Hirata, S.

Japanese Government Raw Silk Bureau. Tokyo. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 10 1/4” x 14 1/4” x 1 3/4”.
Circa 1947-1948. A rare album with original color patterned silk covered boards, string tied on the left. Silk
has light soil and fraying on edges. The album contains 47 4.3” x 6.3” original black and white photographs
mounted on thick boards with corner mounts. Gilt on edges is worn. Each photo is captioned in English,
from “Silkworm Moths hatching and drying their wings” to “Raw silk
being loaded on ship for export.” The title page is a pasted in label
on the first free endpaper, “The Story of Japanese Raw Silk Presented to Major General Daniel Noce / Album and Pictures Prepared
by the Japanese Raw Silk Bureau S. Hirata Director / Foreword and
Explanation Prepared by The Silk Branch Textile Division ESS GH &
SCAP R. A. Hickerson, Chief H. Shiga, Silk Consultant.” The album
was most likely presented to General Daniel Noce (1874-1976) for
his efforts in promoting Japanese economic development through
trade. From 1946 to 1948 he was Chief of the Civil Affairs Division
under General MacArthur and was instrumental in promoting
Japanese industry and trade. He believed that the establishment
of trade was a way to lessen the danger of Communist influence
and relieve the costs of rebuilding Japan for the United States. No
records found of a similar album on OCLC or elsewhere. $2000
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262. Images of the Old Testament, Lately Expressed, Set Forthe in Ynglishe and Frenche, Vuith a Playn and Brief Exposition. Printid At Lyons, by Iohan Frellon, the Yere of Our Lord
God, 1549. (Facsimile Edition)
Holbein, Hans (Le Jeune)

First Thus. Laclaustra Y Compania, 1947. Buenos Aires. Book: Very
Good. Full-leather.
One of eighty copies. This is a facsimile edition of Hans Holbein Le
Jeune’s 1549 edition, as a set of two volumes in a marbled slipcase.
The text volume with illustrations is full leather with five bands.
Leather along the bands and edges is rubbed with a small crack
at the head of the spine. Front endpapers are marbled and rear
endpapers are brown suede. The second volume is a folder with a
leather spine, with spine ends rubbed off, over marbled boards. It
contains an etched copperplate with image and text. A unique presentation of the work of Hans Holbein the Younger, a famous 16th
century artist and supporter of the Reformation. $350
Copper Plate

Dred Scott Decision

263. Report of the Decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States,
and the Opinions of the Judges Thereof, in the Case of Dred Scott, Versus John F. A. Sanford
Howard, Benjamin C.

D. Appleton & Company, 1857. New York. Book: Good. Softcover. 633 pp.
Original wrappers have chips, pencil marks, missing corners, and rubbing making the rear advertisement
wrap difficult to read. The spine is almost completely gone and has clear tape. Tipped in is a newspaper
clipping with some mention of slavery and state constitutions. Old dampstains on one inner corner of pages throughout, rubbed page corners. The front wrap has the signature of E. M. Prince, who knew Abraham
Lincoln as a lawyer in Illinois. Benjamin Howard was the reporter of Supreme Court decisions and arranged
for this New York D. Appleton publication. It has the same pagination as the Washington report, with advertisements. Both 1857 editions are scarce. This pro-slavery decision of the Supreme Court, in which Dred
Scott sued for his freedom and lost, ruled the 1820 Missouri Compromise unconstitutional and ruled that
blacks of slave descent could never be citizens. Howes S 218. Sabin 33240. $575

Must Be Seen to Appreciate

264. Irish Botanical Watercolors Album

Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 6” x 9 1/2”.
Oblong album with three-quarter green leather
over marbled paper boards. Leather is scuffed
with rubbed edges and corners. Titled “Botanical Plates” on four-band spine with gilt imprint.
An old stationer’s label from E. Madden of
Church Street, Dublin is on the front pastedown. Hinge paper is cracked. Some pages
have light soil or foxing. The album contains
106 original exquisitely drawn pencil outline
watercolors of flowers, on 61 leaves. The remaining leaves are blank. The album is undated
except for one date, 1860, beside drawing
number 68. Captions are in Latin with some
English and Gaelic names. A few place names are written in, primarily Clifden (in County Galway, Ireland).
Vibrant colors and fine detail and technique distinguish these paintings. $2250
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265. Jolly Old Man Who Sings Down Derry
Down

Dean & Son, 1865. London. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 10” x 7”.
Boards have soil and rubbed edges and corners. Brown cloth spine
has been repaired. Some paper loss on rear board. The pink endpapers and rear board contain publisher’s advertisements. This is a
children’s book with a hole cut in the front board and all pages for a
three-dimensional wooden head to pop through every page. Versos
are blank. First page has a tear at the hole. The head is mounted on
a rear blank page. Beneath each hand-colored engraving is rhyming
verse about the Jolly Old Man riding his horse, losing his hat, and having a jolly wife and pets. Uncommon, with five copies found on OCLC
as of January 2016. $1100

266. Sweet and Dirty
King, Linda

Second Edition. Vagabond Press, 1974. Allensburg, Washington.
Book: Very Good. Softcover. 40 pp.
Yellow staplebound wrapper with light edge wear and faint toning. Toned pages. A collection of poems from sculptor and poet
Linda King, who grew up in the tiny town of Boulder, Utah, before
her time in the 1970s California creative scene. $50

Wearable War Map

267. Korean War Escape and Evasion
Map of Asia

Aeronautical Chart Service, US Air Force, 1951. Washington, D.
C. Good. Map.
A cloth (probably rayon acetate) lithographed map printed
on both sides in color, with four symmetric 2” x 1/4 holes in
the margins, possibly where it was torn out. The map covers
an area of Honshu and China. Cloth maps were printed
throughout the Korean War for British and American soldiers.
These quiet, waterproof, easily hidden maps were carried by
bomber flight crews and sewn into their jackets in case they
were shot down and needed a map to reach somewhere
safe, like Japan. At a scale of 1: 2,000,000, with topo lines and
ocean currents. $75

268. Lessons for Our Time

Limited/Numbered Edition. Minnesota Center for Book Arts, 2012. Minnesota. Book: Fine. Softcover.
The twenty-second in a series celebrating the handmade book, numbered 286 of 300 of a Chapman
Edition. Purple handmade paper wrapper with woven strips binding the spine, with stiff cardstock front
endpapers. Color ink geometric drawings illustrate a collection of reprinted poems and excerpts from 17
writers, printed in brown ink. A cleanly, elegantly designed book. $85
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269. Life and Death of Cock Robin

Fisk & Little. Albany. Good. Pamphlet. 15 pp. 7” x 4 1/2”.
A chapbook circa 1850s. Soil and dampstains on wrapper, with splits on
spine. Pages are printed and hand-colored on one side only, for a total
of eight pages. Rear wrap has advertisements. The classic ornithological murder ballad of Cock Robin dates back at least to the 1700s, and
was first printed in this version in 1770. Scarce, with only one copy
found on OCLC as of January 2016. $95

270. Yellow Peril in Action: A Possible Chapter in History Dedicated to
the Men Who Train and Direct the Men Behind the Guns
Manson, Marsden

Britton and Rey, Printers, 1907. San Francisco. Very Good. Pamphlet. 28 pp.
In a green cloth clamshell. Pamphlet wrappers have toning, light soil, and chips. Tipped in is a fold-out Map
of the World Showing the Three Great Oceans as Units and our Unfortified Military Stations. Written as a
futuristic history “supposed to be written in 1912” designed to warn Americans about the dire consequences of ignoring the power of China. $85

Costumes from Shakespeare to Wilde

271. Manuscript and Sketches of Women’s Fashions

Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 3/4” x 3/4” x 7 1/2”.
No date, circa 1940. A black cloth blind embossed blank notebook filled in with typewritten notes and
tracing paper pages, with some handwritten notes and a previous owner’s name,
Edith Meyer. The sketches on tracing paper are of women’s fashions and are divided
into time periods from “Early Gothic 1350” to “Gay Nineties or Hourglass 1890-1910.”
A few men’s fashions are also presented. Notes with plays listed for the time periods
indicate that this was probably used for theater
costumes. A very unusual find, with detailed
drawings and descriptions of clothing. $150

272. Marine Refining Corporation Board of Directors Documents and
Minutes Book

Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 376 pp.
Hefty red leather beveled boards with gilt imprint and four band spine. Rubbed edges and corners, a few
scratches, and light soil. Contains the signed board of directors documents for the Marine Refining Corporation from 1925-1928. Laid in are official articles of incorporation documents from Arizona and California,
California’s affixed with large gold state seals. From fuel tax records the company appears to have been a
mid-sized oil player in the region. $175
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273. Album of Door Photographs from
Providence, Rhode Island
Mason, Harold

Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 7 1/2” x 5”.
A photo album circa 1910s. Half-leather decorated binding with copper rivets, over paper wood-patterned boards.
Rubbed and bumped corners and edges. The interior blank
pages have twenty-three pages with silver gelatin photos glued
in. Photos are in very good condition with some waviness from
the glue. Light foxing of a few mount pages. A sign in one photo says “R. I. School of Pharmacy and Allied Sciences.” A laid in
two page manuscript list is titled “Old Colonial Doorways Photograph List”, and names the photographer at the end of the
list. These photos are of the illustrious doors of Providence,
Rhode Island, from locally renowned photographer of doors
and door hardware Harold Mason. Mason was known for his
obsession with doors, and the numbered photos match entries
in a catalog of his work at the Providence Library. An unusual
work of architectural documentation. $425

274. Militia Law of the State of New-Hampshire,
Passed At Concord December 22, 1808

1809. Concord, N. H. Good. Pamphlet. 34 pp.
A stringbound pamphlet with toning, chips and tears, worn off corners, and
foxing spots throughout. To Which is Annexed, The Militia Law of the United
States. Published by Order of the Legislature, Printed for the State. Including
various laws such as the details of the certificate required for exemption of
Quakers and Shakers and requirements for fire departments in militia training. A scarce early piece of state militia history, with only seven copies found
on OCLC as of February 2016. $875

275. Militia Laws of the United States and of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts Together with Extracts from the United States and State
Constitutions.

Dutton and Wentworth, State Printers, 1836. Boston. Book: Very Good. Hardcover. 108 pp. 6 3/4” x 4 1/4”.
Stiff printed boards with leather spine. Some soil and foxing with a few scuffs. Light foxing on edges and
throughout text. A handy little indexed book for any Massachusetts citizen inclined to start a militia. Only
five copies of this early law book found on OCLC as of November 2015. $425

276. Minnesota As it Is

1888. Book: Very Good. Softcover. 16 pp.
Softcover pamphlet with tied binding. Circa 1888 as it uses statistics and information from 1887. Wraps are
lightly soiled with cut on rear wrap approximately 2 inches long. Map on rear wrap showing St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Ry. And Connections. A little light writing in pencil in margin of one page. Chipping
to edges with short tear on fore edge of one page. Information on the quality of agricultural lands, schools,
railroads, etc meant to entice prospective immigrants. Rear page states that additional information and
pamphlets can be obtained from J. Bookwalter, Land Commissioner, St. Paul. $150
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277. Wright Field Story
Moseley, James W.

First Edition. Saucerian Books, 1971. Clarksburg, WV. Book:
Very Good. Softcover. 80 pp. 11” - 13”.
Light green wrapper with black illustration. Sunned spine,
edge wear, and light soil. Edge toning of pages. Interior
clean. A scarce copy of humorist and investigator James W.
Moseley’s (1931-2012) treatise on UFOs at Wright Field,
Ohio, and elsewhere. Moseley’s real life adventures in
conducting his investigations are as strange as any close
encounter. $350

278. Paint Book, Ball Band
Boots Circa 1900

Book: Very Good. Pamphlet. 8 pp. 2 3/4” x 5”.
Circa 1900. Light soil and edge wear. A salesman’s stamp is on the rear wrap. A little paint/
coloring book with 4 uncolored wintery scenes
of people wearing Ball Band Boots to keep
their feet warm. Ball Band by Mishawaka Woolen Manufacturing Company was a line of knit
boots, felt boots, lumbermen’s socks, rubber
boots, and arctics. A trademarked red ball was
added to their design in 1891, and each paint
panel has instructions to paint the little red ball
red. $60

279. Polygamist Themed Victorian Trade Cards

Ketterlinus. Philadelphia. Fine. Trade Cards. 3” x 4”.
Circa 1880s or 1890s. A set of four color lithograph trade cards with the
imprint of (John Louis) Ketterlinus of the Ketterlinus Lithographic Manufacturing Company in Philadelphia. The cards have a few scuffs on the
backs. The story told in pictures seems to be of a man with two women
after him, one older and one much younger, where all three find a solution to their problem in a sign marker pointing to Utah. If you change the
order of the cards, however, the story has different outcomes. $75
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280. Over the Front in an Aeroplane and
Scenes Inside the French and Flemish
Trenches--Signed
Pulitzer, Ralph

First Edition. Harper & Brothers, 1915. New York And London.
Book: Good. Hardcover. 159 pp.
Blue cloth boards with gilt imprint and circular airplane illustration. Slight fading of gilt on spine, rubbed and bumped corners,
cocked spine. Light soil on edges. Light dampstains affecting
some page margins and endpapers, and light foxing of some pages, including plates. Two photograph plates are missing. The half
title page is inscribed “To Henry Hopkins from the author Ralph
Pulitzer Dec 26th, 1915.” Ralph Pulitzer got a rare civilian glimpse
of World War I from the air when he was permitted to accompany a flight with the French army. He later became the president
of his father’s newspaper empire, and he also sponsored the
Pulitzer Speed Trophy for military airplane races. A scarce signed
first edition of this World War I classic. $475

281. Principles of Clothing Selection [Early 1930s College Course Project from Columbia University Teachers College Student]
Very Good. Ephemera. 14 1/2” x 9”.
Over 80 loose sheets of manuscript entries illustrating the
principles of women’s clothing selection using magazine
illustrations, cloth swatches, and hand-drawn color sketches.
The project appears to be based on the textbooks Principles
of Clothing Selection (1930) and Clothing for Women (1929).
Home economics and fashion appeared in college curricula
after World War I when more women moved into the workforce in professional roles and wardrobe needs changed.
The sheets are contained in a worn envelope marked with
the name of Hazel Stine, who received a B. S. In Education
and Practical Arts from Columbia in 1933. Her observations
on style show her preferences (or those of her professors):
“Trim and in quite good taste are the clothes worn by the
conservative type.” Ms. Stine’s project also contains a candid
self-assessment: “Weight--174 (much over-weight) ,” a sketch
of her body from head to toe, a listing of her “Bad Points”,
and a “Score Card for Personal Appearance.” Her color drawings illustrating outfits she would choose for herself appear
on two sheets. She received an A- for her effort. $500
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282. Receipt Book from 1869-1870 Philadelphia Lumberyard

Philadelphia. Book: Good. Hardcover. 9” x 1” x 5 1/2”.
Full-leather oblong record book with lined
pages, with “Receipts” on spine title label.
Rubbed and bumped corners, scuffs in leather.
One joint is cracked with some loss of leather.
Hinges have brown cloth tape. Black marbled
endpapers, green edges. Stationer’s label on
front pastedown. A little over half the pages in
the middle of the book are blank, with receipt
records and tipped in billhead receipts on
either end. The book belonged to F. L. Williams,
owner of a lumberyard. Many of the entries
have cancelled two-cent revenue stamps beside
them. Names of many businesses in Philadelphia and their owner’s signatures are in the
records. With billheads from H. J. Horan Light Carriage Builder, Jacob Zaun & Son Fashionable Boot and
Shoe Makers, J. F. And E. B. Orne Carpeting and Oil Warehouse, Garretson, Blakemore & Co. Importers and
Jobbers of Dry Goods, and the Office of the Insurance Company of North America. Other receipt entries
come from jewelers, stone work, blacksmiths, disease-free horses, glazing, and John Wanamaker and Co.
An interesting glimpse at a tradesman’s daily commerce. $350

Need to Scare Small Children?

283. Ringling Bros. & Barnum &
Bailey Circus Poster

1945. Very Good. Broadside.
It’s big. It’s bright. 10 feet long and over 6 1/2 feet
high, this extra large, two sheet color lithograph circus
poster for Ringling Bros & Barnum & Bailey Circus is
waiting for the perfect home. Two sheets, each 60” x
76”, fitting to 120 x 76”. Dated 1945, Bill Bailey, artist.
A few tears at one end. All original, no cloth backing.
Rare to find this size. $1750

A Very Cool Set

284. Spelling Cards

Very Good. Ephemera. 3” x 4 1/2”.
No date. A scarce set of 30 stiff cards, each with a mounted
sheet of 6 woodcut illustrations of animals and their printed names, designed to help children in spelling. In a newer
clamshell box, dark blue with “Spelling Cards” in gilt. Foxing
and light edge wear on cards. No publication information,
but possibly published in London in the early 19th century.
Many exotic, hard-to-spell animal names such as jacanas and
maucaucos are included with the run-of-the mill cats and rats.
$975
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285. Stanley Motor Carriage Company 1917 Stock Certificate and Other
Documents
Very Good. Ephemera.
The letters are in very good condition with some light soil, and the stock certificate has edge chips and
two fold lines, with one corner piece missing. Documents include a blind stamped stock certificate from
1917 from the Stanley Motor Carriage Company, signed by the new owner and president of the company,
Prescott Warren, who bought the company from the surviving Stanley brother. Two letters to the stock
owner from 1923 relate to the receivership of the company, one on Stanley Motor Carriage Company Letterhead from the appointed receiver and the
other with O’Brien Bros. Motor Company /
Stanley Steam Cars letterhead, from Chicago.
Another document is circa 1917, a syndicate
agreement of the Stanley Motor Car Company. Another letter is from a stock brokerage
from 1924 and tells the owner that is stock is
worthless after the recent liquidation of the
company. “Liquidated Worthless” is written
sideways in the margin. Other handwritten
notes on the company’s financials are pinned
to the letters. The Stanley Steam cars were
produced from 1908 to 1924 but could not
compete with internal combustion engines
and their much lower cost. $600

286. Story of the Three Bears

Knight, King and Company. Cleveland, OH. Good. Pamphlet. 24 pp.
Saddle-sewn chapbook with chips and tears including an archivally repaired tear on rear. Soil on pages.
Hand-colored front wrap engraving of the three bears walking upright, advertisement rear wrap, engraved
illustrations. In this version Goldilocks is called Silver-Hair. At the end are the nursery rhymes Mother Goose
and Her Son Jack and The History of Little Bo-Peep. $95

287. To His Excellency, GROVER CLEVELAND, President of the United States, Re: Charles T. Mccoy

1885. Aberdee, DT. Very Good. Ephemera. 4 1/2” x 8 1/2”.
One page petition to President Grover Cleveland from an unknown body of petitioners asking the President
to remove Charles T. McCoy, Register of the United States Land Office of Aberdeen, DT for ‘wholly ignoring
and neglecting his official duties.’ Said petitioners go on to ask that a “person may be selected who will not
stoop to lobby and procur the passage of acts and measures which are thoroughly odious and viciously
insulting to the electors of the counties embraced in said district”. Two fold lines. $75

288. Treasury Department Bureau of War Risk Insurance Possible Family Monthly Incomes under the War Risk Insurance Act Broadside
A. B. Graham Co. , 1918. Washington, D. C. Good. Broadside.
Toning of one quarter of verso, corner holes, one half-inch tear, and a three-inch fold split. A color broadside listing death and disability allotments and allowances for different relatives of US military members.
The other side is a black and white Chart of Allotments and Allowances from amendments approved in
1918. Includes all manner of contingencies such as divorced wives, no wife but 8 children, and mothers
through adoption. No records found on OCLC. $250
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The War on Drugs

289. United States Internal Revenue Order Forms for Opium or Coca
Leaves, or Compounds, Manufactures, Salts, Derivatives or Preparations
Thereof under Section 2 of the Act of Congress, Approved December 17,
1914
1934. Very Good. Document. 10 pp. 11” - 13” tall.
Nine filled out records of controlled substance sales from
seller D. Kaltman & Co., of Jersey City, to buyers Merck,
Hoffmann-LaRoche, Eli Lilly, and other companies, dated
January 1939. IRS forms printed in red ink with a pretty
illustration of poppies and marked “Duplicate,” and original
brown paper file record cover sheet. The heavy tax and
restrictions instituted on narcotics in 1914 were designed
to make them cost-prohibitive. $65

290. US Patent for an Apparatus for the
Treatment of Cotton, 1894

1894. Good. Ephemera. 6 pp. 8” x 12”.
Patent with red seal over blue ribbons and signatures of the
Assistant Secretary of the Interior John M. Reynolds, the
Commissioner of Patents John S. Seymour, and the inventor, Freidrich Zedler of Cuero, Texas. John M. Reynolds later
became a U. S. Representative and Lieutenant Governor of
Pennsylvania. Five printed pages with the patent description
and the machine diagrams are inside the larger decorative
signed document. Grommets bind the document, which has
some toning, fold creasing, and iron staining. Patent No.
520,285. $75
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Military Uniform Chromo-lithographs

291. United States Army and Navy: Their Histories, from the Era of the
Revolution to the Close of the Spanish-American War; with Accounts of
Their Organization, Administration and Duties
Wagner, Arthur and J. D. Jerrold Kelley

First Edition. Werner Company, 1899. Akron, OH. Book: Good. Hardcover. 241 pp. 14” x 1 1/2” x 18”.
A large volume with original pictorial boards. Image cropped due to scanner size. Black boards have rubbed
and frayed corners and edges with light soil and scuffs. Spine pulling and loose at front hinge, text block
bound tight. All edges gilt. Endpapers have tape repairs, creasing, and chips. Corner piece missing from
first free endpaper. Text pages have some soil, including smudges on plate margins. The plates have the
original tissue guards and the images are in very good condition. 43 chromo-lithograph plates, xxii, 23-241.
The book is divided into Army and Navy sections, with illustrations of scenes and especially uniforms from
various periods. Appendices contain details on the recent Spanish-American War and lists of the Navy’s
vessels by category. $395

292. Western Union Travelers’ Cable Code

Book: Very Good. Softcover. 54 pp. 5 1/4” x 3 1/4”.
Staplebound red wrappers. Soil spots on title page, otherwise
very little wear. The Travelers’ Cable Code was a shorthand system for telegrams with code words for phrases, and this pamphlet contains a code dictionary. “Parch” means “Many Happy
Returns of the Day,” and “crude” means “Have you not received
my letter? Why do you not answer?” Ads for Western Union and
helpful information on wiring money are also included. Few copies of any printing on OCLC, with the number of pages matching
a date of 1923. $250
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Quarter for scale. Not included in sale.

293. Charles Dickens 24 Piece China Set England

91

Item 191. Dinocerata: A Monograph of an Extinct
Order of Gigantic Mammals

Adams China Company. Good.
A collection of literary themed earthenware china circa 1900. There is some minor wear on the
glaze on edges and one repaired chip on a cup rim with one millimeter of loss. Illustrations are
hand-colored under the overglaze, with orange edges and borders The set consists of 2 teacups,
2 saucers, 8 dessert plates, 8 larger salad plates, 2 dinner plates, and 2 larger serving plates, each
with a captioned scene from one of three novels: The Old Curiosity Shop, Oliver Twist, and The
Pickwick Papers. This particular mark of the Adams China Company, with Tunstall, England, and a
date established of 1657, was used in the years 1896-1916. $600

